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ABSTRACT
METAL FLOW SIMULATION AND DESIGN OF DIES FOR 
CLOSE DIE FORGING
INVESTIGA T O R  F A E K  DIK O
The application of computei aided design and computer aided manufacturing 
(CAD/CAM ) technique to forming is gaining populanty as the lesulting productivity 
improvements are becoming more and m oie appatent Most users are using CAD/CAM  
and finite elem ent packages as stand alone packages, wheie the integiation among these 
packages in most cases is difficult due to the diffeiences in the layout format o f each 
one
Finite elem ent packages usually have then own pie- and post piocessors, however it is 
unlikely to include the facilities available in a CAD system such as zooming, pan, 
layer
This thesis describes a PC-based intei active CAD system foi closed die forging design 
This system includes the facilities foi drawing the die geometry, simulation o f the 
deformation process and die analysis undei forming conditions
First o f all, a com m eicial CAD system has been customized to accommodate the 
empirical guidelines foi closed die foiging design Then a Finite Element program FE 
has been developed based on the ngid plastic/viscoplastic formulation to simulate the 
metal flow  A mesh geneiation piogiam  has been developed as pait o f this system The 
CAD system has been used as pie- and post piocessoi foi the mesh generation and the 
FE programs
To overcome the pioblem s encounteied in forming piocesses, such as large deformation 
and displacements which cause ceitain computational pioblem s, a lezoning algorithm 
has been developed
An elastic/plastic FE piogiam  has been used foi die analysis, the FE simulation results 
of the forming process are used to find out whethei the analyzed die would sustain the 
forging load or not
This metal flow  simulation and die design piocess has been applied to two closed die 
forging examples, one in plane-stiam condition and the othei m axisymmetric condition 
The results were encom aging and in close agieement with the experiments
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION
1 1  M E T A L  FO RM ING
Metal forming includes two types o f forming processes,
- Bulk forming processes such as forging, extrusion, rolling and drawing
- Sheet metal forming processes such as deep drawing and stretch forming
A common way o f classifying metal forming processes is to consider cold (room 
temperature) and hot (above a recrystallization temperature) forming Usually, the yield 
stress of a metal increases with increasing strain or deformation dunng cold forming and 
with increasing stram-rate during hot forming However, the general principles governing 
the forming of metals at various temperatures are basically the same, therefore, 
classification o f forming processes based on initial material temperature does not 
contribute a great deal to the understanding and improvement o f these processes In fact, 
tool design, machinery, automation, part handling and lubrication concepts can be best 
considered by means of a classification based not on the working temperature but rather 
on specific input and output geometries, material and production rate conditions
The term forging may be used to describe all mechanical hot and cold working o f  
metals by the application o f an intermittent force on the workpiece The workpiece is 
deformed between two die halves which carry the impressions o f the desired shape 
Modern forgings occupy a prominent place m primary metalworking, the emphasis being 
to produce parts by forming rather than machining to save material and energy Thus,
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forgings are becom ing more and more complex and diverse
In the past the forging die design procedure was based on the experience and intuition 
of the die designer and som e empirical guidelines [1] The need for a wider variety of  
forgings and faster design procedures coupled with increasing costs led to 
Computer-Aided Design (CAD) techniques as a feasible alternative in forging die 
design The advent o f high speed computers and their diminishing costs has made 
possible the development o f CAD o f forging dies to a point where the forging process 
can be simulated and stresses and loads predicted The dies can then be designed and 
manufactured for moderately complex shapes
The advent o f interactive computer graphics has helped to increase the productivity of 
the die designer, allowing him to observe the results and use his experience and 
intuition to m odify them with ease, if necessary
There are now two different approaches for forging die design using Computer-Aided 
Methods
1 Computerization o f empirical procedures that are based on the experience o f a die 
designer or have been developed through experimentation using model materials
2 Development o f numerical methods such as finite elements that simulate the forging 
process and therefore can be used m design process
Forging can be classified broadly into two categories Open die and Close die forgings 
Open die forging is earned out between flat dies or dies o f a sim ple shape This process 
is used for large parts or small batch sizes In closed die forgings, the workpiece is 
deformed between two die halves which carry the impressions o f the desired shape 
Deformation occurs under high pressures in the closed cavity leading to precision 
forgings with close toleiances This process is widely used for the manufacture of  
simple as well as complex high stiength precision parts
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I l l  CLASSIFICATION OF CLOSED-DIE FORGING
Closed-die forgings are generally classified as,
1 Blocker type
2 Conventional type
3 Close-tolerance type
Blocker type forgings are produced in relatively inexpensive dies but their weight and 
dimensions are greater than those o f conventional closed-die forging A blocker type 
forging approximates the general shape o f the final part, with relatively generous finish 
allowance and radii Such forgings are sometimes specified when only a small number 
of forgings are required and the cost of machining parts to final shape is not excessive  
Conventional closed-die forgings are the most common type, and are produced with 
commercial tolerances and this type usually has a flash and gutter for excess material 
Close-tolerance forgings usually are held to smaller dimensional tolerances than 
conventional forgings Little or no machining is required after forging
1 1 2  FO R C ES AN D EN ER G Y R E Q U IR EM E N T
In every metal forming process a definite force is transmitted at a given time by the tool 
into the workpiece This requires a particular amount o f energy, depending upon the 
deformation work performed The force requirement as a function o f the travel is 
different for the various deformation processes, and hence the force-travel variation is 
also a characteristic parameter It is therefore obvious that a metal forming process can 
be carried out in a metal-forming machine tool only when the machine can deliver at 
a given time the necessary force, which is at least equal to or greater than the 
deformation force, and when the energy available from the machine for the deformation 
period is sufficient to cover the deformation work In simple terms, the characteristic 
values o f the metal forming process should be available from the machine during the 
deformation process
In the selection o f the metal-forming machine tool, the force and energy available from
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the machine tool should be only slightly larger than the process requirements o f force 
and energy from the point view  o f econom y An optimum solution is an exact matching 
of the machine characteristics with the process requirements Such an optimum selection 
w ill be possible only in exceptional cases, since there are errors involved in determining 
the deformation force and work, and their variations during a production run require a 
certain reserve m the machine capacity
1 13 PREDICTION O F  F O R G I N G  STRESSES A N D  L O A D S
Prediction o f forging load and pressure in closed die forging operation is difficult M ost 
forging operations are of a non steady-state type in terms o f metal flow , stresses and 
temperatures These variables vary continuously dunng the process In addition, forgings 
com pnse an enormously large number o f geometrical shapes and materials which require 
different techniques of engineenng analysis Because o f these difficulties encountered 
in practice, forging loads are usually estimated on the basis of empirical procedures 
using empirically developed formulae For example, Neuberger et al [2] have found that 
the variable which most influences the forging pressure is the average height of the 
forging
Because most o f these empirical methods are not sufficiently general to predict forging 
loads for a variety o f parts and material, other analytical techniques have been used 
Am ong these techniques, the relatively simple slab method has been proven to be very 
practical for predicting forging loads
1 1 4 FRICTION A N D  LUBRICATION IN F O R G I N G
In forging, friction greatly influences metal flow , pressure distribution, and load and 
energy requirements In addition, to lubrication effects, the effects o f die chilling or heat 
transfer from a given lubricant, faction data obtained in hydraulic-press forging cannot 
be used m mechamcal-press or hammer forging even if  the die and billet temperatures 
are comparable
In forging, the lubricant is expected to,
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1 reduce sliding friction between the dies and the forging in order to reduce pressure 
requirements, to fill the die cavity and to control metal flow
2 act as a parting agent and prevent local welding and subsequent damage to the die
and workpiece surface
3 possess insulating properties to reduce heat losses from the workpiece and minimize 
temperature fluctuations on the die surface
4 wet the surface uniformly so that local lubricant breakdown and uneven metal flow  
are prevented
5 be nonabrasive and noncorrosive so as to prevent erosion o f the die surface
6 be free o f residues that would accumulate m deep impressions
7 develop a balanced gas pressure to assist quick release o f the forging from the die
cavity This characteristic is particularly important in hammer forging, where ejectors
are not used
8 be free of polluting or poisonous components and not produce smoke
No single lubricant can fulfil all these requirements listed above, and therefore, a 
compromise must be made for each specific application
1.1 5 SELECTION O F  DIE M A T E R I A L
Closed-die forging dies are usually made from low -alloy, pre-hardened steels containing 
0 35-0 50 % carbon, 1 50-5 00 % chromium, and additions of nickel, molybdenum, 
tungsten, and vanadium It is difficult to heat treat die blocks safely after machining 
because thermal distortion could destroy or reduce the dimensional accuracy of the 
cavity Therefore, die blocks are machined after the desired hardness has been achieved 
through heat treatment D ie blocks containing shallow or simple cavities can be 
hardened to Rc 50 However, die blocks with deep cavities, nbs, or com plex design 
require relatively softer, tougher materials to minimize cracking and die breakage
When the volume of parts is high and the size o f the forging is limited, die inserts can 
be incorporated in the die block to minimize wear Inserts are generally installed in 
locations that are prone to excessive wear due to com plexity of design and material 
flow  Table 2 1 lists recommended die block materials for forging various materials [3]
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Material
Forged
Application Die Material Hardness,Rc
Aluminum Punches, die H11,H12,H13 44-48
Die inserís H11,H12,H13 46-50
Brass Punches,dies 
and inserís
H21,H11,H13 48-52
Steel Punches,di es, 
and ínserts
H13,H12,H19 38-48
Tnmmer dies D2,A2 or hardweld on 
cutting edge of cold- 
rolled steel
58-60
Table 11 Recommended Die Materials for Closed Die forging Dies
11 6 M A T E R I A L  F O R  F O R G I N G
The most important consideration when selecting a matenal for forging to be forged is 
its forgeability Other considerations would be based on the mechanical properties that 
are inherent in the matenal or that can be obtained as a result o f forging and heat 
treatment
These properties include elastic modulus, density and strength, resistance to wear, 
fatigue, shock, or bending, response to heat treatment, machining characteristics, and 
durability or economy
Forgeability can be expressed as a combination o f resistance to deformation and the 
ability to deform without fracture and can be defined as the capability of the matenal 
to deform without failure regardless of the pressure and load applied
Forgeability for a particular material is based on,
1 Metallurgical factors such as crystal structure, composition, punty, number of phases
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present and grain size 
2 Mechanical properties, the two most significant factors affecting forgeability are 
strain-rate and stress distribution Rapid deformation o f metal can increase the 
matenaTs temperature significantly during the forging operation and can actually 
decrease the material forgeability if heated sufficiently for some melting to develop
117 CAUSES O F  DIE FAILURE
Mainly, there are three basic causes o f die failure,
1 Overloading
Overloading may cause rapid wear and breakage It can be avoided by careful selection  
of die steel and hardness, use o f blocks of adequate size, proper application o f working 
pressures, proper die design to ensure correct metal flow , and proper installation of the 
die in the press machine
2 Abrasive action
Abrasive caused by the flow  and spreading of hot metal in the cavity o f a forging die 
Abrasion is particularly severe if the design of the forging is complex or in other 
respects difficult to forge, if the metal being forged has a high strength Abrasion can 
be eliminated or minimized by good die design, good lubricant, careful selection o f die 
composition and hardness, and proper heating
3 Overheating
As a die becom es hotter, its resistance to wear decreases Overheating is likely to occur 
in areas o f the die cavity In addition, overheating may result from continuous 
production
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1 2 L IT E R A T U R E  SU R V EY  
1 2 1 C A D /C A M  A PPLIC A TIO N S
The design o f the forged component and its dies starts with an enquiry from a customer, 
who provides a machining drawing The designer examines it with reference to the 
capacity o f the available equipment, primarily the maximum load, the energy and the 
die space After establishing that these are available in the workshop, the design study 
is initiated in greater detail
The forging process design essentially comprises five steps
1 The conversion of the machined part geometry to the forged part geometry to 
accommodate design consideiations and process limitations
2 Determination o f the number o f preform stages
3 Design of preform/block dies
4 Design o f finisher dies
5 Evaluation of process parameters,namely, forging loads and stresses, energy 
requirements and stock size
From the machining drawing, the surfaces which require machining allowance are easily  
identified and allowances are chosen on the basis o f past experience or organized 
standards [4,5] Som e designers have changed standard data into polynomial expressions 
for easy implementation into CAD system [6,7] Similarly, the sharp vertical surfaces 
are made inclined by adopting suitable draft angles in order to facilitate component 
removal from the forging dies and to ease metal flow  within the die cavities From the 
custom er’s point o f view  this entails some additional machining but in fact this is more 
than offset by the consistency of the forging and the increased die life Depending on 
the geometry o f the component, the die-parting line separating the top and bottom  
impressions is decided upon
Empirical guidelines for preform design o f H-sections have been compiled by 
Akgermann et al [8] from a number of sources The effectiveness o f the preform design
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on the basis o f these guidelines was tested by Akgermann through the use of 
transparent dies and m odelling materials like plasticine A more general approach to 
preform design has been developed by Chamouard [9] based on the natural metal flow  
theory According to this theory ,metal when allowed to flow  freely, tends to flow  along 
a logarithmic curve in the direction o f forging Chamouard [9], therefore developed  
guidelines for the use of such curves in preforms for joining the web and nb portions 
of the forgings Chamouard’s work has been used in slightly modified form by many 
researchers such as [10]
The finishing die design involves the design o f the flash and gutter geometries and 
determination of the centre o f loading Since axisym m etnc forgings make up the largest 
percentage of forgings produced [11], extensive work has been done in the finisher die 
design for such forgings Tetenne et al [12] has developed comprehensive quantitative 
guidelines for flash design o f axisym m etnc forgings However, Neuberger and M ockel 
[2] have suggested formulae relating the weight o f the forging to the flash geometry 
These relations have been analyzed by the Drop Forging Research Association (DFRA) 
[13,14] and found to be reliable
In the design o f forging dies an important consideration is the location o f the centre o f  
loading Off-centre loading, which occurs if the centre o f the ram and the centre of 
loading do not coincide, causes imperfections in the forging and also leads to shear 
failure o f the dowel pins on the dies Mollineaux and Knight [15] reviewed the various 
methods for determination of the centre of loading The various factors of  
affecting die life have been described in reference [16]
It is necessary to estimate the loads and stresses developed dunng the forging process, 
as the peak load and energy requirements determine the feasibility o f the process as well 
as die life The energy requirements determine the necessity o f preforming as w ell [10] 
Apart from the Finite Element method, which can give the stress distribution as well as 
peak load and stresses, several other methods exist for the determination o f the loads 
and stresses Altan et al [17,18] discussed the principles and limitations o f the various 
analytical, numerical, and experimental methods used to analyze the forging operation 
One o f these methods is the Slab Method Lui and Das [19] have used the slab method
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for evaluating the loads and stresses in axisym m etnc forgings Biswas and Rooks [20] 
used a modular approach to evaluate the loads and stresses in which the various 
deformation stages are uncoupled and analyzed separately They also have developed a 
computer simulation technique to estimate load and energy in axisym m etnc closed die 
forging [21] In this simulation a step-by-step simulation technique has been used and 
good accuracy has been demonstrated
Van Hoenacker and Dean [22] described means for utilising Upper Bound type of  
analyses for process involving matenals which are not perfectly plastic Predicting the 
geometry o f forgings is shown to be possible, but the choice o f velocity field is shown 
to have a significant effect on the accuracy
Hashmi and Klemz [23] have compared the expenmental results with those predicted 
theoretically using a numerical technique In this numencal technique the strain 
hardening and strain rate sensitive material property was incorporated
Chan et al [24], have developed a system of programs for the design and manufacture 
o f hot forging dies Each o f these programme could be regarded as a module in such an 
integrated system, but which can be used effectively in isolation also 
Choi and Dean [25] developed an interactive computer program for die layout design 
which is part o f a complete CAD/CAM  system for forging hammer dies This program 
deskills the design o f die layouts and enable die block manufacture to be speeded up 
They have also developed an interactive computer program, implemented on a 64k mini­
computer to aid the process of preparing data for cost estimation and preform die design 
for forging on hammers [26]
There are also som e empirical formulae which can predict peak loads and stresses 
These have been reviewed by Altan and Fiorentino [27] Empirical relations for the 
estimations o f loads and energy have also been developed by the DFRA [13] for 
hammer forgings o f vanous grades o f steel
Toren et al [28] have done some work investigating approximate calculation o f thermal 
and mechanical loads on forging dies Guidelines are given in this study for die design
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and choice o f die material in order to avoid critical failure
The guidelines mentioned above have been converted into computer programs for the 
design o f forging dies, Lui and Das [19], and Altan and Henning [29] for the design o f  
axisym m etnc forgings, all based on the work o f Tetenn et al [12] Biswas and Knight 
[30,31] and M ullineux and Knight [32] have also developed computer programs for 
preform design based on the work of Chamouard [9] Similar work has been done by 
Subramamam and Altan [33], and Ackergmann and Altan [34]
Choi et al [35] have developed an interactive CAD/CAM  package to aid the processes 
of cost estimation, preform die and layout design and manufacturing of die blocks for 
forging hammers
12 2 Finite Element Analysis
Due to the rapid development o f computers and numerical methods, the Finite Element 
Method (FEM) has become popular for the solution o f metalworking problems [36] The 
appeal o f the FEM steins from its ability to systematically represent material behaviour 
and complex boundary conditions of metal forming processes The method has 
proved very successful and the literature is expanding rapidly
Kobayashi [37] presented a comprehensive review for the analysis o f metal forming
processes in 1979 Shabaik [38,39] points out the distinctions between the various
constitutive formulations used to simulate the deformation o f metals
The FEM, though developed in the early 1950’s, really progressed in its application to 
metal forming only in the 1960’s One o f the first approaches to the problem was the 
Elastic-Plastic Finite Element Method, developed by Marcal and King [40] Later, 
Yamada et al [41] and, Lee and Kobayashi [42,43] and Lee and Mallett [44] used 
the method to solve a variety o f problems in elasto-plasticity such as flat punch 
indentation, upsetting o f solid cylinders and extrusion Relatively successful small 
strain analysis of the above processes was made possible by this method However, it 
was not econom ical foi the solution of large deformation problems encountered in
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actual metal forming processes
Besides the Elastic-Plastic FEM, two other basic approaches to solution o f forging 
problem have been developed
Eulerian-Based Analysis
This method makes use o f ngid-plastic or ngid-viscoplastic laws With this method the 
metal flow  is equivalent to that of a viscous, incompressible, non-Newtonian fluid It 
is assumed that elastic strains can be ignored compared to the large plastic strains This 
sim plifies the problem and offers definite computational advantages over the 
Elastic-Plastic/Viscoplastic approaches
As developed by Lee and Kobayashi [45] and Kobayashi and Shah [46], the 
Rigid-Plastic FEM is characterized by the variational principles for a material obeying 
von M ises’s yield criterion, with isotropic kinematic hardening [47] Several 
investigators[48-51] have since contributed to the development o f the Rigid-Plastic 
FEM for the analysis o f metal forming problems
In the m id-1970’s, Zienkiewicz et al [52,53] generalized the Rigid-Plastic formulation 
to a third approach, namely the Rigid-Viscoplastic method o f analysis, capable of  
dealing with hot, rate-dependent processes This analysis can be applied to the 
Rigid-Plastic case when rate-insensitive situations are encountered
In the early 80’s, Oh et al [54] refined the Rigid- Viscoplastic formulation to solve a 
wide variety o f problems and the effort culminated in the development o f a 
two-dimensional finite elem ent program for metal foim ing called ’ALPID’ [55] Mitani 
and M endoza [56] analyzed open die forging of 134 ton steel ingots for low-pressure 
rotor shaft using a ngid-plastic FE code RIPLS-FORGE, to examine a practical design 
of upset forging Maccaini et al [57] investigated the influence o f die geometry on cold  
extrusion forging operations By using the FEM code developed by the authors they 
could describe the actual processes taking into account the plastic behaviour o f the 
material, the various lubrication conditions and the com plex geometry o f the die
1 2
Lazrarman-Based Analysis
Hibbitt et al [58] introduced the first complete finite elem ent large strain formulation 
which included elastic strains This was the Total Lagrangian Formulation or TLF, m 
which the reference state is the original undeformed configuration
Only a few  investigators [59] based their analyses on this formulation The Updated 
Lagrangian Jaumann formulation, or ULJF, which uses the current deformed 
configuration o f the material as the reference state, was a more appealing to 
investigators because o f its ability to model large deformation metal forming problems 
in a more natural way Elaborate discussion of ULJF can be found in a paper by 
M cM eeking and Rice [60] Several investigators [61-63] have applied the method to 
problems of extrusion, drawing, rolling, and sheet metal working
12 3 FRICTION A N D  B O U N D A R Y  CONDITIONS
Friction and lubrication are of great importance in forging operations In most cases 
reducing friction is beneficial since it 1 educes the fo ice  and energy required for a given 
operation This will reduce the stresses imposed on dies and may allow the use of  
smaller hammers or presses for a given part Alternatively, large changes o f shape can 
be achieved with a given level o f force or energy In som e operations a controlled 
amount o f friction is necessary to control material flow  in order to promote die filling  
or reduce workpiece spreading In such cases too little friction is as bad as too much, 
and the lubrication system must be carefully specified and controlled to achieve 
optimum friction level In the finite element simulation o f the metal flow , the friction 
conditions have been incorporated within the program in different ways Hartly et al 
[64], solved this problem by using an additional layer o f elements which is incorporated 
on all contacting surfaces to model the influence of interface friction Chen and 
Kobayashi [65] implemented the finite element scheme for the analysis o f ring 
compression, by introducing velocity dependent fnctional stresses The frictional stress, 
m general, changes its direction at the neutral point, but the location o f this point is not 
known a pnori The neutial point problem has been considered by various investigators 
[64-66] The die boundary condition along curved die-workpiece interfaces have been
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considered in the framework o f FEM by several investigators [67-69]
The values of the friction used in most o f this program have been determined 
experimentally or using approximate methods Eltouney and Stelson [70] presented an 
approach to calculate the friction coefficient during nonuniform compression o f  
cylinders However, the ring test proved to be very useful in predicting the friction 
factor under various temperature, lubrication and strain-rate conditions [71-73]
Contact problems anse in metal forming where the determination o f contact points and 
the factional forces between a deformable body and the rigid die is important Contact 
problems have long been o f considerable interest, and a large literature base is available 
for a variety o f simple to complex boundary problems The solution method can be 
broadly classified into three categories The earliest solutions to contact problems have 
been obtained using integral equation methods Various problems were solved m close  
form by M uskhehshvili [74] and Gladwell [75], and with numerical techniques by others 
[76,77] In the second method problems are considered as a special case o f constrained 
minimization o f either total or complementary potential energy The minimization is 
formulated as a mathematical programming problem and the solutions are obtained by 
using either incremental linear programming [78,79] or quadratic programming [80] 
techniques Extensive research with these techniques has been done in the analysis of 
classical and non-classical friction at the contact interface [81-83] In the third category, 
contact conditions are imposed directly from kinematic considerations by imposing 
geometric capability of the contacting surfaces during the incremental loading process 
[84-91] The main advantage of this method is that the various factional conditions at 
the interface can be easily imposed and the algonthms are generally independent of 
matenal constitution [92-94]
12 4 M E S H  G E N E R A T I O N  A N D  R E Z O N I N G
The increased use o f finite elem ent numencal methods due to the availability o f high 
speed, large memory computers has led to the solution o f many unsolved problems In 
any FEM program the preparation o f the input data and mesh generation should be 
simple Yates et al [95] investigated the cost and stated the total analysis time and cost 
in preparing the data in conventional ways The 2D topology decomposition approach 
was developed by Wordenweber [96,97] The important contabution of this approach
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to mesh generation is the concept o f operators, which was perhaps borrowed from the 
concept o f Euler operators pioneered by Baumgart [98] Another approach is the node 
connection approach [99-101] In conventional mesh generation procedures, FEM users 
are requires to decide which mesh density will achieve the best solution with minimal 
use o f central processing unit (CPU) time The quality of the FEM mesh depends on 
the user’s experience, and actual mesh construction is time consuming  
Many schemes were proposed for automatic mesh generation (AM G) Cavendish et al 
[102] developed a two-stage approach to automatic triangulation o f an arbitrary solid 
model, and it was later refined by Field and Frey [103] Wordenweber [104] and W oo 
and Thomasme [105] proposed a different class of schemes for decomposing a solid 
model into a collection o f tetrahedral elements Wu et al [106] developed an AMG for
4-node quadrilateral elements implemented in the DEFORM system Special attention 
should be given to a full automatic scheme which was introduced by Yerry et al 
[107,108] In metal forming simulation the mesh can become so distorted that remeshing 
is absolutely necessary to prevent the degeneracy o f the elements A lot o f work has 
already been devoted to the construction o f meshes with optimum geometric properties, 
or with some degree o f adaptivity to the solution [109-113] A continuous remeshing 
technique has been suggested by Cescutti and Chenot [114] which allows a smooth and 
adaptive mesh dunng the whole process This method has been illustrated in 2-D  
examples with four-node linear elements [115] and in 3-D examples with cubic eight- 
node linear elements [116]
2 3 SC O PE  O F TH E PR E SE N T  W O R K
The objective o f this work is to develop a CAD system which can be used by forging 
designers to design closed-die forging dies and test their processes In general the 
desired system should reduce the time spent on designing the dies and the trials at the 
workshop, increase the accuracy o f the drawings and calculations, and finally reduce the 
errors in selecting the design data Errors should be identified and corrected easily  
before the incorrect data leads to costs and difficulties in manufactunng
In order to achieve such system, this reseaich has been concentrated on three individual 
points which eventually contribute to the creation o f the system This points are
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summarized as,
1 Customizing a CAD system for closed die forging design so that it w ill become the 
framework o f the system This customization will include the development o f several 
routines and functions which contain the design rules o f close die forging Also
a modification o f the menu and the creation o f a new submenu is carried out Finally, 
the developed CAD system is used as a post and preprocessor for the finite element 
program and the geometrical design of the die
2 The development o f a ngid-plastic/visco-plastic finite elem ent program for metal flow  
simulation This program has been developed to simulate the deformation process and 
give the field variables during the deformation as results Special attention has been 
paid to the contact problem and the remeshing during the analysis
3 An elastic-plastic finite element program has been used for die analysis
Eventually the system should have the follow ing characteristics,
1 This system should be PC-based because it is less expensive and withm the reach 
o f all forgers
2 It should be able to communicate with other system s for drawing exchange or using 
other CAD/CAM  packages
3 It should be able to do area and volume calculations
4 Forging rules should be built-in and implemented in a modular form and can be 
easily updated if better rules become available
5 It should be able to generate the die geometry using the built-in rules
6 It should be able to generate the billet that will be placed in the die and be
deformed
7 The system should be able to simulate the deformation process and calculate the 
required forging load, using the FE method as a simulation technique
8 It should be able to geneiate a mesh system on the billet
9 It should be able to remesh as often as necessary
10 It should be able to postprocess the result o f the simulation and display them to the 
user in an easily interpreted foim , such as colour contour plots, colour display etc
1 6
11 The system should be able to analyze the die and find out if  it sustains the forging 
loads
Dunng the course o f the system development, the objective was to select and develop  
the best algorithms and methods to achieve a compromise between the accuracy of the 
solution and the computational time For this reason the Rigid Plastic formulation has 
been used for the metal flow  simulation and an explicit method for the contact problem  
is incorporated
The thesis has been divided into eight chapters Chapter one presents the literature 
survey o f several topics such as the application o f CAD/CAM  to metal forming and the 
use o f finite element simulation This chapter also gives a brief idea about closed die 
forging, its classification, design requirements and cause o f failure Close die forging has 
been chosen as a case study for testing the developed system Chapter two discusses the 
custom izing of AutoCAD for metal forming process design Macros and routines 
developed by the author have been discussed as well Chapter three explains the rigid 
plastic formulation used for metal forming simulation The governing equations, 
discntization of the domain, matrices of strain rate and volumetric strain rate , the 
stiffness matrix, contact formulation and remeshing are discussed in detail in this 
chapter Chapter four presents the implementation o f the ngid plastic formulation and 
the coding procedures o f the individual subroutines o f the FEM program Chapters five  
and six present the examples for plane strain and axisym m etnc die design respectively, 
then the actual experiments o f forging process are presented in chapter seven Chapter 
eight contains the conclusions and discussion and shows the advantages o f this system  
and the comparison between the results produced by the CAD system and the 
expenm ents The thesis is concluded by appendices which contain lists o f CAD routines, 
the finite elem ent simulation code and the publications
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CHAPTER TWO
CUSTOMIZING A CAD SYSTEM FOR CLOSED DIE FORGING 
2 1 IN T R O D U C T IO N
Usually CAD systems aie general purpose softwares which can be applied on different 
engineenng areas What makes a particular CAD system different from others is its 
library and other individual routines which can be used for a particular application Such 
extra facilities are very expensive and if they do exist there might be som e limitation 
of the facilities required In this work an attempt has been made to make use o f an 
existing CAD system by custom izing this system to be used for metal forming 
applications The target was to change a machined part drawing to a forged component 
then extracting the die block from the forged part To do so in the conventional way of 
designing, empirical guidelines are used In this system appropriate guidelines and 
forging data are selected and built within the CAD system in the form of routines and 
a database These routines are fully interactive and use all the facilities available in the 
CAD system Dunng the process of designing a die, two finite elem ent programs are 
used one for simulating the material flow  and the other is for die analysis The post and 
pre-processors o f the first FE program are also built within the CAD system Fig 2 1 
shows the CADXCAM procedure for forging die design
2 2 SY ST E M  C O N FIG U R A T IO N
The function of this system, as mentioned befoie, is to design metal forming dies 
starting from the machined part geometry which can be in 2D or 3D Using the facilities 
which have been collected and developed within this system, the user will be able to 
design the die set with its cavity The steps of using this system  are shown in Fig 2 2 
and explained as follows,
1 8
Fig. 2.1 CAD\CAM procedure for forging die design
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STEP1 3D MACHINED COMPONENT
STEP2 C R O S S  SECTION O F  T H E  
M A C H I N E D  C O M P O N E N T
u r ^ i = j r \ j
STEP3 F O R G I N G  C R O S S  SECTION
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STEP5 DIE B L O C K
*
=$. MACHINING
STEP6 DIE C R O S S  SECTION
a. ----------------
STEP7 FE M E T A L  F O R M I N G  
SIMUL A T I O N
4
ELASTIC-PLASTIC FE FOR DIE  
ANALYSIS
Fig 2 2 Flow chart of the process
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1 If a previous drawing of the machined part is not available, the user can draw a 2D  
or 3D drawing using the AutoCAD facilities, although it is possible to receive
the drawing through a network from other designers
2 If the available drawing is in 3D, a critical cross section is prepared
3 Using the routines built within the CAD system, the cross section is converted to a 
forging cross section
4 A 3D drawing o f the forging part is produced by revolving the 2D drawing around 
the symmetry line and forging volume with the flash is calculated for determining the 
dimensions o f the billet
5 The die block is produced by using Boolean commands The block and the forging 
are subtracted along the parting line o f the forging to create the die cavity
6 A cross section is produced for the die block and the finite element model is 
prepared for metal flow  simulation
7 If the simulation process is satisfactory and the die cavity is completely filled with 
the material, the die block is analyzed using the elastic-plastic FE package If not,
the geometrical design o f the die or the forging conditions are modified
8 If the die block sustains the forging load, it will be sent for machining If not, the 
die block will be modified
The steps mentioned above consider an axisymmetric component For the plane strain 
case the same steps are applied, however, instead of revolving the 2D  cross section it 
is extruded For more complex shapes, several cross sections are taken which can be 
axisymmetric or plane strain and then analyzed and put together
2 2 1 SO FT W A R E  C O N FIG U R A T IO N
The softwares used in this work are divided into two categones,
2 2 1 1  T he com m ercial Packages
a AutoCAD, 2D and 3D package release 11 
b LU SAS , elastic-plastic finite element package
2 2
2.2.1 2 Inhouse built packages
a Finite elem ent simulation package 
b M esh generation package with remeshing 
c Routines built in the AutoCAD for die forging design
2 2 2 H A R D W A R E  C O N F I G U R A T I O N
a A 386 personal computer with Intel 387™  DX  Math CoProceesor, 100 Mb hard disk, 
8 Mb RAM and 20 MHZ speed 
b VGA graphic display unit 
c Digitizer (LDS) 
d Printer (Star LC-10) 
e Plotter (Roland DX Y -1300)
2 3 C U S T O M I Z I N G  T H E  M E N U
The menu file in AutoCAD is a simple text file containing AutoCAD command strings 
Section of the file can be associated with different menu device, such as the screen and 
tablet menus Only the screen menu has been used in this work to leave room for future 
work The command Die design is added to the main menu This command activates 
several submenus which invoke the developed routines The submenu items temporarily 
replace all the current menu and it is possible to return to the main menu or the last 
menu once the user finishes from using a particular function
2 4 ROUTINES F O R  C U S T O M I Z I N G  T H E  C A D  S Y S T E M
AutoLISP is an implementation o f the LISP programming language embedded within 
AutoCAD package By writing programs in AutoLISP, it is possible to add commands 
to AutoCAD and modify AutoCAD much like the original routine in the package 
AutoLISP has been used to develop all the loutines presented in this work
Metal flow  in closed die forging operations is three- dimensional and therefore, difficult
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to analyze Thus, the design process is simplified by considenng critical two- 
dimensional cross-sections o f the machined pait geometry to be produced
Then the cross-section is m odified by
1 selection o f the parting lines,
2 the addition of the machining
allowance,
3 the addition o f the draft allowance,
4 the addition of the fillet and corner
radii
The above procedures are translated to 
routines to carry out this procedures 
individually when needed as shown in 
Fig 2 3
The FORTRAN-77 language is also 
used for developing some functions
Fig 2 3 M achined part conversion  
2 4 1 M A C H IN IN G  A L L O W A N C E  PR O G R A M
This program has been constructed using two routines as shown in Appendix A The 
main target is to make good interaction between the user and the graphic monitor 
Eventually, the user can choose the desired machining allowance either by using 
automatic selection using the database which contains machining allowance values taken 
from DIN 7523 [4], Table 2 1, or by visualizing the same table and assigning a chosen 
value This table is saved as a slide which appears on the screen when needed 
The routine to do this selection has been written using AutoLISP, which calls another 
function written in FORTRAN The first routine does the interaction between the 
AutoCAD and the user, where the second does the selection process The memory for
D R A W I N G  T H E
M A C H  I N E D  P A R T
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the FORTRAN routine has been saved using the ACAD PGP file facility 
Machining allowance command is added to the main menu o f the die design By 
selecting this command a submenu appears which contains two commands for setting 
the value o f the machining allowance and then activating the routine which is the 
addition process o f the machining allowance value to the desired edges o f the machined 
workpiece The user has the choice either to use the direct input from the Keyboard or 
picking up the commands from the menus
Maximum size (width or 
thickness)
Maximum length elongated forgings
Maximum thickness Maximum diameter o f rotationally symmetric forgings
Over Up to up to 40 40
63
63
100
100
160
160
250
250
400
400
630
630
1000
1000
1600
40 1 5 1 5 2 2 2 5 3 4 5 6
0 ) (1) (15 ) (1 5 ) (1 5) (2) (2 5) (3) 3 5
40 63 1 5 2 2 2 5 3 3 5 4 5 5 5 6 5
(1) (1 5) (1 S) (1 5) (2) (2 5) (3) (3 5) (4)
63 100 2 2 2 5 3 3 3 5 4 5 5 5 6 6
(1 5) (1 5 ) (1 5) (2) (2) (2 5) (3) (3 5) (4)
100 160 2 5 3 3 3 5 4 5 6 7
(1 5) (2) (2) (2 5 (3) (3 5) (4) (4 5)
160 250 3 3 5 4 5 6 7 8
(2) (2 5) (3) (3 5) (4) (4 5) (5)
250 400 4 5 6 7 8 9
(3) (3 5) (4) (4 5) (5) (6)
The bracket values shall be avoided where possible owutg to the extra cost uivolved
Table 2 1 M achin ing allow ances  
T H E  PR O G R A M S EX EC U TIO N  STEPS
First o f all, the value of the machining allowance should be selected by invoking the 
command set value either from the menus or using the Keyboard Doing that AutoCAD  
w ill prompt
C om m and Do you prefer automatic selection o f the machining allowance (Y or N) ?
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A reply by "Yes” or simply "Y" will control the subsequent series o f prompts as 
follow s
Command Input the maximum thickness 
Command Input the maximum diameter
The user may enter a distance explicitly, "show" AutoCAD a distance by two points, or 
enter these two values through the Keyboard Then the program w ill retrieve the suitable 
value o f the machining allowance from the DIN 7523 tables in the database N ow  the 
chosen value o f machining allowance is set in the memory although it can be changed 
to any other value if  the user wants to
If the reply is "No", the prompt will ask for a value to be entered through the Keyboard 
At the same time a slide of the DIN 7523 which contains the machining allowance 
will be displayed on the screen and it will disappear as soon as the input procedure is 
completed
Command Input the value o f the machining allowance
The next and last stage is to modify the geometry according to the value which has just 
been set up By invoking the command Offset from the menu, the AutoCAD will 
prompt
Command* Select three sides o f the geometry w heie the one to be modified is in the 
middle
The selection process will be done as shown in Fig 2 4, where the target side is (be) in 
the example Once the selection process has been done, a special routine will define 
these lines and replace them by a new set o f lines ( a b '-b 'c '- c 'd )
Then AutoCAD will prompt for continuing by
Command. Do you want tOJ^tidify any other side (Yes or No)?
2 6
b c
Fig 2 4 M achin ing allow ances
The user can go on modifying the sides he wants considering the possibility o f changing 
the value of the machining allowance whenever he wants
2.4 2 TH E D R A FT A N G L E PR O G R A M
To enable drop and press forgings to be lifted out of the die cavity it is necessary for 
their surfaces disposed in the forming direction to be tapered The rate o f taper needed 
differs on the internal and external forged surfaces and depends on the forming process 
and on the size and shape o f the forging If the intended forming machine allows the use 
o f dies incorporating ejectors, the drafts on the forging can be made smaller
Drop forging dies and the upper die halves o f forging process are generally made 
without ejectors The draft applied to the upper die halves can often be reduced if the 
bottom die halves are equipped with ejectors and feature very small drafts
Small and light weight drop and press forgings, as a rule, necessitate larger amounts of  
die draft than heavy forgings in order to allow the forgings to be inserted correcdy into 
the trimming die
In order to apply the draft angle on the geometry which has been created using 
AutoCAD, two programs have been developed to achieve this task as shown in 
Appendix D These programs are written using AutoLISP and FORTRAN languages 
and their task is to set up the value o f the draft angle and save its value in the memory
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Then this value is applied on the desired side The setup has also two main options as 
has been described in the previous program, automatic selection o f the draft angles from 
DIN 7523 [4] and the DFRA forging handbook [117] as shown in Table 2 2 and Table 
2 3 Manually the value is input through the keyboard to give a chance to the user to use 
his own experience The second program applies the value o f the draft angle on the 
geometry m an interactive mode
Internal drafts External drafts 1)
Drop or press forgmgs Upset forgings Drop or press forgmgs Upset forgings
Die
without ejector
half
with ejector
Die half
without
ejector
with ejector
6
1 10
9° (3°)
1 6 (1 20)
3 
1 20
6o (l°30)  
1 10(1 40)
3 
1 20
6o (0°30)
1 10(1 115)
4 30 
1 12 5 
6° (2°)
1 10(1 30)
2
1 3 0
3° (0°30 )
1 20(1 115)
2
1 3 0
S^flTOO)
1 20(1 115)
hi practice the values pruned m bold type are usually adopted 
The bracketed values should not be used because o f the extra cost involved 
1) In the case of flat parts larger angles for the draft on either side of the 
flash (or burr) may be required to allow for trimming operations
T able 2 2 Drafts
Hammer dies Press dies
Matena I External Internal External Internal
Steel
Aluminium alloys 
Titanium alloys 
Ni base alloys
5° r 7° 10° 3° 5° 5° 7®
Tolerances m all cases + 1° 1° or +2 0°
T able 2 3 Drafts (Forging H andbook) 
T H E  PR O G R A M  EX EC U TIO N  STEPS
The commands to access the two piograms have been added to the AutoCAD menus 
The procedure o f applying the draft angles starts by invoking the command Set up 
which cause a sequence of prompts as
2 8
Command Do you want to input youi own diaft angle (Yes or N o)9
This prompt gives the user the chance either to use automatic selection from the 
database or to input his own value
Replying by "Yes" will cause the program to fetch the draft value from the database 
Typing "No" will make AutoCAD to prompt
Command Do you want to set the Internal or External draft angle (Internal or 
External)
Here it is enough to input the first letter from each word Then AutoCAD will prompt 
asking if the die is going to be designed with an ejector or without it
Command With ejector (Yes or N o)7
As a result o f these series o f prompts a suitable value of draft angle will be saved in the 
memory to be used in the next stage
To apply the draft angle on the geometry the command Draft should be selected from 
the menu As a result another set of prompts will appear as follow s
Command Select the line to be drafted
The desired line should be selected using the digitizer by placing the crosshair on the 
line It is necessary to place the crosshair near the end of the line which should be 
rotated around, as shown in Fig 2 5, ptl Then AutoCAD will prompt
Command* Side to draft9
Using the crosshair again a point should be selected indicating the desired side, pt2 The 
last prompt w ill appear inquiring about the base line which has to be modified as well, 
Pt3
Command Select the base line
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This line has to be incorpoiated because 
as a result of the side rotation this line 
has to be extended or shortened 
depending on the rotation direction As a 
result o f this senes o f prompts the side 
w ill be m odified and all the entities 
which are connected to this side will be
redrawn
pt1 ) x pt2
— x—
Fig 2.5 D raft angle
—o
! \ p t3
 V -----------
2 4 3 ED G E R A D II (C O R N E R ) PR O G R A M
In the case o f edge radii, the centre point o f the radius shall lie within the forging The 
smaller the edge radii on the forging, the greatei shall be the deforming force applied 
in order to press the metal into corresponding fillets in the die cavity The stresses 
arising due to notch effects at these points may lead to stress cracks in the die Edge 
radii on surfaces to be machined may amount to 1 5 times to twice the machining 
allowance selected [4] So it would be convenient to use the machining allowance which 
has been set in the first program and use it after m odifying it by the above factor For 
unmachmed parts the value of the edge radii depends on the maximum diameter or 
maximum width of the forging and the maximum height per die half [4] Table 2 4 
shows data recommended by DIN 7523 [4] The DFRA forging handbook recommends 
[117] the follow ing formula,
where H is the depth o f detail in the die
Both recommendations have been adopted in this program
Different policies have been used in this program, there is no need to set up the value 
o f  the edge radii separately because it is included in the mam program itself A list o f  
the program is provided in Appendix C
(2 1)
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THE PROGRAM EXECUTION STEPS
This program is executed by invoking the command Corner, which has been added to 
the AutoCAD menu As a result AutoCAD will prompt
C om m and Do you want automatic selection of the edge radii (Yes or N o)9
Maximum h e ig h t,^  per die 
half
Maximum diameter or maximum width o f the forging forgings
Over Up to up to 25 25 40 63 100 160 250 400 630
40 63 100 160 250 400 630 1000
16 3 3 4 4 4 5 5
(2) (2) (3) (3) (3) (4) (4)
16 40 4 4 5 5 5 6 6 8 10
(3) (3) (4) (4) (4) (5) (5) (6) (8)
40 63 6 6 6 6 8 8 10 12
(4) (5) (5) (5) (6) (6) (8) (10)
63 100 8 8 8 10 10 12 16
(6) (6) (6) (8) (8) ( 10) (12)
100 160 10 10 12 12 16 20
(8) (8) (10) ( 10) ( 12) (16)
160 250 12 12 16 20 25
(10) (10) ( 12) (16) (20)
The bracket values shall be avoided where possible, owuig to the extra cost involved
T able 2 4 Edge radii
The reply by "Yes" will cause the program to ask for the maximum diameter or width 
of the forging and the maximum height per die half As in the previous programs this 
value can be input either directly from the keyboard or as a distance on the screen using 
the crosshair Then the program looks foi a suitable value o f the edge radii from the 
DIN 7523 table which has been saved in the memory
The reply by "NoM will make the value o f the edge radii to be displayed on the screen 
and the user will have the advantage to either select from the table or input a value 
depending on his own experience and intuition
Finally, the AutoCAD will ask the user to select the two sides which form the comer
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and as a result the sharp edge will be 
modified, as shown in Fig 2 6 The user 
can do as many comers as he wants with 
the same or other values
2 4 4 FILLET ED G E PR O G RA M
In the case o f fillet radii, the centre point of the radius shall lie outside the forgings If, 
in the case o f compact forging, this radius is directed towards the centre o f the forging, 
the fillet concerned is o f the internal type, whilst if it is directed outwards the die line, 
the fillet is of the external type Inadequate dimensioning o f internal and external fillet 
radii is a major factor in restraining the metal flow  dunng the forming operation thus 
causing defects in the forging, and unacceptably high rates o f die wear Table 2 5 and 
Table 2 6 show the recommended com er radii in DIN 7523 Eq 2 2 shows the 
recommended value m the DFRA forging handbook [117]
« .* - aree 4  mm g (2 2)
where H is the depth o f detail in die
The process o f applying the fillet is the same as the edge radii 
The fillet addition program is presented in Appendix B
Shoulder height Maximum diameter or maxunum width of the forging
Over Up to up to 25 25 40 63 100 160 250 400
40 63 100 160 250 400 630
16 4 5 6 8 10 12 14 16
(2) (2) (3) (3) (4) (5) (6) (8)
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16 40 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20
(3) (3) (4) (5) (6) (8) (10) (12)
40 63 12 14 16 18 20 22 25
(5) (6) (8) (10) (12) (14) (16)
63 100 18 20 22 25 28 32
(10) (12) (14) (16) (18) (20)
100 160 25 28 32 36 40
(16) (18) (20) (22) (25)
160 250 36 40 50 63
(22) (25) (28) (32)
The bracket values shall be avoided where possible owing to the extra cost involved
Table 2 5 Internal fillet radii
Shoulder height Maximum diameter or maximum width of the forging
Over Up to up to 25 25 40 63 100 160 250 400
40 63 100 160 250 400 630
16 3 4 5 6 8 10 12 14
(1 5) (2) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (8)
16 40 4 5 6 8 10 12 14 16
(2) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (8) (10)
40 63 6 8 10 12 14 16 20
(3) (4) (5) (6) (8) (10) (12)
63 100 12 14 16 18 20 25
(6) (8) (10) (12) (14) (16)
100 160 18 20 22 25 32
(10) (12) (14) (16) (18)
160 250 25 28 32 40
(14) (16) (18) (20)
The bracket values shall be avoided where possible owing to die extra cost involved
Table 2 6 External fillet radii
2 4 5 FLASH  A N D  G U T T E R  DESIG N  PR O G RA M
The excess material in closed die forging surrounds the forged part at the parting plane 
and is referred to as flash Flash consists o f two parts the flash at the land and that in
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the gutter The flash land is the portion of the die flat adjacent to the part, and the gutter 
is outside the land Flash is normally cut o ff in the trimming die 
The flash land impression in the die is designed so that as the dies close and metal is 
forced between the dies, the pressure in the part cavity is sufficient to fill the cavity 
without breaking the die The pressure is controlled through the land geometry, which 
determines the flash thickness to width ratio when the dies are closed
The land thickness is determined by the forging equipment used, the material being 
forged, the weight o f the forging, and the com plexity o f the forged part The ratio o f the 
flash land width to thickness varies from 2 1 to 5 1 Lower ratios are used in presses, 
and higher ratio are used in hammers
The gutter is thicker than the flash land and provides a cavity in the die halves for the 
excess material The gutter should be large enough so that it does not fill up with excess  
material or become pressurized
For the design of axisymmetric forgings the equations which have been suggested by 
Neuberger and M ockel [117] w eie adopted in the CAD system These relations relate 
the weight of the forging to the flash geometry
- L = 3 + 1 2  e (2 3)
Tf
Tf  = 1 13 + 0 89 W05 -  0 0 1 7  W (24)
where W is the weight of the forging in Kg W f is the width o f the flash in mm and 
T f is the thickness of the flash in mm
The dimensions o f the flash gutter should be such as to accommodate all the excess 
material flow ing beyond the flash land If inadequate, the material would flow  beyond 
the flash gutter and prevent the closure of the dies leading to oversized forgings The 
only available guidelines on the flash gutter design are those in the Chinese Forging 
Handbook [118] and have, therefore, been adopted in this CAD system  With reference 
to Fig 2 7
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T (2.5)
8
w (2.6)
8
r (2.7)
R T (2 8)
8
where Tg and Tf are the thicknesses o f the gutter and the flash, respectively, and W g  
and W f are the widths o f the gutter and flash, respectively R and r are the com er radii 
The program for designing the flash land and gutter has been written using AutoLISP 
and it is based on Eqs 2 3-2 8 as shown in Appendix E The program reads the mass 
properties from a data file which should be created for the machined part and uses it to 
calculate the dimensions o f the flash Next it translates this dimensions into a geometry 
and adds it to the forging drawing Eventually, the flash w ill be added to the desired
side and the geometry will be modified to accommodate this changes 
PR O G R A M  E X E C U T IO N  STEPS
Similar to the previous programs, this one has been placed in the AutoCAD directory 
The command to execute this program has been added to the AutoCAD menu By  
invoking the command from the menu the AutoCAD will prompt the user to select two 
lines, which are connected at the point in which the flash geometry has to be inserted
Tf
Wf Wg
Fig 2 7 Flash land and gutter characteristics
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as shown in Fig 2 8
Command: Select the two sides where the intersection point is the insertion point of  
the flash
Then the AutoCAD will ask for the side in which the flash has to be placed
Command Indicate the side 9
As a reply, a point has to be selected 
either on the right hand side o f the two 
selected lines or on the left As a result 
o f these series of prompts the flash will 
be drawn and inserted at the selected 
point The side of the geometry in which 
the flash has been connected will be 
modified
Fig 2 8 The addition of the flash
2 4 6 M E S H  G E N E R A T I O N  P R O G R A M
In the finite element method, one replaces the continuous structural system by an 
assemblage o f elements The continuous system is divided into pieces, "elements", by 
fictitious cuts and the intersection of the cutting lines are called "nodes" The node data 
consist o f the coordinates of the node In the past, the finite element model had to be 
built and the mesh had to be piepared manually In the majority o f cases the tedious 
preparation and checking o f the mesh accounts for a large portion o f the effort for input 
Therefore, automatic generation o f meshes is o f obvious practical value in reducing the 
work load Further, as the user will need to concentrate on only a few  input parameters 
the occurrence o f human errors in the preparation of data will greatly diminish 
Two basic philosophies can be followed to achieve the automation o f the process,
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1 The mesh pattern is established by the computer from a minimum amount of  
information supplied in digital form
2 The positioning o f the mesh is established by a graphic computer interaction using 
digitizers
The scheme used in this work is designed for a maximum flexibility by achieving both 
philosophies The package is divided into two parts, the mam mesh generation program 
which is written using FORTRAN language and an AutoLISP routine to connect this 
program with the AutoCAD The AutoLISP routine uses a minimum input data for 
preparing the input file for the mesh generation program as shown in Appendix F Once 
the command Meshg is accessed from the Die design menu a sequence o f AutoCAD  
prompts will appear asking for the information to be digitized from the screen Once all 
the input data are furnished the Lisp program invokes the main mesh generation program 
and does the meshing then it opens three new layers for the output data, a layer for the 
mesh and two layers for the elem ent and node numbering So the user can turn any of  
these layers on or off In addition, a text file is produced to be used as input file for the 
finite element program
BA SIS OF THE METHOD
The essence o f the present method is the use o f the rectangular quadratic elem ent with 
eight nodes This will represent a subdomain m the main domain and it is introduced 
initially for the derivation of special element forms allowing a unique coordinate 
mapping of the natural and Cartesian coordinate system s Each o f these subdomains will 
describe a particular zone o f the domain which is useful when describing different 
materials or fine meshes The meshing procedure is applied on each of these subdomains 
and then the mesh for the whole domain is produced by connecting the results together 
An interpolation o f a scalar function f(x,y) is defined over an element in the form,
f  (x,y) = Y, <7a(«0 /«  (2 9)
a
and the elements are characterized by the shape and the order o f this shape function 
where fa is a function value associated with ath node and qa(x,y) is the shape function 
The shape function o f rectangular elements aie, in general, defined in a parametric form
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over a domain -1<^<1, -1<T|<1 in a natural coordinate system (¡;,T|) as shown in Fig 
2 9 The shape functions are defined by, 
com er nodes as,
= -J-(i+^ ) ( i +'n«ii)(^+Ti0Ti-i) (2.10)
mid-side nodes,
««(fri) = i-o-aa+vi) s„=o
= i(i+^ ) d - n 2) Tia=o
(211)
The coordinate transformation from the 
natural coordinate system to the global 
coordinate system is defined by,
*&n) = £
(2 12)
yfeTl) = E  ««(frlty,
a
where (x ^ y ^  are the global coordinates of the ccth node
The nodal points are found in the natural coordinate system then the Cartesian 
coordinate can simply be found using Eq (2 12) where the shape functions are found 
using the corner and mid-side node coordinates Once the nodes o f all the subdomain 
are found a renumbering scheme is earned out to determine the final node numbering 
and elem ent connectivity of the whole domain
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CHAPTER THREE
THEORETICAL ANALYSIS OF RIGID 
PLASTIC/VISCO-PLASTIC FORMULATION
In the rigid plastic flow  formulation the material is treated in a similar way to an 
incompressible fluid The elastic deformation is neglected which sim plifies the problem  
and offers additional computational advantages
The method is based on one o f the two variational principles, Hill [119] The 
variational principle used states that, for a plastically deforming body o f volume V, 
under traction F, prescribed on a part o f the surface SF, and the velocity u, prescribed 
on the remainder o f the surface Su, the actual solution m inimizes the functional,
For rigid/plastic material,
where o  is the effective stiess, £ is the effective strain-rate,
F, represent surface traction, and E(e,j) is the work function
3.1 T H E  G O V ER N IN G  EQ U A TIO N
The governing equations for the solution of the mechanics o f plastic deformation of
(3.1)
For ngid/visco-plastic material
(3 2)
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ngid/plastic and ngid/visco-plastic materials are summarized as follow s  
Equilibrium equations,
3ay -
dx
(3 3)
Yield criterion,
/  (a , ) = C , o = 1(0.
(3.4)
Constitutive equations,
with
Compatibility conditions,
a  = a  ( e e )
e =  tJ—  y
iJ d a
3 £
£ = --------a
2 â
£ =
\
(3 5)
df ( a )  (3 6)
(3 7)
( 1 )  (e e )'n (3 8 )v ^  ‘J v
1 du du ^  ^
£ = i  ( _ L  + _ L )  (3 9)
2 dx
The unknowns for the solution o f a quasi-static plastic deformation process are six stress 
components and three velocity components The governing equations are three 
equilibrium equations, the yield conditions and five strain-rate ratios derived from the 
flow  rule
The solution o f the original boundary-value problem is then obtained from the solution 
of the dual variational problem, where the first-order variational vanishes,
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S Q-  a S e d v -  F & i d s  (310)
Jv J S F  1 1
where
a = a(e) For rigid plastic formulation (311)
a = a(e,F ) For rigid /visco plastic
The incompressibility constraint on admissible velocity fields in Eq (3 10) may be 
removed by using the penalized form of the incompressibility [120] as,
5Q = f a 5z dv + K f e &  dv - f F but ds (3 12)
J v  J v  v J S F  '
where K , a penalty constant, is a very large positive constant
In Eq (3 12) 8u, are arbitrary variations and 8 e v are the variations in strain-rate derived 
from 5u, Eq (3 12) is the basic equation for the finite element formulation used in this 
study
As it has been mentioned, the solution satisfying Eq (3 12) is obtained from the 
admissible velocity fields that are constructed by introducing the shape function in such 
a way that a continuous velocity field over each elem ent can be defined uniquely m 
terms of velocity associated nodal points In the deformation process the workpiece 
should be divided into elements, without gaps or overlaps between elements In order 
to ensure continuity o f the velocities over the whole workpiece, the shape function is 
expressed in terms o f velocity values at the same shared set o f nodes Then a continuous 
velocity field over the whole workpiece can be uniquely defined in terms o f the velocity  
values at nodal points specified globally
3 2 THE ELEMENT AND SHAPE FUNCTION
The shape o f the element, in general, is defined by a finite number o f nodal points 
(nodes) The nodes are located on the boundary o f the elem ent or within the element, 
and the shape function defines an admissible velocity field locally in terms o f velocities 
of the associated nodes Thus elements are characterized by the shape functions 
In the finite elem ent method, interpolation of a scalar function f(x,y) defined over an 
elem ent is introduced in a form ,
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f  c*o0 = £  <7«(*oo /„
a
(3 13)
where fa is a function value associated with the node, and qa(x,y) is the shape function 
The shape function of rectangular elements are, in general, defined in a parametric form 
over a domain -1 <^<1, -l< r|< l in a natural coordinate system (^,T|), the simplest of 
the rectangular elements is the 4-node linear element, which has been adopted in this 
study
For this element the shape function is defined by
?atë;n)=^(i+çaTi)(i+iiaO
(314)
where ( ,^T]) are the natural coordinates of a node at one of its comers The value of the 
shape function, given by Eq (3 14) is shown in Fig 3 1
Fig. 3.1 Natural and Cartesian coordinate systems
Admissible velocity field can be defined over the rectangular element by nodal velocity 
components as
u,(Ç-'n)=£ q j & n )  u (a)x (315)
= £  tfaft’1!) UT  (3 16)
a
where (ux(a),uy(a)) defines the velocity at the ath node and summation is over all four
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Coordinate transformation fiom the natural coordinate (£,r|) to the global coordinate 
(x,y) is defined by,
= E «afen) (3.17)
a
y(&,Ti) = £  <7a& n )  ya (3.i8)
a
where (X ^Y J are the global coordinate of the ath  node
nodes
3 3 ELEMENT STRAIN MATRIX
The strain-rate matrix component in Cartesian coordinate system is defined by,
1 du du 
= ±(_L+ ' '
’ ' - t ï ' T ?  ( 3 1 , )
also,
= E  «,(0> (3.20)
Substituting Eq (3 20) into Eq (3 19),
e„ = _L E  ( i  + ^  «r> (3-21)2 a cto,
For Cartesian coordinate X = (x,y,z) in 3D deformation, and (r,z,0) for axisymmetnc
deformation, and (x,y) for 2D deformation
Let,
, Z = ? 0 l (322)
“ dx a dy °  dz
«r . S = E ^ a  «T - e.-E^, (a)
(3.23)
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* *  •  ¿ e  o ' .  * k  « r> (3.24)
- y E  <z.«r * i'.«n (325)
*» - i E < M . "  * Z . O (3.26)
It is convenient to arrange the strain-rate components in a vector form For two- 
dimensional elements and axially symmetric deformation, the strain-rate components can 
be written as,
dux
e , dx
< du
£v yy dy
Y,,. du duy +__*
dx dy
(3 27)
for plane-stress deformation
r •> dux
z* ~dx
du
Ey yJ > *
dy
0
h .
du du __1+__1
dx dy j
(3.28)
for plane-strain deformation
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For axisymmetric deformation 
Substituting Eqs (3 23-3 26) into Eqs (3 27-3 29),
s'3X8
w
a
& ►
Erjf
a >
e3
a
E % »f+^ ia)
k a
(3.30)
In Eq (3 30) u1(u2 correspond to ux and uy, respectively, for 2D deformation, and Pa is 
zero for plane-strain and the row of e3 is deleted for plane-stress deformation For the 
axially symmetric case Uj and u2 represent ur and uz, respectively, Pa becomes q^r 
Eq (3 30) can be written as,
£ = 5 1 /  (331)
where B is called the stiain-rate matrix and written as,
B  =
XI 0 X2 0 X3 0 X4 0
0 Y1 0 Y2 0 Y3 0 Y4
p i 0 P2 0 P3 0 P4 0
Y1 X I Y2 X2 Y3 X3 Y4 X4
(3.32)
The number of columns of B matrix is determined by the number of degrees of freedom
allowed to the element The evaluation of strain-rate matrix or Xa,Ya,Za requires the 
differentiation of shape functions with respect to the global coordinate 
Using the chain rule [120] as,
'
d<la
d x
= /
an d Y
3z^
(3.33)
where J is the Jacobian matiix of the coordinate transformation, given by,
J  =
d x 37 3 Z
A %
d x ay 3Z
3ti an 3n
dX 3y 3Z
Then the derivatives can be obtained as,
where J 1 is the inverse matrix of J 
3 4 RECTANGULAR ELEM ENT FAMILY
^ a
Xa dxIX
Ya
<
' = J - '  '01
3 Y 3n
Za
3Z M
(3 34)
(3 35)
For the rectangular family of elements, Xa and Ya in Eq (3 35) can be wntten as, 
where I J I is the determinant of the Jacobian matrix
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'>1 dY dY d(l a
1 <► 3!;  -
\J \ d x  d x 9<?a
9r)
(3.36)
For a quadrilateral elements,
and,
\ J \
dXdY _ dXdY
> r >
y2
< > = 1 <->’13+>’34^+>,14T1 ►
x3 8 | / | ~y TA^y i2^ - ^ 14^
^4. ,) '13-)'l2^+)'23Tl .
57 - x u + x ^ + x 23r\
^2< ► _ 1
+xii- x M^ - x lir[
>
8 | / | *XM-Xa%*Xl41\
-X ^+ X ^-X ^T )
(3.37)
(3 38)
(3 39)
1^1 -g- [(-*•13^24 *24^  13) 3 4 ^ 1 2  X  12^34^9 + (*23y 14 ^ 1 4 ^ 2 3 ^ 1 (3.40)
where xD=xr Xj and yu=yryj
3 5 M ATRIX OF EFFECTIV E STRAIN-RATE AND 
VOLUM ETRIC STRAIN-RATE
In the finite element formulation foi the analysis of metal forming, the effective strain- 
rate and the volumetric strain-rate are frequently used Therefore, it is necessary to 
express the effective strain-iate and the volumetric strain-rate in terms of strain-rate 
components as,
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e (3.41)
or in the matrix form,
( e ) 2 = e r D e (3.42)
The diagonal matrix D has 2/3 and 1/3 components, corresponding to normal strain-rate 
and engineenng shear-strain rate, respectively 
Substituting of Eq (3 31) into Eq (3 42) gives,
where P = BT D B
The matrix D in Eq (3 42) takes different forms depending upon the expression of 
effective strain-rate, in terms of stiain-rate components For example, the effective 
strain-rate in plane-stress pioblems is expressed in a different form from that of plane- 
stram problems, although the definition of the effective strain-rate is identical in both 
cases The matrix D written for plane-stiess problems is not diagonal The expression 
of the effective strain-rate also depends on the yield criterion 
Thus, the matrix D is different for isotropic and porous materials 
The volumetric strain-rate £ v is given by,
=  e „  =  £ , + £ , +  £ ,  ( 3  4 4 )
and expressed by,
with Q  = Bn + B2I + B3I where Bjj is an element of the strain-rate matrix 
3 6 BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
Since the boundary conditions along the tool-workpiece interface S are mixed, it is 
convenient to write the boundary surface S in three distinct parts,
( £ f  = V T B T D B V  = V T P V (3.43)
t y  = c T v  = q  v , (3 45)
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s = s + sF + s,u r  c (3 46)
SF is the traction boundary condition The traction boundary condition is imposed in 
the form of nodal-point force in the boundary integral 5£2 or the first derivative of Q 
Su is the velocity boundary condition which is defined only at nodes on S, and the 
velocity along the element side is determined automatically in terms of velocities of 
nodes and element shape function
Sc is the traction prescribed in the tangential direction and the velocity is prescribed in 
the normal direction to the interface
When the interface direction is inclined with respect to the global coordinate axis, the 
coordinate transformation of the stiffness matrix upon the inclined direction is necessary 
in order to impose mixed boundary conditions
Considering V the velocity vector in the global cooidinate system and V in the inclined 
boundary conditions, then the transformation formula would be,
(3 47)V = T V
Similarly, the nodal force vectoi is transformed to f  according to,
/  = T f
In two-dimensional cooidinate system, the transformation matrix is,
T , =
cos0 sinG 
-sinG cosG
(3 48)
(3 49)
The transformation matrix for all nodes on the surface Sc can be constructed as,
T  =
0
(3 50)
and the stiffness matrix is transformed to,
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T K T T bV = / (3 51)
since,
V = T V so 8V = T 5V (3 52) 
(3.53)f  = T f  
substituting in, K 5V = f
K T T 5V = T T f  3^’54^
(3 55)
T K T T 5 V = f  
The velocity boundary condition at the tool-workpiece interface is given by,
(3.56)
U n = Un n
where UD is the tool velocity and n is the unit normal to the interface surface 
In the direction of the relative sliding velocity between the die and the workpiece, the 
frictional stress fs is prescribed as the traction boundary condition 
The friction representation by a constant friction factor m is,
(3 57)
/  -  m k 0 < m <  1J s
where k is the shear strength of the deforming material 
Eq (3 57) can be approximated [120] by,
,  u , ^ r 2 , !, (358>f  -  m k I ~ m k [ _  tan 1 (------ ) ]/
Jt u0
where 1 is the unit vector in the opposite direction of relative sliding,
Us is the sliding velocity of the material relative to the die velocity and 
U0 is a small positive number compared to Us
In order to deal with neutral-point problems in metal forming, this equation suggests that 
the magnitude of the relative sliding and their dnections are opposite to each other Then 
the relationship can be written as,
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The approximation of the frictional stress by the arctangent function of the relative 
sliding velocity eliminates the sudden change of direction of the frictional stress (m k) 
at the neutral point
The value of U0 was introduced arbitrarily for performing numerical calculations and 
that the choice of U0 could have a significant influence on the reliability of the solution 
A recommended value for U0 is 1 0 M 0 4
For the discntization, consider a die and an element that is in contact with the die The 
boundary condition normal to the contact surface is enforced at the contact nodes Also, 
the relative sliding velocity at the nodes Vs can be evaluated It should be noted that the 
element-side cannot be made to conform to the die surface
However, it may be assumed that the relative sliding velocity Us can be approximated 
m terms of the nodal-pomt values Vsa by using a shape function of elements as,
U = Y q  Vj  ^"a s tx
(3 60)
a
where the subscript a  denotes the value at ath node
So the two derivatives of SQsc are included to the stiffness equation,
(3 61)
(3 62)
3 7 ELEM ENTAL STIFFNESS EQUATION
Eq (3 10) is expressed in terms of the nodal point velocities V and their variations 5V 
From the arbitrariness of 6V! a set of algebraic equations (stiffness equations) are 
obtained as,
where (j) indicates the quantity at the jth element The capital-letter suffix signifies that 
it refers to the nodal point number
Eq (3 63) is obtained by evaluating the (SQ/SVj) at the elemental level and assembling 
them into the global equation under appropnate constraints
In metal-forming, the stiffness equation is nonlinear and the solution is obtained 
iteratively by using the Newton-Raphson method The method consists of linearization 
and application of convergence criteria to obtain the final solution Linearization is 
achieved by a Taylor expansion [45] near an assumed solution point V=V0 (initial 
guess), namely,
.an. , , 3>n - . „ (364)
‘sP;1"*'- * s v  -  0
where 8V, is the first-order conection of the velocity V 
Eq (3 64) can be written in the form,
3Q n (363)
(3 65)
K  8V = /
were K is called the stiffness matiix and f is the residual of the nodal force vector, 
expressed as,
f - - [ ^  ■ <3“ >
It is convenient to evaluate the stiffness matiix given by Eq (3 64) at the elemental level, 
and then assemble them into a global stiffness matrix 
Eq (3 10) can be written as,
(3 67)
8Q = SQ0 + 8ftp + SQ^
As it has been seen, the boundary conditions along the die-workpiece interface are 
mixed Therefore, along the interface Sc the treatment of the traction depends on the 
faction representation
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Using discrete representation of the quantities involved m 5 0  the integrals of 8Q can 
be expressed in terms of the nodal-point velocities 
Eq (3 67) then becomes,
an, dnSF (3 68)
where,
dVj av, ay; av,
= ( l P u Vt dV (369)
W ,  i e '
d Q P ^  IT r (3 70)(j\Z= l K C J K  c,
= - J  F, ty, dS (3 71)
It should be noted that the term,
30^
W
Is the applied nodal point force and that,
d n D d Q p
dV, dVt
Is the traction nodal force
The second derivatives of Q are expressed as,
3 V, 9 V, = J ° p u  d V + 5  ¿  4- P ik  V M P MJ
dV
v £ v' £ £
+J k Cj C ,  dV (3 72)
Eq (3 68), Eq (3 72), Eq (3 61) and Eq (3 62) represent the first and second derivatives 
of the function Substituting these equations into Eq (3 64) for each element and 
assembling the resulting equations in the global equation under appropriate constraints
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the velocity solution of the domain is obtained
3 8 RIGID ZONES
In metal forming process cases are encountered where a rigid zone of material exist 
This ngid zone is characterized by a very small value of effective strain rate in 
comparison with that in the deforming zones In this case when the value of strain rate 
approaches zero, the values of the first term of Eq (3 12) cannot be defined accuratelyi
To solve this problem a cut off value for strain rate e 0 is assumed 
when e < e 0
l l  = 2 .  (3.73)
where eD is the cut off value which takes an assigned limiting value 103 and a 0 is the
effective stress at the cut off value
Using Eq (3 73), Eq (3 7) can be approximated by,
a  = 2 i l a  (374)ij 9 — u
2
and the first term in Eq (3 12) becomes,
J  1 1 1  5 t  d V  (375)
v
3 9 THE BOUNDARY CONDITION AND CONTACT ALGORITHM
In practical analysis of metal forming processes by the finite element method, particular 
attention must be paid to the die boundary conditions The frictional stress, in general, 
changes its direction at the "neutral point", but the location of this point is not 
previously known The "neutral point" problem has been considered by various 
investigators in their analysis of ring compression test
The shape of dies used in metal forming piocesses change considerably from one
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process to another In the finite element analysis of metal forming the individual 
implementation of the die boundary condition for a particular shaped die requires a 
substantial amount of programming effort Therefore, it is desirable to use a technique 
which can be applied without restrictions of die geometries Thus, the method becomes 
a practical and economical tool for the metal forming analysis
Any finite element program which has been developed for metal forming simulation, 
must be, first, predictive, that means it is not known beforehand which parts of the 
workpiece will come into or out of contact with the die dunng deformation, nor the 
direction of the relative sliding velocity Second, it should be sufficiently general, which 
means it should be applicable to different metal forming operations 
If a curved die, which is in contact with the workpiece, is considered as shown in Fig 
3 2
The die boundary condition at the interface is 
given in a local coordinate system as,
V = Vn n (3 76)
n D
where n is unit normal to the interface surface 
This condition obliges the node to move along the 
boundary, sliding 111 the tangential dnection 
The traction of the frictional stiess is given by, Fig 3 2 Local coordinate system
/ ,  = ~ m k
Av
— m k  tan-1 
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r \  
Av (3.77)
where the subscript s represents the tangential direction to the interface
Avs is the sliding velocity, m fnction factor, k local flow stress in shear, and u0 a very
small positive number compaied to Avs
The implementation of Eq (3 77) for a curved die is approximated to the element side 
as shown in Fig 3 3
In order to improve the accuracy of this approximation, it is necessary to keep the 
mismatch angle between the element-side and the tangent direction of the die at the
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contact node very small, as shown in Fig 3 3 
This can be achieved by intioducing a fine mesh 
at the boundary region, wheie the contact might 
take place
The sliding velocity Avs is approximated by,
Fig 3 3 Mismatch angle 
between the element side and 
the die
Av, = E Av» = E <7. (v* ~vds.) (3 78)
where q, is the FE shape function on the surface, vsl is the tangential velocity of the ith 
node, and vDsi is the tangential velocity of the die at the contact node i 
By substituting Eq (3 78) into Eq (3 77),
i
mk  21 q tan"1 
K 1
ds (3 79)
This term has been added to the final form of the stiffness equation as,
3jr
3v
= j m k  l Qi tan-1 O'« "vDsi
32n c 2
 iL. -  \ m k  ± q  q
dv 3v J n ‘ ‘I I sc
ds
u0+[q,(vsi - v Dj,)]:
ds
(3 80)
The contact algorithm technique presented in this work requires the following 
procedures,
1 Descntization of the die boundary into segments, and the coordinate and connectivity 
of these segments should be supplied to the FEM program
2 For the nodes which are on the boundary, on the surface sc, a local coordinate is set
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and both velocity and traction aie transferred from global coordinate to this local 
coordinate system as,
V = T V  
/  = T f
(3.81)
where T is the transformation matnx,
T =
cos0 sin0 
-sin0 cos0
(3 82)
The first step in this algorithm is the determination of the boundary nodes of the 
workpiece Then, for the nodes which are still free (out of contact with the die) the 
velocity vectors at the nodal points are determined and the relative velocity Vr is 
calculated for each of these nodes as,
V = V -  vnrx px Diex
v = v  -  Vnry py Dtey
(3 83)
where Vpx,Vpy are the velocity components of the node P, and VDiex,VDiey are the velocity 
components of the die at this point
Next, the algorithm checks each of these relative velocity vectors to find out whether 
any of these points through any of the segments When a case is encountered where a 
particular velocity vector points through a die segment as shown in Fig 3 4, the distance 
D0 of the free node from the die segment is calculated as,
TTP n 
D  = ___ (3 84)
where IiP=[(xp-x1),(yp-y1)] and n is the unit vector
in the normal direction to the die segment
This task is performed automatically by the
program for all free nodes on the boundary
The time necessary for a node to come into
contact with the die is obtained from the minimum Fig 3 4 Scheme to calculate the
minimum time increment
time increment DT found for all segments,
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DT  = —  (3 85)m in y
n
Now, if the minimum time increment for a particular node is less than the maximum 
step time increment DTmiI <DTmax this node will be selected to be attached to the die 
dunng the next step which has to be updated using D t^ , If more than one node has 
been selected to come into contact with the die, the geometry will be updated using the 
maximum value among the minimum time increment values
The boundary condition for the new contact nodes is modified in such a way that the 
movements along the normal direction of the die surface are zero The contact nodes are 
forced to move on a tangential direction on the die surface under the friction condition 
Some nodes may slide along the die moving from one segment to another, such a 
situation has been taken care of by numbenng the die segments as elements and keeping 
track of each node by changing its parameters when moving from one segments to 
another
3.10 REZONING IN M ETAL FORM ING
In practical forging processes, deformation is usually very large It is not uncommon to 
encounter effective strain values of two or more Moreover, the relative motion between 
the die surface and the deforming material is also large Such large deformation and 
displacements, encounteied in forming processes, cause certain computational problems 
during the FEM simulation These problems are
1 Difficulties in incorporating the die boundary shape into the FEM mesh, with 
increasing relative displacement between the die and the workpiece
2 Difficulties in accommodating the considerable change of deformation mode with one 
mesh system
3 Formation of an acceptable element shape with negative Jacobian due to large local 
deformation
In order to overcome the above difficulties it is necessary to redefine a new mesh
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system (Rezoning) Among the various methods [121,122], tested and used for rezoning, 
it appears that the Area-Weighted Average method is the most convenient and provides 
sufficient accuracy for remeshing in metal foiming simulations 
In order to overcome the difficulties resulting from the large deformation encountered 
in metal forming, it is necessary to redefine the mesh system The rezoning consists of 
two procedures,
1 The assignment of a new mesh system to the workpiece using the same mesh 
generation program which has been used to generate the initial mesh
2 The transformation of the field vaiiables from the old to the new mesh through 
interpolation
In general, temperatures are given at nodal points in Finite Element Programs, thus, its 
distribution is expressed by using element shape functions over the whole workpiece 
Interpolation from the old mesh to the new one is done simply by evaluating the 
temperatures at the new node locations
Interpolation of effective strain are given at the reduced integration point of each 
element Therefore, before interpolation it is necessary to obtain the effective strain 
values at the regular interpolation points
In this study the Area-Weighted Average method has been adopted [120] The nodal 
value is determined on the basis of the average of the adjacent element values weighted 
by the associated element size Fig 3 5 shows node N surrounded by adjacent elements 
The nodal value of the effective strain at node N can be written by,
£ A jn (3 86)
=  4--------------JN
where £j is the effective strain value at the centre of element j AJN is the area 
contribution of the jth element to node N and is defined by,
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Fig 3 5 Node N surrounded by 
adjacent elements for Area-weighted 
average
(3 87)
A j n = /  <7yv (*O0 ^
AJ
where is the element shape function of element j at node N
Once the effective strains are determined at all nodes, the strain distribution over each 
element can be defined by,
- ,  N ^  _  (3 88)
eGroO = E « a £.
a
where qa is the element shape function
Fig 3 6 shows a schematic diagiam of the rezoning algorithm
To find out the nodes from the new mesh which are located within each element of the 
old mesh, the following proceduie has been carried out
- For the isoparametric elements, the transformation matrix of the coordinate obtained
by,
x  = £  <7,(^1)*, (3 89)
' ■ E r t D r ,  (390)
where (x„y,) are the cooidinates of the element nodes in the global coordinate system,
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REZONING ALGORITHM
Fig 3 6 Rezoning algorithm
and i= l,4  for four nodes linear element q,(£/n) are the shape function of the element 
at the nodes as follow,
<7i =
< h =
(3 91)
<73 = j(l+T|+^Tl)
<?4 =
- Fig 3 7 shows an element from the distorted mesh and P(x,y) is a point from the new
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mesh
/ v
(X4.X ) +1 / (X..Y,)
Fig 3 7 The new and the distorted elements
Substituting Eq (3 91) in Eq (3 89) and Eq (3 90),
X  = A1 +A2 ti +A3 %+A4 
Y = B l  +B2 t\+B3 %+B4 £t|
where,
(3.92)
A l  = i (  x l  +x2 +x3 +x4 ) 
4
A2 = - (  - x l  -x2 +x3 +x4 ) 
4
A3 = —( - x l  +x2 +x3 -x4 )  
4
A4 = i (  x l  -x2 +x3 -x4 )  
4
(3 93)
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an d
B1 = > *v2 +y3 +y4)
B2 = -y2 +y3 +y4 )
B3 = +y3 ~y4)
B4 =
7 ( ï '
- ,2 +y3 -y4 )
(3.94)
Grouping terms of Eq (3 92) in power of(ri) yields,
X  = (A2+A4 §  n  + (A1+A3 Q  (3 95)
Y = (B2+B4 0  ri + (B1+B3 Q
Treating (£) as a constant and considenng the monomial (T|) m Eq (3 95) as the 
independent variable,
(A2+A4 Q  ri+(A1+A3 %-X) = 0 (3 96)
(B2 +B4 £) r\+(Bl+B3 %-Y) = 0
a 2© î l + f l l © = 0  ( 3 9 ? )
b 2m + b x{%) = 0
First of all, i; is obtained which should greater than -1 and less than +1 Using this 
condition, r\ is calculated and then by using the local coordinate it is checked whether 
this node is contained within this element or not
Owing to the specific structure of the mesh generation program (4-node elements), the 
following error function is adopted,
Error = £  (3.98)
d
where D and d are the large and small diagonal length respectively
This error function measures how much the element differs from a rectangle
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CHAPTER FOUR
IMPLEMENTATION OF THE RIGID PLASTIC 
FORMULATION
4 1 INTRODUCTION
This chapter is concerned with coding the finite element program for metal forming 
simulation based on the rigid plastic formulation explained in the previous chapter The 
development of this code is based on the initial work carried out by Kobayashi et al 
[120] It is necessary to explain how the equations have been used within the code and 
what type of approximation has been adopted for the study of practical metal forming 
operation The process of performing the finite element simulation of metal forming 
operation is divided into four main parts as shown in Fig 4 1
4 2 DESCRIPTION OF M ETAL FORM ING OPERATION
The starting point in any such analysis is the metal forming operation itself The first 
stage m the analysis is therefore , concerned with obtaining a complete description of 
the operation in geometrical or numerical form This description will include information 
about the initial geometry of the workpiece, the shape of the dies and how the relative 
position and orientation of the dies and workpiece change during deformation, the 
previous history of the workpiece and the dies, and the particular metal being formed 
Most of this data and information is obtained from the current CAD system The 
geometrical designs of the billet and the die are obtained using the facilities built withm 
the current CAD system
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Fig. 4 1 Schematic representation of the FE analysis process 
4 3 PRE-PROCESSING
The pre-processing procedures make use of the description of the metal forming 
operation and changes them to numerical data to be used as input to the finite element 
program
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4.3.1 THE MESH GENERATION PROGRAM
A mesh system is usually generated on the billet’s domain by dividing it into a number 
of elements, joined together at nodes The mesh is then defined to the finite element 
program by specifying the nodal coordinates and the connectivity of each element The 
mesh can be generated manually, and the numerical information obtained can be typed 
into the computer, but even for a simple mesh this is very time consuming The 
alternative is either to write a program to generate the mesh or to use a commercial 
mesh generation package, if a suitable one is available
The disadvantage of the latter option is that it may take a long time to gain hands-on 
experience in using a commercial mesh generation package properly, besides, such 
programs are very expensive In addition, it is difficult to integrate most commercial 
packages with the particular CAD system chosen Because of these disadvantages it was 
necessary to develop a program that can provide good results without occupying much 
computer memory The scheme used in this work is designed for maximum flexibility 
and interactivity The program is capable of generating meshes of linear 4-node 
elements To achieve the accuracy and interactivity, The AutoCAD, drafting software, 
has been used as a pre- and post-processor of the mesh data
The AutoLISP language has been used to retrieve the geometric data from the screen 
and to pass it to the mesh generation program as explained in chapter three The mesh 
generation program is written in FORTRAN-77 The output of the program is prepared 
in two forms, a data file with numencal values to be used as input to the finite element 
program and graphic data in a DXF format to be utilized by the AutoCAD to plot the 
mesh on the screen
The characteristics of this scheme are,
1 An adequate boundary description, because the original geometry of the component 
is generated using a CAD system and the data are retrieved from the database of the 
drawing
2 It has the capabilities foi describing zones of different materials
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3 A facility for grading the mesh to achieve the required accuracy of idealization
4 A renumbering system to minimize the half bandwidth which results in better 
computational efficiency
5 An adequate post-processing by visualizing the mesh system with its details (node 
numbering, element numbering)
6 Node and element numbering are plotted on the drawing proportionally to the 
corresponding nodes and elements and in different layers, so that the user has the 
option of using CAD capabilities (Zoom, Pan, Layer on/off )
4 3 2 BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
Constraining conditions have been introduced to determine which of the two Cartesian 
components of velocities are to be unconstrained, and which are to have some specified 
value It is often found that a number of nodes are subject to the same constraining 
condition It was therefore convenient to define each constraining condition once only, 
and then to specify the constraint-condition number
Nodal constraining conditions apply throughout the deformation, but the boundary 
conditions resulting from contact between the workpiece and the dies will change as the 
metal forming operation proceeds To determine the boundary conditions at any part 
outside the mesh at any stage, it is necessary to determine which nodes are m contact 
with the dies The shape and position of the dies must therefore be made known to the 
finite element program
The method adopted in this work is to model each die by discretizing the boundary of 
the die into segments In this method, the determination of the nodal contact is much 
simplified and the accuracy is increased by increasing the number of segments It is to 
be noted here that increasing the number of segments to a certain number will increase 
the computational time of the solution, so a compiomise has to be made in deciding the 
number of segments
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Nodes which are in contact with the die are forced to be in contact and the only 
direction these nodes permitted to move is sliding along the tangential direction of the 
die surface This movement is controlled by the friction condition between the material 
and die surface In the normal direction of the die surface, the nodes m contact have the 
value of the die velocity New nodes come into contact with the die as the deformation 
process continues
In general, it is not known beforehand exactly how a particular node will move during 
the metal forming operation What is known is how the dies move So in addition to 
specifying the shape of the die surfaces, it is necessary to provide information to the 
finite element program about how these positions change during the metal forming 
operation The method used here is to use the relative velocity between the workpiece 
and the dies By comparing the time necessary for a particular node to come in contact 
with the die, with the maximum time increment allowed for each step, it is decided 
whether this node should come into contact or not
The frictional stress, in geneial, changes its direction at the "neutral point", but the 
location of this point is not previously known The solution for the "neutral point" 
problem has been outlined in the previous chapter
Subroutine CONTACT is developed to fulfil the contact process Fig 4 2 shows a 
schematic diagram of the contact algorithm The first step in this subroutine is a loop 
over all the boundary nodes which are still fiee
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Fig. 4 2 A schematic diagram of the contact
algorithm
The first step in this loop is the determination of the velocity vectors of nodal points and 
subsequently calculating the relative velocity Vr for each of these nodes as,
V rx  =  Vpx '  VDiex ( 4 . 1 )
y = y - uiy  py Diey
where Vpx,Vpy are the velocity components of the node P, and VDiex,VDiey are the velocity
components of the die at this point
Next, the algorithm checks each of this relative velocity vectors to find out whether any 
of these points through any of the die segments When a case is encountered where a 
particular velocity vectoi points through a die segment the distance Dn of the free node 
from the die segment is calculated as,
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\T T P n  ( 4 . 2 )
D. ~ 1
n I n !
where I1P=[(xp-x,),(yp“yi)] and n is the unit vector in the normal direction to the die 
segment This task is performed automatically by the program for all free nodes on the 
boundary
The time necessary for a node to come into contact with the die is obtained from the 
minimum time increment DT found for all segments,
Dn (4.3)DT -  _2min t 7-
v n
Now, if the minimum time increment for a particular node is less than the maximum 
step time increment DTmm<DTmax this node will be selected to be enforced to the die 
dunng the next step which has to be updated using Dt„im If more than one node have 
been selected to come into contact with the die, the geometry will be updated using the 
maximum value among the minimum time increment values
The boundary condition for the new contact nodes are modified in such a way that the 
movements along the normal dnection of the die surface are zero the contact nodes are 
enforced to move along a tangential direction on the die surface under the faction 
condition
Some nodes may slide along the die moving from one segment to another, such a 
situation has been taken care of by numbering the die segments as elements and keeping 
track of each node by changing its parameters when moving from one segment to 
another
4 4 FINITE ELEM ENT CALCULATION 
4 4 1  INPUT DATA
The pre-processing stage of the finite element analysis produces a file of numeacai 
information The input file has been divided into several main specifications, firstly, the 
data required to define the geometry of the billet and dies, then the matenal properties 
of the material billet and the die velocity Several control parameters have to be 
provided for controlling the deformation process
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The input data to the finite element program are as follow,
TITLE The title of the case
NINI Initial step number
NSEND Final step number
DTMAX Step size in time unit
ALPH Limiting strain rate (Cut off value)
DIAT Penalty constraint
IPLAS An indicator used to identify the type of material to be employed
0 for ngid plastic materials
1 for rigid visco-plastic materials
STK which represent yield stress K in the material's formula a=Ken
EXN represents n m the same formula
IPLNAX Problem type parameter,
1 for axisymmetric analysis
2 for plain strain analysis 
FRCFAC Fnction factor
NUMNP Number of nodal points
RZ(2,NUMNP) This array stores the coordinates of the nodal points 
NUMEL Total number of elements in the workpiece
NOD(4,NUMEL) Element's connectivities
NBNODE Number of the boundary nodes which are in contact with the dies at the
initial stage
NBCD(2,NBNODE) The boundary condition codes
0 Nodal force is specified
1 Nodal velocity is specified 
3 Node in contact with die
LNBC(2, NBNODE) The local boundary condition codes
0 Nodal force is specified
1 Nodal velocity is specified 
3 Node in contact with die
NVNODE Number of nodes which are under external velocity at the initial stage 
URZ(2,NVNODE) Nodal velocity components 
TEPS (NUMEL) The effective stiain
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NDIE Number of die nodes which construct the die segments
DCOORD(2,NDIE) This array contains the coordinate of the die nodes
4 4 2 ASSEMBLY OF THE STIFFNESS EQUATIONS
The elemental stiffness matrices are evaluated from Eqs 3 68 and 3 72 Assembling 
them for the whole workpiece, we obtain a set of simultaneous equations,
K  AV - f (4.4)
The main subroutine in the finite element program is NONLIN, the function of this 
subroutine is to control the iteration process The global stiffness matrix is constructed 
within this subroutine and solved iteratively until the solution is reached Fig 4 3 shows 
a diagram for subroutine NONLIN
Fig 4 3 Flow chart of NONLIN subroutine
It is clear from this diagram that there are two main loops The first loop works over 
the number of elements and is contained within the other loop In this loop the elemental 
stiffness matrix is constructed for each element and is added to the global stiffness 
matrix At the end of this loop the global stiffness matrix is completed The other loop 
is an iterative loop in which the direct and Newton Raphson iterations are applied There
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are limits for the number of iterations, usually the calculations are terminated when these 
limits are encountered For direct iteration the limit is 200 iterations and 20 iterations 
for Newton Raphson method
4 4 2 1  STIFF subroutine
i
The role of this subroutine is to generate the stiffness matnx of the geometry It starts 
by evaluating the elemental stiffness matnx, then it adds the nodal point forces After 
that it adds the contribution of the faction to the elemental stiffness matrix Finally at 
the end of the elemental loop it assembles the global matnx and applies the 
displacement boundary conditions
Subroutine ELSHLF calls most of the subroutines which calculate the stiffness matnx 
at the elemental level
4 4 2 2 STRMTX subroutine
The function of this subroutine is to evaluate the strain-rate matnx of quadnlateral 
elements This subroutine uses the coordinate of the nodes to carry out this calculation 
using Eq 3 32, where it calculates the terms of this matnx using Eq 3 38, Eq 3 39 and 
Eq 3 40 After the calculation of the strain-rate matnx B, it has to be multiplied by the 
transformation matrix using subroutine TRANS
4 4 2 3 TRANS subroutine
The elemental strain matrix B(4,8) is calculated in subroutine STRMTX, where the 
number of columns in B is determined by the number of degree of freedom of the the 
element In TRANS all the nodes of the element will be checked and the transformation 
matnx will be defined by Eq 3 79 for those nodes which are m contact with the dies 
Then the new matnx B will be constructed by multiplying the old one with the 
transformation matnx
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4 4 2 4 VSPLON subroutine
This subroutine is developed to carry out the reduced integration point of the volumetric 
strain-rate Two terms of the applied equations are related to the volumetric strain-rate, 
the first one is in the first derivative Eq 3 70 and the other is the last term of the second 
derivative Eq 3 72 This subroutine starts by calculating the strain-rate component by 
multiplying the strain-rate matrix with the velocity vector
e = B V  (4.5)
Then it calculates the volumetric strain-rate using Eq 3 45 Finally, the two terms are 
calculated and the numerical integration is carried out on one point and the contribution 
of these two terms are added to the stiffness matrix
4.4.2 5 VSPLST subroutine
This subroutine calculates the rest of the terms of both derivatives in Eq 3 68 and Eq
3 72 The integration is carried out using four integration points First of all the strain 
rate matrix is calculated then the effective strain rate is calculated using Eq 3 42 where 
the diagonal matrix D has 2/3 and 1/3 components, corresponding to the normal strain- 
rate and engineenng shear-stiam rate respectively Subroutine FLOW is called within 
this subroutine to calculate the effective stress and the first derivative of the effective 
stress over the strain-rate using the material formula The value of the calculated 
effective strain rate is used for calculating the effective stress if the material is strain- 
rate dependent According to the type of iteration some or all terms in both derivatives 
are calculated At the end of this subroutine the contribution to the stiffness matrix and 
force matnx is calculated and added
This stage is the end of ELSHELF subroutine which mark the end of the elemental 
stiffness matnx calculation
4 4.2.6 NFORCE subroutine
This subroutine is developed to add the nodal point forces to be used in later stages for 
the evaluation of the friction condition on the interface surface between the workpiece
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and the material This subroutine is accessed after returning from subroutine ELSHELF 
back to STIFF
4.4 2.7 FRCBDY subroutine
The function of this subroutine is to check all the element sides and when an element 
side which is in contact with the die is encountered the friction is calculated along this 
side When such a case is encountered, first of all the FLOW subroutine is called to 
calculate the flow stress and then the FRO N T subroutine is called to calculate the 
fnction contribution to the stiffness matrix of the current element This subroutine works 
within the loop over the number of element as has been mentioned before
4 4 2 8 FRCINT subroutine
As has been explained in the previous chapter, the fnctional stress is approximated by 
the arctangent function of the relative sliding velocity which eliminates the sudden 
change of direction of the fnctional stress Then the two denvatives of this function are 
found as in Eq 3 61 and Eq 3 62 So the function of this subroutine is to include the 
calculation of these two derivatives to the stiffness equation First of all the die velocity 
of the segment, with which the element side is in contact, is transformed to the local 
coordinate system because the velocity of nodes of the element side which is in contact 
is already in local coordinate system Then the relative velocity in the tangential 
direction is then calculated by Eq 3 80 and used in Eq 3 61 and Eq 3 62 Simpson’s 
[120] formulation is used to do the integration of these two denvatives m one 
dimension The result is then multiplied by the thickness if the case is plane strain or 
by 2k if the case is axisymmetnc Finally the contnbutions to the stiffness matnx and 
force matnx are added This subroutine represents the final stage of building the 
elemental stiffness equation
4 4 2 9 ADDBAN subroutine
This subroutine represents the last step in the loop over the number of elements After 
the construction of the elemental stiffness matnx for each e lem en t, it has to be added
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to a global stiffness matrix which is completed by the end of the loop over the elements
4 4 2 10 DISBDY subroutine
This subroutine is developed to apply the displacement boundary condition In the finite 
element discretization, the velocity boundary condition is enforced only at the nodes 
which are in contact with the dies or the nodes which represent the symmetry lines The 
velocity along the element side is determined automatically in terms of the velocities of 
nodes and the element shape functions For the node at which the velocity is defined, 
the velocity correction AVm is zero Consequently, the corresponding stiffness equation 
should be removed
The simplest way to implement this procedure [123] is to replace the corresponding 
rows, and columns by zero and set the diagonal term to 1 This procedure is adopted in 
this subroutine
4 4 3 SOLUTION OF TH E STIFFNESS EQUATIONS
The solution of the system,
K AV  = F  (4.6)
is a most impoitant step in the total finite element method of solution The unknown 
number n is directly proportional to the number of nodes and also to the number of 
degree of freedom per node The accuracy and range of application of the method is 
limited only by the number of simultaneous linear equations that can be solved 
economically using presently available computers 
Methods of solutions are generally divided into two broad classes [123],
a Direct methods, also called Gaussian elimination methods 
b Iterative methods of which the Gauss-Seidel variation is the most popular
The method used in this work is based on the Gaussian elimination method In this 
solution the stiffness matrix is stored in a banded matrix form and the Gaussian 
eliminations applied over the maximum band width
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4 5 POST-PROCESSING
Most commercial finite element packages have got their own graphic capabilities for 
displaying the output result These post processors are sometimes built within the finite 
element program or as stand alone softwares However, in most cases there is a lack of 
flexibility and capabilities in these programs and sometimes high consumption of the 
memory For these reasons it was decided to develop a system where most of the 
facilities needed by users are available In this work the post processor is partially built 
inside the finite element program The results of each step of the solution is written m 
two files The first one is written in a DXF format which is used by the current CAD 
system in particular and most CAD systems in general DXF is an ASCII drawing 
interchange file which accepts all types of entities used by CAD systems such as lines, 
arcs,polylines, blocks and text Also, this format contains the properties of entities such 
as colour and line type Furthermore, it is possible to create layers and place entities in 
different layers All these facilities have been incorporated in writing these graphic files 
When loading these files the simulation results are plotted on the screen in different 
layers as follow,
1 Die geometry
2 Element numbering
3 Node numbenng
4 The deformed mesh
5 Contours of effective strain
6 Contours of strain-rate
7 Contours of effective stress
8 Force vectors
9 Velocity vectors
The information is saved sepaiately in different layers where it is possible to display any
combination or individual type of the results
The characteristics of this postprocessor aie summarized as follow,
- It is possible to display any combination of layeis at the same time, even from 
different steps of the solutions
- The text size of the node and element numbering is plotted proportionally to the
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element size, which gives a bettei display when using zoom facilities in region with 
fine mesh
In addition to the DXF file for each step inclement another file is created which contains 
the numerical results of the step solution
The main subroutine which controls the output is PRTSOL as shown in the Fig 4 4
Fig 4 4 Flow chart of the output subroutines
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CHAPTER FIVE 
PLANE STRAIN CLOSED DIE FORGING
5.1 GEOMETRICAL DESIGN OF THE DIE
5 1 1  CONVERSION FROM MACHINED TO FORGED PART CROSS-SECTION
One of the preliminary tasks in forging design procedure is the conversion of the 
available machined part data into forged part data In the process of conversion, the 
necessary forging envelope, corner and fillet radii and appropriate draft angles are added 
to each machined part cross section The conventional conversion of the machined part 
data into forging data requires a large amount of valuable time 
In the present CAD procedure, the process 
of conversion is largely simplified by 
making use of the interactivity with the 
graphic screen This procedure can be 
applied to a large number of forging 
sections and the data required to do this 
conversion have been saved within the 
computer, so that is available for less 
expenenced users The cross section is 
obtained from the three dimensional 
machined part geometry This cross section 
needs to be modified to conform to process
limitations This process involves selection of the parting lines, addition of machining 
and draft allowances, and fillet and corner radii The selection of these parameters is
Fig 5 1 Cross-section of the 
machined part
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critical for obtaining defect-free foigings A cross section of a machined part is shown 
m Fig 5 1 All dimensions aie in mm and the length of the component is 150 mm The 
length chosen as 15 times the width to represent plane strain conditions accurately, 
although it is recomended to be ten times or at least five times [124] The German 
standard DIN 7523 and the DFRA forging handbook have been adopted as shown m 
previous chapters and all data have been incorporated within the CAD system as 
explained in the previous chapters The vertical sides of the cross section inhibit the 
removal of the finished forging from the die cavity Therefore, all such sides are to be 
inclined to the vertical, and the angle of inclination is retrieved from the data base This 
angle is chosen to be 5 degrees The selection of the this angle depends on the forging 
matenal, the type of foiging equipment and the complexity of the forging Fig 5 2 
shows the drawing after adding the draft angle
The next modification to the cross section is the elimination of all sharp comers by 
adding comer and fillet radii These radii reduce stress concentrations, affect die fill and 
improve die life The value of the comer radu have been chosen as 1 5 mm and for fillet 
radii as 2 mm The process of applying these radii is fully interactive and the only thing 
the user needs to do is to select the two lines that form the corner Fig 5 3 shows the 
cross section after adding the coiner and fillet radii
1 5 mm
512 FLASH LAND AND GUTTER DESIGN
The flash land and guttei used in dies peiform two functions dunng forging Firstly, the
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flash land restricts side ways metal flow and thus forces the material to fill die cavities 
by extrusion Secondly, duung the final stages 9JLforging when the cavity is filled the 
flash land allows metal to escape into the 
flash gutter The calculation method adopted 
in this work is explained in chapter two 
Using the flash command from the CAD 
menu, the user is asked to select the position 
where the flash has to be located The 
calculation of the flash land and gutter 
depends on the mass of the forging Fig 5 4 
shows the forging with flash land and gutter
Fig 5 4 Flash and gutter
5 1 3 BILLET CALCULATIONS
Because of the volume constancy, the billet volume should be equal to the forging 
volume plus the flash land and gutter Using this fact the billet dimensions have been 
defined as 12 mm in width, 12 5 mm in height and 150 in length
5 2 FINITE ELEM ENT SIMULATION
After defining the final shape of the forging 
it is possible to consider the boundary line 
of the forging as the boundary for the die 
cavity A 3D drawing of the forging part is 
produced using the EXTRUDE command in 
the CAD system Then the foiging is 
subtracted from the die block and as a 
result, the die block with its cavity is 
produced Finally, a cioss section of the die 
block is generated to be used in the 2D FE 
simulation To simulate this foiging piocess 
it is enough to consider a quaitei of the 
component because the forging is symmetric along its two centre lines as shown in Fig
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5 5
For this example the billet is drawn and it’s 
domain is divided into seven zones to ensure 
a fine mesh near the probable contact 
regions The mesh is created with 97 nodes 
and 79 elements The bandwidth 
minimization scheme has been applied and 
the results are as follow,
5.2 1 MESH GENERATION
Old Bandwidth = 98 
New Bandwidth = 34
Fig 5 6 The Initial mesh system
Fig 5 6 shows the created mesh system
5 2 2 INPUT DATA FOR FINITE ELEM ENT SIMULATION
In addition to the coordinate of the nodes and the element connectivity, which have been 
produced by the mesh generation program, moie data is still needed The specimen used 
in this analysis is assumed to be pure lead, which is characterized by a ngid-perfecdy 
plastic (nonwork-hardening) material behaviour with constant flow stress, Y0=17 236 
N/mm2 The non steady state forging process was analyzed in a step-by-step manner with 
a die displacement at each step equal to 1% of the initial height of the specimen The 
friction factor has been taken as m=0 035 for the case with lubricant and m=0 3 for dry 
forging [125] The speed of the machine ram has been taken as V=1 mm/s
5 2 3 FORGING W ITH LUBRICANT (m=0 035)
The simulation process has been pioceeded till 17 12% reduction of the initial height 
when severely distorted elements are encounteied At this point the program
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automatically stopped at step 20 and the ìemeshing procedure started
REM ESH 1
A new mesh system is created with 206 nodes and 176 elements A finer mesh is 
considered on the region of possible contact as shown in Fig 5 7 The bandwidth 
minimization scheme has been carried out to rearrange the node numbering in order to 
reduce the computational time needed for the solution The result of bandwidth 
minimization were as follow,
Old Bandwidth = 132 
New Bandwidth = 42
CAD CBD
Fig 5 7 Remeshing a t 17 12% of the initial height (A) old mesh, (B)
new mesh.
REM ESH 2
The deformation process has been continued to step 39 ,33 12% reduction of the initial 
height of the billet, where remeshing is needed to redefine the mesh because of the 
unacceptable contact between the die and the woikpiece at the die fillet This situation 
usually takes place when the mesh at the comei becomes coarse because of the sliding 
of the nodes on the die surface with different magnitudes of the sliding velocity and 
sometimes even with different directions When this situation is encountered the material 
goes into the die partially because the original representation of the curved die is done 
by approximating it to a number of segments
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The new mesh ,Fig 5 8, has 210 nodes and 176 elements A finer mesh is created at the 
die corner and at the entrance to the flash land to prevent the lack of degrees of 
freedom The bandwidth minimization scheme resulted in,
Old Bandwidth = 182 
New Bandwidth = 46
Fig 5 8 Remeshing at 33 12% of the initial height (A) Old mesh,
(B) New mesh
As the deformation process continues, unacceptable shaped elements have been 
encountered again when the matenal staited to flow through the flash land because of 
the high pressure in this region For this reason and because it is excepted that the 
material will start to flow to fill the upper cavity, it was necessary to perform the 
remeshing again
REMESH 3
The third remeshing resulted in 216 nodes and 177 elements as shown in Fig 5 9 and 
the bandwidth minimization results were as follow,
Old Bandwidth = 144 
New Bandwidth = 32
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CAD CE0
Fig 5 9 Remeshing at 41.6% of the initial height (A) Old mesh, (B) New
mesh
The deformation process has been continued till 41 6% reduction of the initial height of 
the billet The material flow thiough the flash which makes it easier for the die to be 
filled because of the high pressure generated at the flash region At the end of this stage 
a remeshing for the fourth time was inevitable because of the severely distorted mesh 
at the flash gate
REMESH 4
The last remeshing resulted in 206 nodes and 169 elements as shown in Fig 5 10 and 
the bandwidth minimization lesults were as follow,
Old Bandwidth = 320 
New Bandwidth = 38
The deformation process has been concluded at 51 52% reduction of the initial height 
of the billet and the die is totally filled with the material The simulation process needed 
58 steps to fill the die, Fig 5 11
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Fig. 5 10 Remeshing at 48 8 %  reduction of the initial height (A) Old mesh,
(B) New mesh
Effective strain contours have been plotted for the three remeshing stages and for the 
final stage In Fig 5 12, the maximum stiain is concentiated on the upper side of the 
billet which is in contact with the die fillet The value of the effective strain decreases 
from the die surface to the core of the forging The minimum value is found to be in 
the middle, where the material is still rigid Continuing the deformation till the second 
remeshing as shown in Fig 5 13, it is cleai that the effective strain increased extensively
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throughout the workpiece and specially at the flash gate At the third stage where the 
material started to flow vertically through the flash land, high strain is exhibited at the 
flash region which makes the material to flow through the onfice as shown in Fig 5 14 
Fig 5 15 shows the contours of effective strain on the last stage where the die is filled 
with the material
Fig 5 12 Effective strain contours at Fig 5 13 Effective strain contours at 
17.12% reduction 33 12% reduction
Fig 5 14 Effective strain contours at 
41 6% reduction
Fig 5 15 Effective strain at the final 
stage
In addition, the nonumfoim flow fields that developed in this case were ascertained by 
comparison of predicted effective strain-rate fields with observed deformation patterns 
The effective strain-rate was chosen as a field quantity here, as opposed to strain,
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because it is the best measure of the instantaneous flow field Fig 5 16-5 19 show the 
instantaneous values of the effective strain-iate on the four stages
Fig 5 16 Strain ra te  contours a t 17 12% 
reduction
Fig 5 17 S train ra te  contours a t 
33 12% reduction
Fig 5 18 S train rate contours at 
41 6% reduction
Fig 5 19 Strain ra te  contours of the 
final stage
Figs 5 20 to 5 23 show the distribution of the foice vectors Two types of forces can 
be seen, first, the force vectors along the symmetry line which are the equilibrium 
forces The second type of force is along the contact surface between the material and 
the die cavity This force is generated as a result of the material movement along the
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die cavity due to the forging load and the tendency to fill the die cavity The load 
vector of the last stage will be used to analyze the die block
Fig 5 20 Force vectors at 17 12% 
reduction
Fig 5 21 Force vectors at 33 12% 
reduction
Fig 5 22 Force vectors at 41 6%
reduction. stage
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The results of the analysis show three distinct modes of flow which can be identified 
during the course of deformation Mode I, Fig 5 24, is very similar to simple upsetting 
since the upward flow of material beneath the orifice is slower m comparison with the 
horizontal flow Actually, the relative velocity between the die and the material at the 
orifice gate makes the material look as if it is flowing upward especially in the early 
stages of deformation In this mode a ngid-core region around the plane of symmetry 
is found Mode H, Fig 5 25, shows mixed deformation as the forging of material 
between the two halves of the die cavities is accompanied by extrusion into the central 
onfice A neutral point, indicating a flow divide, can be seen along the upper surface 
which is in contact with the die fillet In mode III, Fig 5 26, the material started to flow 
through the flash land which causes a high pressure at this region This high pressure 
makes the material to flow rapidly through the onfice This mode shows that the 
velocity vectors in the onfice have mci eased significantly The deformation process 
concluded under this mode when the whole die cavity is filled with the matenal
Fig 5 24 Velocity vectors at 17 12%
reduction, Mode (I)
Fig 5 25 Velocity vectors at 33 12% 
reduction, Mode (II)
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Fig 5.26 Velocity vectors at 41 6% 
reduction, Mode(III)
5 2 4 FORGING WITHOUT LUBRICANT (m=0 3)
The same data file was used for the simulation of the forging process with dry 
condition Only the value of the friction factor was changed to m=0 3
REMESH 1
At step 25 the deformation process is stopped because of the severely distorted element 
encountered in the region which is in contact with the die comer Fig 5 27(A) shows 
the old mesh system and Fig 5 27(B) shows the new mesh system with 165 elements 
and 196 nodes The result of the bandwidth minimization program was,
Old Bandwidth = 150 
New Bandwidth = 40
REMESH 2
By continuing the deformation, the material started to flow in two directions, 
horizontally towards the flash gate and vertically towards the onfice At step 40,35 2% 
reduction in height, another remeshing was necessary because of the inconvenient 
representation of the boundaiy and to give the matenal more degrees of freedom at the 
flash gate Fig 5 28(A) and(B) show bodi the old and the new mesh respectively The
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C*3 CBD
Fig 5 27 Remeshing at 22 24% reduction of the initial height (A) Old mesh,
(B) New mesh.
new mesh system has been cieated with 200 elements connected together with 232 
nodes The result of the bandwidth minimization program was,
Old Bandwidth = 184 
New Bandwidth = 42
Fig 5 28 Remeshing at 35 2% reduction of the initial height (A) Old mesh,
(B) New mesh
REMESH 3
Proceeding with the deformation, the material started to flow through the flash The third 
remeshing was carried out when the material flowed through the flash gap and the 
elements near the flash region were distorted as shown in Fig 5 29(A) A new mesh
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system is created as shown in Fig 5 29(B), with 196 elements and 231 nodes The result 
of the bandwidth minimization program was,
Old Bandwidth = 226 
New Bandwidth = 40
CAD CBD
Fig 5 29 Remeshing at 44 64% reduction of the initial height (A) Old mesh,
(B) New mesh
Observing the last three stages, it is seen that the material particles near the upper fillet 
move sideways in the earlier stages and change direction downwards in subsequent 
stages The particles at the core portion remain stationary until the flash is formed and 
then begin to move upwaids The flow of the material through the flash ensures the die 
filling as shown in Fig 5 30
From the last two cases, it is found that the displacement of nodal points of the 
elementary discretization aie slightly different because of the lubrication However, when 
the deformation process goes on, some characteristics change when such points modify 
their constraint conditions For example,
- when new nodes come into contact with the die
- the movement over the coiner radius is affected by radially inwards or outwards 
components of the motion accoiding to the particular stage of plastic deformation
- for nodes to leave the cornel radius and flow on a flat surface according to the 
previous position and the particular stage of defoimation
In coding the FE simulation software, close attention was paid to follow correctiy the
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material flow over different constraints of the die As is generally known, this requires 
both a constraint recognition system and a remeshing of the mesh in order to obtain a 
smooth deformation of the discretized elements (no over-stretching) Also, a correct flow 
of the radial points passing from one geometrical constraint to another and a better 
discretization of the forces exchanged between the workpiece and die, specially when 
the radius is lower, are to be satisfied as shown in Fig 5 6
Fig 5 30 The final stage at 49 92% reduction of the initial height
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Figs 5 31 to 5 34 shows the effective strain contours in three remeshing stages plus the 
final stage
Fig. 5.31 Effective strain at 22 24% 
reduction
Fig. 5 32 Effective strain at 35.2% 
reduction
Fig 5 33 Effective strain at 44 64% 
reduction
Fig 5 34 Effective strain on the 
final stage.
VFigs 5 35 to 5 38 show the strain rate contours for the four stages
Fig 5 35 Strain rate at 22 24% 
reduction
Fig 5 36 Strain rate contours at 
35 2% reduction
Fig 5 37 Strain rate at 44 64% 
reduction
Fig 5.38 Strain rate on the final
stage
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Figs 5 39 to 5 42 show the force vectors within the domain in these four stages 
Comparing the force vectors in this case, without lubricant, with the previous case, with 
lubricant, it is found that the magnitude of the forces vectors are much higher m this 
case due to the friction on the interface between the die and the workpiece
Fig 5 39 Force vectors at 22 24% Fig 5 40 Force vector at 35.2%
reduction reduction.
Fig 5 41 Force vectors at 44 64%
reduction
Fig 5 42 Force vectors at 49 92% 
reduction
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Figs 5 43 to 5 45 show the velocity vectors in the thiee remeshing stages
Fig. 5 43 Velocity vectors at 22 24% 
reduction
Fig 5 44 Velocity vectors at 35 2% 
reduction
Fig 5 45 Velocity vectors at 44 64% 
reduction
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5.3 DIE ANALYSIS
1
The closed die forging process is a nonsteady-state type of process because the metal 
flow, stresses, and temperatures continually change throughout it The continual 
changing of these variables makes it difficult to accurately determine the force required 
to forge the workpiece
In addition to these variables, a variety of geometric shapes and materials can be forged 
and each one requires a different analysis Therefore, the force is generally estimated 
based on the past experience of a similarly forged part or it is estimated with empirical 
methods The empirical methods employ simple formulas or nomograms to estimate the 
force requirement Another method employs a computerized analytical technique that 
divides the forging into individual parts, analyzes each part, and then puts the individual 
parts together to analyze the complete forging
In this work a different method is used This method simulates the forging process as 
explained before, then it uses the force distribution on the boundary of the workpiece 
which is in contact with the die These foices are calculated for each step solution of 
the simulation process Because the last stage of the forging process experiences the 
maximum load forces this stage was used for the analysis of the die Also for the 
purpose of press selection it was essential to consider the forces at this stage 
The summation of the vertical component of the force vectors on the boundary which 
is in contact with the die gives the forging load needed by the machine
5.3 1 DIE BLOCKS
Production of forgings is normally earned out with a pair of die blocks on which both 
cavities are machined The layout of the cavities on die blocks has to be designed to 
satisfy the following conditions
1 The die block should be the minimum size possible but strong enough to sustain 
the forging loads foi the lequired pioduction run
2 Tilting of the die block caused by off-centie loading should be minimized
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Die layout is the final design process for forging production and normally requires 
extensive practical experience Data necessary for die layout includes, forging loads and 
geometry of the cavity Both these requirements have been found by the finite element 
simulation program and the only thing needed to be checked is the durability of the die 
under the forging conditions To find out whether the die block can sustain the forging 
loads an elasto-plastic finite element program called (LUSAS) was used
5 3 2 TH E FINITE ELEM ENT M ODEL
The art of finite element analysis lies in the development of a suitable model 
idealisation The element discretization, or, the mesh must be neither too fine, making 
the preparation of data, execution computer time, and interpretation of results 
excessively expensive, nor too coarse, rendering the accuracy of the results unacceptable 
The problem is thus one of balance To develop a suitable idealisation, some knowledge 
of the likely distribution of stiesses or their field equivalent is generally required 
Consequently, an estimate of the level of discretization can be made which will provide 
results of acceptable accuiacy Because of the die symmetry, substantial reduction m 
computational time will be achieved by considering just half of the die For the example 
m question a mesh system has been cieated with 172 elements connected together with 
213 nodes as shown in Fig 5 46 At finei mesh has been considered on the die cavity 
where the actual forces will be assigned
HYSTRO 10 t 2_____________________________________________________________ OWE 11 8 97
Fig 5 46 The initial die mesh
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5 3 3 MATERIAL PROPERTIES
Material property specification is required in order to define the constitutive relationship 
for each element Cold working tool steel (D2) is used as the die material because of 
its wear resistance, combined with moderate toughness 
The physical data are as follow,
Hardened and tempered to hardness HRC 40 
Modulus of elasticity E = 193000 N/mm2 
Yield strength
Gy = 2250 N / m m 2
Poison ratio v = 0 3
5 3 4 SUPPORT CONDITIONS
Support conditions describe the way in which the model is grounded and are specified 
for individual nodal freedoms All nodes on the symmetry line m the example have been 
constrained in X-direction (R-direction)
5 3 4 LOADING
Two types of loads have been applied in this example First the forging load which is 
applied as prescribed displacement along the side of the die which is in contact with the 
machine ram The other load is a concentrated load This load has been calculated by 
the finite element program from the simulation the flow of the material as mentioned 
before Fig 5 47 shows the exaggeiated defoimed mesh
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Fig 5 48 shows the contours of the effective stiess The highest stress is found to be on 
the symmetry line of the die in the middle of the half die and at the top comer of the 
die cavity The elastic tool deformations affect the dimensional stability of the workpiece 
in the press These deformation are piedicted as well as shown in Fig 5 50 and can be 
compared with the required toleiance of the workpiece
KYSTRO 10 ) a____________________________________________________________________DATE 11 3 B7
Fig 5 48 Contours of equivalent stresses.
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Fig 5 49 shows the contours of effective strain
KYSTRO <0 1 2_____________________________________________________________ CATE tl g 82
TITLE Et I I t- tr In
Fig 5 49 Contours of equivalent strain
Figs 5 50-5 52 show the displacement in X,Y and the resultant direction respectively 
This information is important when restricted tolerences are desired
HYSTRO 10 1 2_____________________________________________________________DATE 11 5 82
Fig 5 50 Displacement in X direction
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MY3TWQI 10 1 2 DATE 11 9 82
Fig 5 51 Displacement in Y direction
MY8TB0 10 I 2 QATEi 11 5  82
TITLE R* »It nt dl pI
Fig 5 52 Resultant displacement (R=V(X2+Y2))
After the die dimensions are finalized, the manufacturing drawing of the die set and the 
billet are prepared as shown in Figs 5 53 and 5 54 In the case where a CAM package 
is available the 3D solid model of the die can be processed to produce the part program 
for CNC machines
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Fig 5 53 Mechanical drawing of the die
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Fig 5 54 Mechanical drawing of the billet.
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CHAPTER SIX 
AXISYMMETRIC CLOSED DIE FORGING
6 1 INTRODUTION
Axially symmetric forging includes approximately 30% of all commonly used 
forgings[126] A basic axisymmetric forging process is the compression of a cylinder 
which is a relatively simple operation However, the process turns into a complex 
deformation when friction is present at the die woikpiece interface and complex cavities 
are used In this chapter an application of the developed system on a complex-shaped 
die is presented
6 2 GEOM ETRICAL DESIGN OF TH E DIE
As seen in the case of plane strain the 
geometrical design of the die involves 
the convertion of the drawing of the 
machined component to the foiging 
part The conversion procedure takes 
place in several steps First of all, a 
2D cross section is found, if a 3D 
drawing of the component is provided 
as shown in Fig 6 1
D1S 0
Fig 6 1 Cross-section of the machined part
Then the draft angle is added to the geometry as shown in Fig 6 2 Fig 6 3 shows the 
gerometry after adding the fillet and corner radii
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Fig 6 2 D raft angle
Finally the flash land and gutter are added Fig 6 4 shows a 2D drawing of the forging 
part
This cross section is changed back to a 3D solid by using the revolving command in the 
CAD system as shown in Fig 6 5 Then the die block drawing is prepared as a solid 
block in 3D and a subtraction is earned out between the block and the forging As a 
result the die block with the die cavity is produced as shown in Fig 6 6 Because the 
forging is symmetnc m both axes, the other half of the die will have the same shape
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Fig 6 5 The forging Fig 6 6 The die block.
6 3 FINITE ELEMENT SIMULATION V // / / ,
A cross section of the billet and the die is 
prepared where just a quarter of the billet 
and half of the upper die are considered as 
shown in Fig 6 7 The billet material used 
for this simulation is Copper and its flow 
stress is expressed as,
o = 318 12 €° 066 (N/mm2)
Fig 6 7 The die with the billet (Initial 
position).
A friction factor of m=0 052 is used for the simulation, and the die is assumed to be 
ngid The billet dimensions are calculated using the fact that the forging volume is equal 
to the billet volume plus the flash land and gutter 
The simulation was conducted by utilizing 
the remeshing procedure as seen in the 
previous example The simulation required a 
total of four remeshings including the initial 
mesh system The initial mesh system was 
created with 180 elements connected 
together by 208 nodes as shown in Fig 6 8 
A fine mesh is placed near the region in 
contact with the die because of the
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possibility for more boundaiy nodes to come into contact with the die and also because 
of the large deformation expected in this area
Figs 6 9 to 6 11 are some giaphic representations piepared using the post processor 
developed for this system Two stages of the forging process are selected to show the 
deformation behaviour of the material The left hand sides of Fig 6 9 and Fig 6 10 
show the deformed mesh At these two stages the finite element calculations were 
stopped because of the highly distorted element encountered dunng the forging 
simulation The right hand sides present the new mesh system for each case 
Fig 6 11 shows the die cavity when filled with the material
Cad CBD
Fig 6 9 The first remeshing at 26 66% reduction of the initial 
height, (A) Old mesh, (B) New mesh.
Fig 6 10 The second remeshing a t 48 37% reduction in the initial height,
(A) old mesh, (B) new mesh
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Fig 6 11 The final stage after 52 97% reduction in
height
The effective strain is an indication of the degree of deformation, and can be calculated 
by following the deformation pattern at any point incrementaly In this example the 
effective strain distribution corresponding to the two remeshing stages discussed 
previously are presented Fig 6 12 illustrates the effective strain distribution at 26 66% 
reduction in height A relatively large strain is observed on the contact edge between 
the die and the workpiece The value of strain reduces towards the bulk of the material 
at an early atage of deformation As the deformation process continues the material 
starts to flow through the flash gap At this stage large strain starts to appear near the 
flash region as shown in Fig 6 13 Close to the final stage the effective strain values at 
the flash land have the largest values and a high pressure is built up on the flash region 
which causes the material to fill the die cavity as illustrated in Fig 6 14
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Fig 6 12 Effective strain  contours at 
26 66% reduction
Fig 6 13 Effective strain  a t 48 37% 
reduction in height
Fig 6 14 Effective strain  contours of the 
final stage
The strain-rate was chosen as in the pievious example as a field quantity because it is 
a good measure of the instaneous tendency of the deformation pattern Figs 6 15-6 17 
show the strain rate contouis m the thiee selected stages
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Fig 6 15 S train rate contours a t 26 66% 
reduction
Fig 6 16 Strain rate contours a t 
48 37% reduction
Fig 6 17 Strain rate contours of the 
final stage
Figs 6 18 to 6 20 show the contours of the equivalent stress at the three selected stages
Fig 6 18 Equivalent stress contours at 
26 66% reduction
Fig 6 19 Equivalent stress contours 
a t 48 37% reduction
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Fig 6 20 Equivalent stress contours of 
the final stage
The deformation patterns duiing the forging process can be seen as a series of velocity 
distributions as shown in Figs 6 21 and 6 22 The following observations can be made 
from these figures,
At the early stage of deformation the velocity vectors of the material in contact with the 
die surface point down towards the die sides and just the nodes which are in contact 
with the die have significant velocity values As the deformation process continues the 
velocity field builds up and the material at the flash region starts to flow through the 
flash land Then the material starts to fill the orifice as shown in Fig 6 21 and Fig 6 22
Figs 6 23-6 25 show the foice vectors of the nodes during the deformation process In 
the same way as for the plane strain example in the previous chapter the force vectors 
at the final stage of the forging will be used to find out the machine load requirements 
and also to be used for the die analysis
Fig 6 21 Velocity vectors a t 26 66% 
reduction in height
Fig 6 22 velocity vectors a t 48 37% 
reduction in height
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Fig. 6 23 Force vectors a t 26 66% 
reduction in height
Fig 6 24 force vectors a t 48 37% 
reduction in height
Fig 6 25 Force vectors of the final 
stage
6 4 DIE ANALYSIS
The process used to analyze the previous die is also used for this die The elastic-plastic 
FE package (LUSAS) is used to find out whether the die would sustain the forging load 
or not The same technique is used to applying the loads The force vectors produced 
by the simulation package and illustrated in Fig 6 25, at the last stage of the forging 
process are subjected to the inside of the die cavity The load from the press machine 
is considered as a prescribed displacement acting on the surface in contact with the 
machine ram towards the die cavity Due to the symmetry of the die along the vertical 
axis and the similarity of the two halves of the die set, just one half of the top die is 
considered A mesh system is created with 230,3-node elements connected together with 
149 nodes The elements m the region close to the cavity are made finer and coarse 
elements are created in the regions away from the die cavity where the expected stress
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is not large Irregular type of meshing is selected from MYSTRO options, which is the 
pre- and post processing piogram for LUSAS, because it is more flexible for complex 
shapes The resulting mesh system is shown in Fig 6 26
Fig 6 26 The initial mesh system
Fig 6 27 shows the deformed mesh, where the maximum distortion is located along the 
vertical line of symmetry The elements along this line are subjected to bending and 
compression loads
Fig 6 27 Distorted mesh (Exagerated)
The plastic deformation of the die can lead either to loss of tolerance in the forged part
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due to local geometric changes or to a complete failure due to large overall stresses In 
this case for example, special attention should be paid to the maximum displacement 
which might take place because of the bending moment around the mid section of the 
die This displacement might cause significant changes in the workpiece tolerences even 
when all the elements aie deformed elastically Fig 6 28 shows the distribution of the 
effective stress where it is clear that the maximum effective stress is located near the 
vertical symmetry line A compromise can be made among the three charactnstics which 
influence the die design The die geometry or more accurately the size of the die block 
can be modified to find out the optimum elastic stress distribution and displacement
Fig 6 28 Equivalent stress distribution
Fig 6 29 shows the contours of the effective strain
Fig 6 29 Equivalent stra in  distribution.
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Figs 6 30-6 32 show the displacement in X,Y and in the resultant direction
HTSTRO tO 1 7 DATE 3 I  W
TITLE DISPLACEMENT IN X DIRECTION
Fig 6 30 Displacement in X direction
CONTOUR VALUE 
A Q 2935E 01
B 0 205 IE 01
C 0 2767E 01
0 0 2683E 01
E 0 2599E 01
F 0 2513E 01
0 0 2i32E 01
TITLE DISPLACEMENT IN V DIRECTION
Fig 6 31 Displacement in Y direction
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Fig. 6 32 Resultant displacement (R=W(X2+Y2))
After finalyzing the die dimensions, the mechanical drawings have been prepared for 
both the die and the billet and are shown in Fig 6 33 and Fig 6 34 respectivily In order 
to carry out the experiments two plates have been used as well for fixing the dies on to 
the machine The mechanical drawings of the plates are shown in Fig 6 35 anf Fig 
6 36
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Fig. 6 34 The mechanical drawing of the billet
122
Fig 6 35 The lower plate
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CHAPTER SEVEN 
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE AND RESULTS
7 1 INTRODUCTION
The local metal flow during a forming process is essentially influenced by
1 Factors related to the matenal of the workpiece, such as the prior history of 
deformation, grain size and distribution, dependency of flow stress upon strain, strain- 
rate, temperature and anisotropy
2 Factors related to tooling such as geometrical shape, lubrication conditions at the tool- 
working interface and tool temperature
3 Factors related to forming equipment used, such as deformation speed and contact 
times under load
In cold forming l e ,  room-temperature foiming the equipment behaviour does not 
significantly influence the metal flow, provided the material is not strain-rate dependent 
at room temperature and the friction conditions do not vary greatly with deformation 
speed
However, the velocity charactenstics of equipment in hot forming greatly influence the 
metal flow and the deformation process, because most materials are strain-rate dependent 
in the hot forming range and the friction conditions vary drastically with temperature
Two types of materials have been used in the current forging expenments, lead for the
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Two types of materials have been used in the current forging experiments; lead for the 
plane strain forging and copper for the axisymmetric forging. Experiments to find out 
the flow stress data and the friction factor are carried out just for copper where for lead 
these characteristics are taken from the literature [125] because experiments for the 
same material under the same condition have been carried out before.
7.2 EQUIPM ENT AND INSTRUM ENTATION
In conducting this study three machines have been used,
1. Instron Testing Machine with load range of up to 50 kN. This machine has been 
used in conducting the experiments to find out the material characteristics, Plate 7.1.
2. Hydraulic Instron Machine with load range of up to 500 kN. This machine has been 
used for the forging of the plane strain lead specimens, Plate 7.2.
3. Hydraulic press machine with load range of 1500 kN. This machine has been used 
for carrying out the axisymmetric closed die forging of the copper billets, Plate 7.3.
PLATE 7.1 Instron testing machine (50 kN)
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PLATE 7.2 Instron machine (500 kN)
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PLATE 7.3 Hydraulic press machine (1500 kN)
7.3 DETERM INATION OF TH E M ATERIAL CHARACTERISTICS
The classic method for determining the flow stress is by a uniform-compression test 
(without barrelling) or by a torsion test at temperatures and strain-rates of interest. The 
compression test is usually conducted in a plastometer so that constant strain- rate is 
maintained throughout the test [127-130].
The friction factor, or the friction coefficient, is most commonly obtained by a ring test 
[72,131]. In this test, a flat ring-shaped specimen is upset forged to a known reduction. 
The change in internal diameter, produced by a given amount of reduction in height, is 
directly related to the friction conditions at the material-tool interface.
In hot forming, the die temperature usually is lower than the billet temperature. The 
resulting die chilling influences the frictional conditions, and it is included in the
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measurement of the friction factoi by using the ring test at hot-forging temperature Die 
chilling, however, also influences the temperature of the deforming billet and, 
consequently, its flow stress It is, theiefore, difficult to estimate the actual flow stress, 
a , the friction factor, f, or the shear factor, m, under practical forging conditions
Barrelling is prevented by using adequate lubncation, for instance graphite in oil for
aluminum alloys, glass for steel, titanium and high temperature alloys
The load and displacement or sample height are measured during the test and thus, the
flow stress is obtained at each stage of deformation or for increasing strain
In analyzing metal forming problems, it is useful to define the magnitude of deformation
in terms of "logarithmic" strain In the uniform compiession test,
The strain rate, e,is the derivative of strain, e, with respect to time or
where h0, initial sample height in the compiession test 
hj, final height in the compression test 
V , instantaneous ram speed 
h , the current height
7.3 1 REPRESENTATION OF FLOW  STRESS DATA
At room temperature, the flow stiess of most metals is strain dependent It was 
empirically found that the strain dependency of the flow stress can be represented as,
where K and n are constants expiessing stiain haidemng 
a  and e are effective stiess and effective strain
At higher temperature, above the recrystallization temperature, the flow stress is 
influenced mainly by the stiain late, and it can be approximated as,
(7.1)
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o * K s
Specimens have been prepaied in a cylindrical shape with 10 mm height and 10 mm 
diameter To prevent bulging, thin Polythene sheet has been used as lubricant and the 
lubrication has been renewed during the process of upsetting The load displacement 
curves have been plotted as shown in Fig 7 1 fiom which the stress-strain curves have 
been produced The displacements have been changed to strain by Eq 7 1 where h i is 
the difference between the initial height of the workpiece and the displacement 
The strain rate which is the derivation of strain has been calculated using Eq 7 2 
The ram velocity used in the test is V= 5 mm/s which leads to an average strain rate 
of 0 5 1/s
(7.5)
Load (KN)
Displacement [mm]
—— Specimen] — Sped me n2 Speclmen3
Fig 7 1 Load displacement curves
After plotting the stress-strain curves fiom three experiments, the average curve has 
been determined and a theoretical curve has been produced as shown in Fig 7 2 The 
expression of the strain dependency of the flow stress is expressed as,
o = 318 12 G° 066 (7 . 6)
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stress [N/mm2]
strain
 Experiments average Theoretical
Fig. 7 2 Stress strain  curve
7 4 DETERM INATION OF TH E COEFFICIEN T OF FRICTION
The most common method used for studying the frictional behaviour of metals under 
conditions of bulk plastic defoimation involves a simple forging operation earned out 
m a flat ring-shaped specimen, the coefficient of faction is related to the change in 
diameter produced by a given amount of compiession in the thickness direction The 
internal diameter increases if m is small and decreases if m is large A disadvantage of 
the method is that a satisfactory theoietical analysis of the compression of a nng is not 
yet available, so that numerical values of m can be obtained only by an independent 
calibration method Theoretical studies [132] suggested that maximum accuracy in the 
determination could be obtained by using a nng of small height and large internal 
diameter as compared with external diameter
Too large an internal diameter, however, unless coupled with an excessively small 
height, would make the deformation unstable and the nng would tend to buckle at low 
values of fnction
7 4 1  EXPERIM ENTAL RESULT
Copper rings of 6 3 2 propoition (0  D 18 mm ID  9 mm Height 6 mm) have been 
machined and prepared foi the friction test After upsetting the nngs, their dimensions 
were measured and the fnction sheai factor, m, was detenmned for each sample using
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the calibration curves given in Fig 
7 3 These curves were derived 
through computer program, based on 
upper-bound method of analysis, 
which simulates the compression of a 
nng with bulging at constant faction 
[131,133]
The lubricant used m this experiments 
was Rocal Tufdraw 3040, which is an 
industrial product for cold forging 
The friction factor was found to be 
0 052
Kadastloa la  kaljhl ( t )
Fig 7 3 Calibration curves (6 3 2)
7 5 PLANE STRAIN CLOSED DIE FORGING EXPERIM ENTS
The die set for these experiments consists of four gioup of components,
1 The two halves of the die which have the same shape because of the symmetry of the 
component to be forged with, as shown in Fig 5 53
2 Two plates for the placement of the two halves of the die on the press machine as 
shown in Fig 6 35 and Fig 6 36
3 A component with H cross-section to align both die halves when installing the die on 
the machine as shown in Fig 7 4
4 Two L-shaped components to place the billets inside the die cavity at the exact 
position and along the centre line of the die as shown in Fig 7 5
The expenments have been carried out under two factional conditions [125],
- with lubricant, m = 0 035, using Rocal Tufdraw 3040
- high friction, m = 0 3
The billets have been machined with the same dimensions which have been used in the
finite element simulation as piesented in chapter five
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Plate 7 4 shows a view of the die, billet and the forging
Forgings with different reduction in height have been produced and sections for these 
forgings have been prepared to be compaied with those produced by the finite element 
program
U pper d ie
Lower d ie
Fig 7 4 H-shaped component for die 
alignment
B illet
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PLATE 7.4 A view of the die, billet and the forging.
7.5.1 W ITH  LUBRICANT (m = 0.035)
Fig. 7.6 shows the cross-section of the billet at four stages of deformation. This cross- 
sections are taken from both the finite element simulation program and the experiments. 
It is clear that the predicted and the experimental profiles , for the case with m=0.035, 
are in a good agreement. The material starts to flow sideways towards the die comers 
creating a small concave surface at both vertical sides of the billet. At 38.8% reduction 
this material has reached the sides and the material in the middle starts to flow 
horizontally towards the flash land. At 48.8% reduction, the material starts to flow 
through the die cavity making sure that the die is filled.
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Fig. 7.6 Experim ental and FE results for m=0.035
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The load-displacement curves for both the expenmental and theoretical results are shown m 
Fig 7 7 The load increases steadily for both cases until the beginning of the flash formation, 
after which it starts increasing rather sharply due to the increase in the pressure at the flash 
region This pressure at the flash region causes the die to be filled with the material which 
finds it easier way to fill the die than flow through the flash land 
It is clear from this figure that the curves are close enough to be considered acceptable 
After the specified amount of reduction in height, further increase in the load will not affect 
the die filling
LOAD (kN)
Fig 7 7 Load-Displacement curves (m=0 035)
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7 5 2 HIGH FRICTION (m = 0 3)
Fig 7 8 shows four stages of deformation in which remeshing was needed in the FE 
simulation Experiments have been carried out under the same forging condition but under 
high fnction conditions where no lubncant has been used, m=0 3 There are agreement 
between the theoretical and experimental results of three stages In the second stage, there is 
some differences along the slide of the billet which can be related to the coarse mesh at this 
region This is a good example of the effect of the mesh system on the simulation process 
A compromise should be made in using a fine mesh in which the computational time is higher 
and the accuracy of the solution is better The accuracy of the solution increases rapidly till 
a certain stage after which any further refinement of the mesh will cause only a small increase 
in the accuracy which can not justify the high cost of the computing
Fig 7 9 shows the load-displacement curves of the forging process under high lubrication 
condition The agreement of the experimental curve with the one produced by the finite 
element program are reasonable Comparing this figure with Fig 7 7 which has been produced 
with the presence of lubncant, it is clear that the forging load needed, without using the 
lubricant, is higher than that needed when forging under lubncation conditions This behaviour 
is natural because when using the lubricant the metal resistance to flow and the friction is less 
and subsequently it will need less load to reach the same amount of reduction
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FEM
22.24 % Reduction
35.20 % Reduction
44,64 % Reduction
51.52 % Reduction
Fig. 7.8 Experim ental and FE results for high friction m=0.3
PERIMENT
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LOAD (kN)
REDUCTION IN HEIGHT (%)
Fig 7 9 Load-Displacement curves for high friction
Examining the forgings produced under both conditions of lubrication, it is found that at both 
ends of the forgings the material did not completely fill the top and bottom orifices of the die 
as shown in Plate 7 5 The reason for this behaviour is suggested to be that dunng the 
deformation process the material at the end of the billets has three optional routes to flow 
through These routes are either to flow through the orifice or through the open die ends or, 
finally, through the flash at the final stage of deformation It is known that dunng any forming 
process the matenal flows through the easiest route in which less resistance exists In these 
expenments the easiest route for the material at both ends was to flow along the die centre 
line At the early stages of deformation the force needed for the material to fill the central 
cavity is less than that needed for the material to flow along the centre line of the die 
However, when the deformation process proceeded and the material started to flow through 
the onfice at the ends of the billet, the matenal flows along the central line due to the high 
pressure at the onfice At the last stage of deformation and when the flash started to be
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formed, this phenomenon was still continuing due to the high pressure in the flash region as 
well as in the orifice region. Although the pressure at the flash region was higher than that 
at the orifice region, this does not change the deformation mode and the die cavity is partially 
filled with the material.
PLATE 7.5 Across-section along the forging in the direction of the forging load
To investigate this phenomenon, both ends of the die have been closed and the experiments 
have been carried out for the case with lubricant. This modification of the die does not affect 
the case of plane strain because in the actual forging condition with complex shaped 
components, critical cross sections are taken from the component. In most cases the plane 
strain piece of the component is located between two other parts and does not have free ends. 
In general there should not be too much difference between the two cases but here in this 
example the special geometry of the cavity caused this phenomenon.
Plate 7.6 shows a view of the die after closing both ends. Two pieces of lead with the same 
cross section of the billet are placed at both ends of the billet to fill the gap between the billet 
and the two end plates.
Plate 7.7 shows a cross section along the forging length. Comparing this section with the one 
shown in Plate 7.5, it can be noticed that the filling of the orifice at both ends is significantly 
improved when using the closed ended die.
Plate 7.8 shows a cross section of two components produced by the open and closed ended 
dies. The formation of the flash in the closed ended die is homogeneous in contrast with the 
open ended one, where the flash land reduces gradually from the middle towards the ends.
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PLATE 7.6 A view of the closed die
PLA TE 7.7 Across-section along the forging length for closed end die
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PLATE 7 8 A view of the flash form ation for both cases
Results of the closed ended die forging are piesented in Fig 7 10 and Fig 7 11 In Fig 7 10, 
the profile of the cross sections of both the FE simulation and the experiments, using 
lubricant, are presented It is clear from this figure that the experimental results are m good 
agreement with those produced by the FE simulation Fig 7 11 shows the load displacement 
curves according to the FE simulation and fiom both, the open and closed ended die 
experiments The general trend of the curve produced by the closed ended die is almost the 
same as the one produced by the open ended die Only the magnitude of the load is higher, 
which is due to the extra load needed for the material to flow through the onfice and the flash 
at both ends of the billet It is also clear that the curve for the closed ended die is much closer 
to the FE simulation curve which indicates that in closing both ends of the die the material 
flow is much closer to the plane strain condition
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FEM EXPERIMENT
17.12 % Reduction
Fig. 7.10 Experim ental and FE results for closed ended die, m=0.03
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LOAD (kN)
REDUCTION IN HEIGHT (« )
Fig 7 11 Load-Displacement curves
7 6 AXISYM M ETRIC CLOSED DIE FORGING EXPERIM ENTS
The die set for these experiments consists of four group of components,
1 The two halves of the die which have the same shape because of the symmetry of the 
component to be forged with, as shown m Fig 6 33
2 Two plates for the placement of the two halves of the die on the press machine as 
shown in Fig 6 35 and Fig 6 36
3 A cylindrical component with cavities on both side to align both die halves when installing 
the die on the machine as shown in Fig 7 12
4 Two semi-circular components to place the billets inside the die cavity at the exact 
position and in the middle of the die cavity as shown in Fig 7 13
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The experiments have been carried out undei frictional conditions with the friction factor taken 
as m = 0 052 The billets have been machined to the same dimensions which have been used 
in the finite element simulation as presented in chapter six
RING BILLET
Plate 7 6 shows the die set with the billet and the forging The forging expenments are
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PLA TE 7.6 The die set ,billet and the forging
carried out under the specified conditions. However, during the final forging test when 
maximum compression was attempted the upper half of the original die broke along a line 
close to the centre line of the die as shown in Plate 7.7. This failure has been analyzed and 
all the possible factors which might have caused this failure have been discussed as follows,
1. Mechanical design
On the basis of the investigation of several thousand tool failure [134] it has been found that 
two simple factors are most frequently responsible for design failure, either singly or together. 
These are,
- the improper control of sharp comers.
- the use of extreme section change.
The first factor cannot be the cause of this failure in the present case because all sharp edges 
have been eliminated and replaced by proper corners and fillets. The second factor is also 
excluded because there is not much drastic changes in the die section and usually this failure 
takes place during the hardening process or under light service loads. This failure is likely to
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have happened due to the internal suesses which appeals when tools containing such sections 
are liquid quenched
2 Machining procedure
This factor can also be excluded because the die dimensions were according to the drawing 
provided to the manufacturer and no shaip corneis exist Also good finishing for the die 
surfaces is obtained which eliminates the possibility of hidden machining defects
3 Heat-treatment
In a majority of die failures, some faulty heat-treatment practice is found to be responsible 
Because the heat-treatment for this die has been earned out by manufacturers external to the 
research place, the possibility of improper heat-tieatment does exist and tests should be carries 
out to make sure that the heat-treatment was piopeily done
4 Handling and use of the die in seivice
This title includes the overloading by accident and impropei alignment of the dies The two 
halves of the die have never touched each other and the thickness of the flash land does not 
reach the target which will exclude the possibility of over loading The improper alignment 
of the dies is believed to be right and theie was some evidence of the misalignment of the 
billet within the die cavity This misplacement of the billet might have contributed to the die 
failure
5 Lubrication
The viscosity of the lubricant used in this piocess is low which caused the lubncant to 
accumulate in the lower die The evidence of that is shown in Plate 7 8, where it is clear that 
the distribution of the lubncant is mhomogeneous between the upper and the lower die The 
matenal flow through the lower orifice is much greatei than the material which flowed into 
the upper onfice This situation inci eased the friction foices between the upper die and the 
material which might have caused the die failuie On the other hand, in the FE simulation the
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lubricant distribution was considered to be the same foi the upper and lower die To solve this 
problem a thicker lubricant should be used which can stick to the die surface and does not 
accumulate to the lower die
Going through all these factors it is found that the non-uniform lubrication has the maximum 
contribution to the die failure followed by the misplacement of the billet within the cavity
In order to continue the experiments a new die was manufactured as an upper die This die 
has been made of two pieces, an insert and a die case The insert which was press fitted in 
the die case is made of tool steel D2 and the die case is made of H13
PLATE 7 7 The die breakage
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PLATE 7 8 A cross section of the 
forging ;just before the die failure
Forging experiments have been earned out using the new die and pure petroleum jelly 
with thin teflon layers were used as lubncant However, the new die also cracked just 
before the final stage of the foiging process The trend of the crack was the same as the 
first breakage which indicates that the reason behind the die failure is not mainly 
because of the difference of the lubncant distnbution between the upper and lower die 
halves In fact this inhomogeneity could not have contributed to the die failure because 
in the second case the top and the bottom boss heights of the forging are equal which 
indicates that the lubrication inside the die cavity was homogeneous Because the main 
reason behind this failure was still unknown it was necessary to check whether there was 
any tensile stress m the die The die insert, subjected to different levels of radial stress 
due to press fitting has been analyzed and the overall stress distnbution m the insert 
under current forging condition has been plotted The magnitude of the external radial 
stress has been selected as 10,20,30 and 40% of the die-matenal yield stress The 
distnbution of the radial stress, stiesses in Z, hoop stress and the equivalent stresses are 
shown in Figs 7 14-7 33 From these figures it is clear that tension stress does not exist 
and increasing the radial load causes substantial increase in the compression stresses 
within the die which increase the possibility of the die failure due to excessive 
compression stress For example in Figs 7 18-7 21 The maximum compression stress 
in the Z direction is more than than the yield stiess The same thing can be seen in Fig 
7 25 where the hoop stress is more than the yield stress at the center of the die
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CONTOUR VALUE
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Fig 7 14 In ternal radial stress 
distribution (10% yield)
Fig. 7 16 In ternal radial stress 
distribution (30% yield)
CONTOUR VALUE 
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F 0 0 
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distribution (20% yield)
Fig 7 17 Internal radial stress
distribution (40% yield)
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Fig 7.18 Z-Stress distribution (10% 
yield)
CONTOUR VALUE
A -2248
B -1798
C -1349
D -899 2
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F 0 0
G 449 6
yield)
Fig 7 20 Z-Stress d istnbution (30% Fig 7 21 Z-Stress distribution (40% 
yield) yield)
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Fig 7 22 Hoop stress distribution 
(10% yield)
Fig 7 24 Hoop stress distribution 
(30% yield)
CONTOUR VALUE 
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Fig 7 23 Hoop stress distribution 
(20% yield)
Fig 7 25 Hoop stress distribution
(40% yield)
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Fig 7 26 Shear stress distribution 
(10% yield)
Fig 7 27 Shear stress distribution 
(20% yield)
Fig. 7.28 Shear stress distribution 
(30% yield)
Fig 7 29 Shear stress distribution
(40% yield)
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Fig 7 30 Equivalent stress 
distribution (10% yield)
Fig 7 31 Equivalent stress 
distribution (20% yield)
Fig 7 32 Equivalent sti ess 
distribution (30% yield)
CONTOUR VALUE
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Fig 7 33 Equivalent stress
distnbution (40% yield)
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Because the die failure occurred at the final stage, the forging load at this stage from 
the fnction point of view had to be investigated In the FE simulation the friction was 
considered to be low and constant throughout the forging process, which may not be 
true in reality because of the fact that the lubricant is being pushed out by the flowing 
material during the last stage and the fnction factor is believed to be much higher than 
the value used in the FE simulation Also due to the small thickness of the flash the 
fnctional stress m this region appioaches the sheai stress which make it difficult for the 
material to flow For this reason the last five steps of the FE simulation have been 
repeated under high friction condition to determine the increase the forging load at the 
last stage of deformation The result of this analysis is plotted in Fig 7 34 for the initial 
analysis and the case under dry conditions
FORGING LOAD (kN)
STEP NUMBER
Fig 7 34 Forging load during the last 5 steps of FE sim ulation
From this figuie it is cleai that an inciease of neaily 10% m foiging load is obtained 
when the friction factor is m=l 0 Although the high fnction is applied along the whole 
interface surface between the matenal and the die, this inciease of load can be attributed
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to the flash region and the upper coinei of the die because the rest of the cavity is filled 
with the material and no flow is taking place there
Because the factor of safety for the initial die design was equal to 1 35, it is clear that 
in the experiment the die is subjected to much gieater load than what has been predicted 
in the theory
The new calculated load is used to analyze the die and finalize the die design as shown 
in Fig 7 35 where the same FE model is used with the new load applied m the cavity 
From this analysis it is found that a few elements on the mid line of the die deformed 
plastically To solve the problem, the height of the die is increased by 20 mm 
and the analysis is earned out again as shown in Fig 7 36 In this figure the maximum 
effective stress is just above half of the yield stress
Fig 7 35 The effective stress d istnbution with the new load and the initial
die dimensions
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Fig 7 36 The effective stress distribution after changing the die height
Fig 7 37 shows three stages of deformation foi the axisymmetnc billet in the second 
trial of the die in which thickei lubi icant is used and the die is made of to parts, insert 
and a case The forging piocess commenced with the upsetting of the billet and ended 
with a complete filling of the central flange Then the material started to flow through 
the flash land to ensure the die filling The last stage of the forging where the forging 
process is interrupted by a crack is shown as well
Fig 7 38 shows the load-displacement cuives of the FE simulation and the experiment 
The curve of the case with high fnction on the final stages of forming simulation has 
been plotted as well It can be seen that at the last stages the experimental curve goes 
higher than the theoretical one when fnction considered is constant and low throughout 
the forming process Thus, in leality the maximum stiess in the die will be somewhat 
greater than that predicted accoiding to the simulation at the final stages of forging 
However, with the increased dimensions this stiess is still lower than the yield stress 
Plate 7 9 shows the initial billet and three stages of defonnation
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26.73 % Reduction
48.73 % Reduction
53.00 % Reduction
Fig, 7.37 Experimental and FE result of the axisymmetric component
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LOAD (kN)
R E D U C T I O N  IN H E I G H T  (%)
Fig. 7,38 Load-Displacement curves for the axisymmetric forging
PLATE 7.9 View of the billet and three deformation stages
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7 7 MECHANICAL FATIGUE
The stress changes occurxing diuing the forging cycle can cause mechanical fatigue 
Mechanical fatigue usually occui s in fillets in the die, such as the bottom of the cavities, 
because they act as stress risers In considering the mechanical fatigue in the design the 
fatigue strength is used which is pioportional to the hardness and tensile strength of the 
material Fatigue strength is the stiess to which the material can be subjected for a 
specified number of cycle The method of impioving fatigue life strength are,
1 eliminate stress raisers by stieamlining the part
2 avoid sharp surface
3 prevent the development of suiface discontinuities or decarbunzation
4 improve the details of fabncation
The fatigue ratio (fatigue limit divided by ultimate tensile strength ) is approximately 
0 5 when determined by polished unnotched specimens subjected to the stress cycle The 
fatigue ratio varies from 0 4 to 0 6 foi engineenng material
To calculate the cycles to failuie one of two approaches can be used for the case under 
consideration These two appioaches make use of the fatigue data which are available 
for die material
7 7 1  STRESS-BASED APPROACH TO FATIGUE
The design of a component that will be subjected to cyclic loading can be approached 
by adjusting the configuiation of the pait so that the calculated stresses fall safely within 
the required life line on a constant-life diagiam In this method the material is assumed 
to deform in a nominally elastic mannei, local plastic strains are neglected To the extent 
that these appioximations aie valid, the stress-based appioach is useful These 
assumptions imply that the stiess will be essentially elastic The constant-life fatigue 
diagrams are available foi all type of steel
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7 7 2 STRAIN-BASED APPROACH TO FATIGUE
This approach which is developed for the analysis of low cycle fatigue data has proven 
useful for analyzing long-life fatigue data as well The approach can account for both 
elastic and plastic responses to applied loading
= £f (2Nf) c ( 7 . 7 )
¿f is the fatigue ductility coefficient 
c is the fatigue ductility exponent 
Nf is the number of cycle to failure
in stress-based analysis
~ T
Aa = Of (2Nf)b (7 8)
G{ fatigue strength coefficient 
b fatigue strength exponent
The elastic strain lange is obtained by dividing Eq 2 by E as follows,
^  = f £  (2Nt ) b ( 7 . 9 )
^ r  e  1
The total strain range is given by the sum of plastic and elastic component, obtained by 
adding Eq (7 7) and Eq (7 9),
= e t (2Nf)c + ^ ( 2 N f)b ( 7 . 1 0 )
A h
For low cycle fatigue conditions (less than 1000 cycles to failure) the first term of Eq 
(7 10) is much larger than the second, thus, analyzing and design under such conditions 
must use the strain-based appioach Foi long life fatigue conditions (more than 10 000 
cycles to failuie), the second term dominates, and the fatigue behaviour is adequately
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described by Eq (7 8) in sti ess-based analysis and design
In the case of the axisymmetiic foiging die the constants of the die material are taken 
as,
¿f = 0 07 
c = -0 76
By using the first term of Eq 4 and assuming 50 cycles the result strain in 0 084 which
is less than the maximum strain calculated by the FE program for the die under the
forging conditions
For industrial design of dies usually the number of forging pioduced by each die is 
expected to be in thousands In this case incorpoiating the calculation of the mechanical 
fatigue within the design pioceduie becomes necessary and essential
7 8 COST EFFECTIVENESS
The capital cost of this system is divided into thiee paits,
1 Hardware cost, which is neaily £5000 including the piephirals
2 Software costs, which is divided into two paits,
- The commercial packages
AutoCAD £500
LUSAS £500 pei yeai
- The finite element simulation package $1000
3 Training costs £1000
So the total cost of such system is between £8000 and £10 000
The time spent dunng designing and analyzing the two die is found to be as follow,
1 for the plane strain die it was 26 his which includes the first prediction of the die 
geometry and the simulation of the metal flow and finally analyzing the die and 
preparing the manufactunng di awing The simulation process has been carried out 
for two lubricant conditions
2 For the axisymmetiic die the time needed to finalize the die design was 13 hrs
So the total time which was spent in designing these two die was 39 his which is equal
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to four working days Enquuies aie made to find out the time needed by small forgers 
to design these two dies Neaily one week was necessary to complete the die design of 
these two die It looks as if the diffeience in the time is not significant, but when 
complex dies are involved the diffeience between both the conventional design method 
and the computer aided design becomes veiy large Especially when the material flow 
is very complicated and the forging conditions are difficult to consider m the 
conventional way of designing
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C H A P T E R  E IG H T
C O N C L U S IO N
The application of computéis in forging industiy continues to increase This is mainly 
due to,
1 The demand by the customers of forgings foi using electronic geometry transfer
2 Increased emphasis on quality, íepioducibility and shoiter delivery schedules
3 Savings obtained by automatic design, diaftmg and NC machining of forging dies
4 Advantages of computei simulation in i educing the costs and time in process 
development
In this study the geometnc capabilities of an available CAD/CAM system is augmented 
by analysis softwaie to calculate foiging stiesses and loads and to design blocker shapes 
using metal flow simulation As a result, the need for expensive die layout trials on the 
forge shop floor will be i educed In addition, matenal utilization will be improved by 
optimizing the geometries of blockeis thiough computer aided simulation and by 
optimizing flash design
The design of closed die foiging using the developed CAD system does not differ from 
that of the conventional design in term of the geometrical design of the die 
Nevertheless, the CAD pioceduie i educes the time spent on designing, increases the 
accuracy of the diawings and íeduces the enois in selecting design data 
Errors can be identified and collected easily befoie the incorrect data leads to costs and 
difficulties in manufactunng
The design of a forging die, the choice of foiging machine and the mounting of the dies 
on a certain machine essentially lequne the determination of several parameters There
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are difficulties in making these estimations when the conventional planning of forging
operation is used The calculation of these parameteis has become possible and easier
through using the developed system
The system developed in this work has the following featuies,
1 The system developed uses PC computei system which is less expensive and within 
the reach of small scale foigeis
2 A comprehensive CAD system has been developed that can design finisher dies for 
a wide variety of forging cioss sections, pioviding a low cost method as a result of 
customizing a CAD system
3 Most of the geometrical design of dies, pie- and post processing of the finite element 
simulation have been incorpoiated within the CAD system either through the data 
base of the system oi by using the standaid foimat file (DXF)
4 The built-in design lules aie believed to be the best available and give realistic 
results
5 The built-in design lules weie implemented in module form and can be easily updated 
if better ones become available
6 The interactiveness and flexibility enable the package to piovide results to suit the 
requirements of individual designer
7 The package has been constructed m an inteiactive manner Upon execution, 
suggestive design infoimation is displayed A dialogue, which guides a user to the 
design processes and the use of package, is maintained Design results are displayed 
on the screen Haid copies can be obtained thiough a plottei and punter
8 The system lelieves the designei of tedious aiea and volume calculations, a 
requirement for die design
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9 Another major advantage of the system is its ability to access three-dimensional solid 
models of the pait and letneve cntical two-dimensional cross sections for die design
10 It is also a staiting point of an integiated CAD/CAM system for forging die design 
and manufacture Given the specifications of a foiged shape in three-dimension,
it will be possible for the usei who has a fundamental knowledge of machining 
operation to manufactuie the die block and pioduce the part program for CNC 
machines
11 In the mesh geneiation piogiam (MGP) an adequate boundary description is 
achieved because the onginal geometiy of the component is generated using CAD 
system and the data is letiieved fiom the database of the drawing
12 The MGP has the capability foi descnbing zones of diffeient matenals which is also 
useful in refining the mesh in some legions
13 The MGP has a facility foi giading the mesh to achieve the required accuracy of 
idealization
14 A renumbering system to minimize the half bandwidth is incorporated This feature 
results in impioved computational efficiency
15 Node and element numbenng is plotted on the diawing proportionally to the 
correspondent element and in diffeient layeis, so the usei has the privilege of using 
the CAD capabilities (Zoom,Pan, Layei on/off )
16 A rezoning scheme is developed to oveicome the difficulties encountered in 
analyzing metal foiming piocesses caused by laige deformation One can, by the 
rezomng procedure, calculate the piocess step-by-step to obtain a detailed descnption 
of the material flow thioughout the piocess
17 A finite element softwaie package has been developed based on the ngid-Plastic 
formulation for analyzing non-steady forming piocesses by means of an incremental
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proceduie
18 A method has been implemented to neat the boundaiy conditions and contact 
problem of aibitraiily shaped dies m a unified way This method is based on the 
discntization of the die cavity to one dimensional segments
After designing the forging the dies foi both piocesses, expenments were conducted to 
compare the experimental lesults with those produced by the FE simulation program
Plane strain expenments weie earned out for two fnction conditions and the results were 
in good agreement with the FE simulation The piofile of the cross section of the 
forging and the load-displacement curves have been used foi companson
Dunng the forging expenments of the axisymmetnc die, a die failure has been 
encountered and as aiesult of the analysis the following lecommendations have been 
suggested,
- a thick lubricant should be used in closed die foiging because it will provide better 
homogeneity and will not be accumulated in the lowei die
- the nng test to find out the fnction factoi should be conducted under similar condition 
which is experienced by the flash land This can be achieved by making the nng 
dimensions as close as possible to the flash ling
- in analyzing the die the factor of safety should be increased by 40% to cover any 
differences between the experimental and the theoietical forging conditions
8 1 SYSTEM LIMITATION
Some of the limitations of the developed system aie,
1 Basically the system is two dimensional and analyzes foigings by cross-sections
2 Because of the modulai appioach used in the system, it can handle only forgings 
whose cross-sections aie axisymmetnc and plane stiam
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3 Due to the inherent complexity of the foigmg process, most of the stored values are 
chosen from the empmcal data Fuithei analytical studies aie necessary to improve 
these values and thus make the system moie independent and reliable
4 Tempeiature is not included in the finite element simulation code, it can only handle 
just the process under isotheimal conditions Although the forging process is carried 
out at room tempeiatuie, pait of the applied foigmg eneigy is consumed as heat which 
increases the tempeiatuie of the billet This inciease in heat is produced as a result 
of plastic deformation
8 2 Future developments
The system described in this thesis has been developed specifically for the application 
to metal forming, with laige associated plastic deformation produced by this process 
The emphasis is on the application of CAD on metal forming and the simulation of 
metal flow
Both the CAD part which is used to define the initial gauss of the die shape and the FE 
simulation aie only applicable to 2D components
This system can be extended to 3D by using the AME (Advanced Modelling Extension) 
which gives AutoCAD-11 the capability to create 3D solid objects All the programs 
created in this work can be lewutten in C language, which is supported by AME, to do 
the same functions m 3D
Also the FE simulation piogiam could be extended to include temperature and cntena 
to detect material defects such as folding and ciacks The FE program could be extended 
to include sheet metal foiming A 3D FE simulation piogiam could be developed on the 
basis of the present woik and using appiopnate h aid ware an acceptable level of 
computer time can be achieved
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Appendix A 
Machining allownce program
(defun off ()
(setq w "yes")
(lm)
(while (eq w ’yes")
(mitget 1 "yes no”)
(setq w (getkword "do you want to machine any other side ?"))
(if (eq w "yes") (hn))
)
)
(defun Iin ()
(prompt "Select tliree sides of die geometry wheie die one to be")
(prompt "machined is in the middel")
(setq s (ssget))
(setq el (ssname s 0))
(setq e2 (ssname s 1))
(setq e3 (ssname s 2))
(setq x ll  (car (cdi (assoc ’10 (entget el)))) y ll  (cm (cdr (cdr (assoc ’10 (entget el))))))
(setq xl2 (car (cdr (assoc '11 (entget el)))) y 12 (cai (cdr (cdr (assoc ’11 (entget el))))))
(setq x21 (car (cdi (assoc ’10 (entget e2)))) y21 (cai (cdr (cdr (assoc ’10 (entget e2))))))
(setq x22 (car (cdr (assoc ’11 (entget e2)))) y22 (car (cdr (cdr (assoc ’11 (entget e2))))))
(setq x31 (car (cdr (assoc ’10 (entget e3)))) y31 (cai (cdr (cdr (assoc ’10 (entget e3))))))
(setq x32 (car (cdr (assoc ’11 (entget e3)))) y32 (car (cdr (cdr (assoc ’11 (entget e3))))))
*
Defining thr htree lines
(if (and (or (/= xl2 x22) (/= yl2 y22)) (oi C/= xl2 x21) (/= yl2 y21)))
(progn
(setq x x ll  y y ll)
(setq x ll  xl2 y ll  yl2)
(setq xl2 x y 12 y)
)
)
( i f  (or (/= x l 2  x21) (/= y 12 y21))
(setq x x22 y y22 x22 x21 y22 y21 x21 x y21 y)
)
(if (or (/= x22 x31) (/= y22 y31))
(setq x x32 y y32 x32 x3l y32 y31 x31 x y31 y)
)
(setq pi (list x ll  y ll) p4 (list x32 y32))
*
(setq p (getpomt Indicate the side to be machined '))
(setq xp (car p) yp (cadi P))
(setq xO (car (inters (list x21 y21) (list x22 y22) (list 0 0) (list iO 0) nil)))
(setq yO (cadr (inters (list x21 y21) (list x22 y22) (list 0 0) (list 0 'SO) ml)))
(if (and ( / -  xO ml) (/= yO ml))
(piogn
(setq m (/ (- y22 y21) (- x22 x21)))
(setq h (abs ( / 1 (sin (atan m)))))
(setq x (/ (- (* m xp) yp) m))
(if (> x xO) (progn
(setq xt (+ xO h) yt 0)
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(setq ym (* m (- xp xt)) xm xp)
)
(progn
(setq xt (- xO h) yt 0)
(setq ym (* m (- xp xt)) xm xp)
)
)
(setq p2 (inters (list x ll  y ll)  (list xl2 yl2) (list xt yt) (list xm ym) ml))
(setq p3 (inteis (list x31 y31) (list x32 y32) (list xt yt) (list xm ym) ml))
)
)
(if (= xO ml) (progn
(if (> yp y21) (setq yp2 (+ yO t)) (setq yp2 (- yO t)))
(setq p2 (inteis (list x ll  y ll)  (list xl2 yl2) (list 0 yp2) (list xl2 yp2) ml))
(setq p3 (inters (list x31 y31) (list x32 y32) (list 0 yp2) (list x31 yp2) ml))
)
)
(if (= yO ml) (piogn
(if (> xp x21) (setq xp2 (+ xO t)) (setq xp2 (- xO t)))
(setq p2 (inters (list x ll  y ll)  (list xl2 yl2) (list xp2 0) (list xp2 yl2) ml))
(setq p3 (inters (list x31 y31) (list x32 y32) (list xp2 0) (list xp2 yl2) ml))
)
)
(entdel el)
(entdel e2)
(entdel e3)
(command "line’ pi p2 p3 p4)
(command ' ’)
)
(defun c off ()
(off)
(defun lspl ()
(mitget 1 "yes no")
(setq s (getkwoid "Do you piefei automatic selection ot the machining allowance?")) 
(if (eq s "no") (progn
(setvar filedia" 0)
(command "vslide’ "d /acad/pi oject/machtol/test")
(setvai ’'filedia" 1)
(mitget (+ 1 2  4))
(setq t (getieal "Input the machining allowance you chose "))
(redraw)
)
(progn
(setq m (getdist 'Input the maximum thickness ))
(setq d (getdist "Nnlnput the maximum diametei "))
(setq f (open "d /acad/project/machtol/lol dat" "w ))
(print m f)
(print d f)
(pnnt 99 f)
(close f)
(command ”d /acad/project/machtol/machtol')
(graphscr)
(setq f (open "d /acad/project/nnchtol/tol dat" "i "))
(setq t (read-line f))
(setq t (atof t))
(close f)
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(defun c lspl 0 
(lsp 1)
)
DIMENSION J(7)fK(10),TOL(6,9)
OPEN (2,FELE= *T OL DAT\STATUS=’OLD’) 
READ(2,*)TM,DM 
CLOSE(2,STATUS=’DELETE’)
C
C Loading the data to the memory
C
OPEN (1,FILE=’DIE1 TOL\STATUS=’OLD’) 
READ(1,W)(J(D,I=1,7)
READ (1, ’ (14) ’) (K (I) ,1= 1,10)
READ(1,’(F5 2)’) ((TOLa,N),N=l,9),I=l,6) 
CLOSE(l)
C
C Selecting the proper machining allowance
C
DO 50 1=1,6
IF ((TM GE J(I)) AND (TM LE J(I+1))) GOTO 60 
50 CONTINUE
60 IL=I
DO 70 1=1,9
IF ((DM GE K(I)) AND (DM LE K(I+1))) GOTO 80 
70 CONTINUE
80 IC=I
T=TOL(IL,IC)
OPEN(2,FILE=TOL DAT\STATUS=>NEW’)
WRITE(2>,(F5 2)’)T
CLOSE(2)
END
)
)
)
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Fillet addition program
(defun fil 0
(setvar "filedia" 0)
(fill)
(setq op2 "Yes")
(while (equal op2 'Yes”)
(command "fillet" pause pause)
(rnitget 1 "Yes No")
(setq op (getkword "Do you want to do it again with the same fillet radii (Yes or No) ?"))
(if (equal op ’No")
(progn
(mitget 1 "Yes No")
(setq opl (getkword ' Do you want to change the fillet radii and continue (Yes or No) 7"))
(if (equal opl "No") (setq op2 ‘No”) (fill))
)
)
)
)
(defun fill 0
(mitget 1 "Yes No")
(setq op3 (getkword ' Do you want automatic selection of the fillet radii (Yes or No) *>"))
(if (equal op3 Yes ) (progn
(setq m (getdist "Input the maximum shouldei height <250 mm "))
(setq d (getdist ’Vilnput the maximum diameter or the maximum width of the forging <630 mm ")) 
(setq f (open "d \acadvproject\fillet\fillet dat" "w"))
(mitget 1 "Internal Extennl")
(setq op4 (getkword 'Is it internal or extennl fillet radii (Internal or External) V'))
(if (equal op4 ’ Internal") (print 1 f) (print 2 f))
(print m f)
(pnnt d f)
(pnnt 99 f)
(close f)
(command "d \acad\project\fillet\fille")
(graphscr)
(setq f (open ,d\acad\pioject\fillet'^illetdat" "i"))
(setq i (read-lme f))
(setq i (atof i))
(close f)
)
(piogn
(mitget 1 "Intennl External")
(setq op4 (getkword ’Is it internal oi external fillet radii (Internal or External) 9"))
(if (equal op4 "Internal") (command "vslide" 'd /acad/project/fi 11 et/fil 1 etin ’)
(command "vslide" 'd /acad/pioject/fillet/filletex”))
(setq i (getreal Input the radii value either from the table or from your own experience ")) 
(redraw)
)
)
(command "fillet" V  0 
(setvar Tiiedia" 1)
)
(defun c fil ()
(fil)
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DIMENSION J(7),K(10),TOL(6,9)
OPEN(2,FILE=’d \acadVproject\fillet\FILLET DAT 
1 ST ATUS=’OLD’)
READ(2,*)R,TM,DM 
CLOSE(2,ST ATUS=’DELETE’)
C
C Loading tlie data to the memory
C
IF (R EQ 2) GOTO 90
OPEN (l,FILE=’d\acad^rojectM'illetNDIE3 FIN\STATUS=’OLD*) 
GOTO 100
90 OPEN (IJT LE^d \acadSproject\fillet\DIE4 FEX’,STATUS=’OLD’) 
100 READ(1,’(I4)’)(J(D,I=1,7)
READ(1,’(I4)’)(K(D,I=1,9)
READ(1,’(F5 2)’) ((TOL(I,N),N=l,8),I=l,6)
CLOSE(l)
C
C Selecüng the pioper fillet radii
C
DO 50 1=1,6
IF ((TM GE J(I)) AND (TM LE J(I+1))) GOTO 60 
50 CONTINUE
60 IL=I
DO 70 1=1,8
IF ((DM GE K(I)) AND (DM LE K(I+1))) GOTO 80 
70 CONTINUE
80 IC=I
T=TOL(IL,IC)
OPEN(2,FILE=’d Vic^rojectNFilletNFILLET DAT\STATUS=’NEW*)
WRrrE(2,’(F5 2)’)T
CLOSE(2)
END
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Corner radii program
(defun cor ()
(edge)
(setq op2 "Yes”)
(while (equal op2 "Yes")
(command "fillet" pause pause)
(mitget 1 "Yes No")
(setq op (getkword ' Do you want to do it again with the same edge radii (Yes or No) 7"))
(if (equal op "No")
(progn
(mitget 1 "Yes No")
(setq opl (getkword Do you want to change the edge radii and continue (Yes or No)
(if (equal opl "No") (setq op2 "No") (edge))
)
)
)
(print "done")
)
(defun edge ()
(mitget 1 "Yes No")
(setq op3 (getkword Do you want automatic selection of the comer radii (Yes or No) ?"))
(if (equal op3 "Yes") (progn
(setq m (getdist' Input the maximum height pei die half <250 mm "))
(setq d (getdist "Vilnput the maximum diameter or the maximum width of the forging <1000 mm ")) 
(setq f (open "d /acad/pioject/comer/edge dat "w"))
(print m f)
(pnnt d f)
(print 99 f)
(close f)
(command "d /acad/project/comer/edgerad")
(graphscr)
(setq f (open "d /acad/project/comer/edge dat" Mi"))
(setq i (read-line f))
(setq i (atof i))
(close f)
)
(progn 
(setvar "filedia" 0)
(command "vslide" "d /acad/pioject/comei/coiner")
(setq l (getieal "Input the radii value eithei fiom the table or from your own experience ")) 
(setvar ’’filedia" 1)
(redraw)
)
)
(command "fillet" "r" i)
)
(defun c cor ()
(cor)
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DIMENSION J(7),K(10),TOL(6,9)
OPEN(2,FILE=’EDGE DAT’,STATUS=’OLD’)
READ(2,*)TM,DM
CLOSE(2,STATUS=’DELETE’)
C
C Loading the data to the memory
C
OPEN (1,FILE=’DIE2 RAD’,STATUS=’OLD’) 
READ(lt’(I4)*)(J(I),I=l,7)
READ(1,’(I4)’)(K(I),I=1,10)
READ(1,’(F5 2)’) ((TOL(I,N),N= 1,9),1= 1,6)
CLOSE(l)
C
C Selecting the proper edge ladn for unmachmed sui faces
C
DO 50 1=1,6
IF ((TM GE J(I)) AND (TM LE J(I+1))) GOTO 60 
50 CONTINUE
60 IL=I
DO 70 1=1,9
IF ((DM GE K(I)) AND (DM LE K(I+1))) GOTO 80 
70 CONTINUE
80 IC=I
T=TOL(IL,IC)
OPEN(2,FILE=’EDGE DAT’,STATUS=’NEW’)
WRITE(2,,(F5 2)’)T
CLOSE(2)
END
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Draft angle program
(defun setup ()
(initget 1 "Yes No")
(setq opl (getkword "\nDo you want to input your own diaft angle(Yes or No) ?"))
(if (equal opl "Yes")
(progn
(command "vslide" "d/acad/project/draft/draft")
(setq ad (getreal "Input tlie diaft angle in degiee "))
(redraw)
(setq ad (/ (* ad pi) 180))
)
(progn
(setq in (list 0 1047197 0 0523598) ex (list 0 0785398 0 0349065))
(initget 1 "Internal External")
(setq op (getkword "Do you want to set the internal or the external draft angle(in or ex )")) 
(if (equal op "Internal") (progn 
(initget 1 "Yes No")
(setq op (getkword "With ejector (Yes oi No)>'))
(if (equal op "Yes") (setq ad (cadr m)) (setq ad (car in)))
)
(progn
(initget 1 "Yes No”)
(setq op (getkword "With ejector (Yes or No)9"))
(if (equal op "Yes") (setq ad (cadr ex)) (setq ad (car ex)))
)
)
(print "The draft angle in degrees i s ")
(setq bd (/ (* ad 180) pi))
(print bd)
)
)
)
(defun c setup ()
(setup)
)
(defun prog2 ()
(setq opl "Yes")
(while (equal opl "Yes")
(draft)
(initget 1 "Yes No")
(setq opl (getkwoid "Do you want to diaft any oilier line (Yes or No) ?"))
)
)
(defun c prog2 ()
(prog2)
)
(defun draft ()
(setq s (entsel "\nSelect the line to be drafted "))
(setq 1 (entget (car s)) p3 (cadr s))
(setq p4 (getpoint "NnSide to draft ?"))
(setq xl (cai (cdr (assoc ’10 1))) yl (car (cdi (cdr (assoc ’10 1)))))
(setq x2 (cai (cdr (assoc ’11 1))) y2 (car (cdr (cdr (assoc ’11 1)))))
(setq pi (list xl yl 0 0) p2 (list x2 y2 0 0))
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(prompt "NnSelect the base line )
(setq si (ssget) e (ssname si 0) n (entget e))
(setq p5 (cdr (assoc ’10 n)) p6 (cdr (assoc ’11 n)))
(setq x4 (car p4) y4 (cadr p4))
(setq dp (distance pi p2))
(if (> (distance pi p3) (distance p2 p3)) (progn 
(setq p pi pi p2 p2 p)
)
)
(setq a (angle pi p2))
(setq b (angle pi p4))
(if (> a b) (setq a (- a ad)) (setq a (+ a ad)))
(setq xn (+ (* dp (cos a)) (car pi)) yn (+ (* dp (sin a)) (cadr pi))) 
(setq p (inters pi (list xn yn) p5 p6 ml))
(command "line" pi p)
(command "")
(if (or (equal p2 p5) (equal p2 p6)) (progn 
(if (equal p2 p5) (progn
(command "line" p p6)
(command ’")
)
)
(if (equal p2 p6) (progn
(print "p2=p6")
(command "line" p p5)
(command "")
)
)
(entdel e)
)
)
(entdel (car <;))
(redraw)
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Flash and gutter program
(defun flash 0
(setq w (getreal ' Input the component’s weight in Kg *'))
(setq tf (- (+ 1 13 (* 0 89 (expt w 0 5))) (* 0 017 w)))
(setq wf (* tf (+ 3 (* 1 2 (exp (* w -1 09))))))
(setq tg (* 1 6 tf) wg (* 4 wf) rl tf r2 tg tl (/ tf 2) t2 (/ tg 2))
(setq t3 (* t2 1 4142) t4 (+ wf (- wg t2)))
, Drawing the flash and gutter lands 
>
(prompt "Select the two line sides in which the flash has to be connected ") 
(setq o (ssget))
(setq entl (ssname o 0) ent2 (ssname o 1))
(setq pp (getpoint "Indicate the side9"))
(setq nl (cdr (assoc ’0 (entget entl))))
(if (equal nl ’LINE") (progn
(setq xl (car (cdr (assoc ’10 (entget entl)))))
(setq yl (car (cdr (cdr (assoc ’10 (entget entl))))))
(setq x2 (car (cdr (assoc ’11 (entget entl)))))
(setq y2 (car (cdr (cdr (assoc ’11 (entget entl))))))
)
(pi ogn
(setq xcl (car (cdr (assoc ’10 (entget entl)))))
(setq ycl (car (cdr (cdi (assoc ’10 (entget entl))))))
(setq pci (list xcl ycl 0 0))
(setq rl (cdr (assoc ’40 (entget entl))))
(setq al (cdr (assoc ’50 (entget entl))))
(setq a2 (cdr (assoc ’51 (entget entl))))
(setq xl (+ xcl (* (cos al))) yl (+ ycl (* rl (sin al))))
(setq x2 (+ xcl (* rl (cos a2))) y2 (+ ycl (* il (sin a2))))
)
)
(setq n2 (cdr (assoc ’0 (entget ent2))))
(if (equal n2 "LINE") (progn
(setq x3 (car (cdr (assoc ’10 (entget ent2)))))
(setq y3 (car (cdr (cdi (assoc ’10 (entget ent2))))))
(setq x4 (car (cdr (assoc ’11 (entget ent2)))))
(setq y4 (car (cdr (cdi (assoc ’11 (entget ent2))))))
)
(pi ogn
(setq xc2 (car (cdr (assoc ’10 (entget ent2)))))
(setq yc2 (car (cdr (cdr (assoc ’10 (entget ent2))))))
(setq pc2 (list xc2 yc2 0 0))
(setq r2 (cdr (assoc ’40 (entget ent2))))
(setq al (cdr (assoc ’50 (entget ent2))))
(setq a2 (cdr (assoc ’51 (entget ent2))))
(setq x3 (+ xc2 (* r2 (cos al))) y3 (+ yc2 (* i2 (sin al))))
(setq x4 (+ xc2 (* 12 (cos a2))) y4 (+ yc2 (* r2 (sin a2))))
)
)
(setq pi (list xl yl 0 0) p2 (list x2 y2 0 0))
(setq p3 (list x3 y3 0 0) p4 (list x4 y4 0 0))
(cond ((equal pi p3) (setq pi p2 p2 p3 p3 p4))
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((equal pi p4) (setq pi p2 p2 p4))
((equal p2 p3) (setq p3 p4))
(setq p4 (list (car p2) (+ (cadr p2) tl)))
(if (equal nl "LINE")
(setq p4 (inters pi p2 p4 (list 500 (cadr p4)) ml))
(progn
(if (or (> (car pp) (car pi)) (> (car pp) (car p3)))
(setq x4 (+ xcl (sqrt (- (expt rl 2) (expt (- (cadr p4) ycl) 2))))) 
(setq x4 (- xcl (sqrt (- (expt rl 2) (expt (- (cadr p4) ycl) 2)))))
)
(setq p4 (list x4 (cadr p4)))
)
)
(setq p5 (list (car p2) (- (cadr p2) tl)))
(if (equal n2 "LINE")
(setq pS (inters p3 p2 p5 (list 500 (cadr p5)) ml))
(progn
(if (or (> (car pp) (car pi)) (> (cm pp) (car p3)))
(setq x5 (+ xc2 (sqrt (- (expt r2 2) (expt (- (cadr p5) yc2) 2))))) 
(setq x5 (- xc2 (sqrt (- (expt r2 2) (expt (- (cadi p5) yc2) 2)))))
)
(setq pS (list x5 (cadr p5)))
)
)
(entdel entl)
(entdel ent2)
(if (or (> (car pp) (car pi)) (> (cm pp) (car p3)))
(progn
(setq p6 (list (+ (car p4) wf) (cadr p4)))
(setq p7 (list (+ (car p5) wf) (cadr p5)))
(setq p8 (polar p6 1 0471976 (- 12 tl)))
(setq p9 (list (+ (car p4) ( - 14 t2)) (+ (cadr p4) ( - 12 tl))))
)
(progn
(setq p6 (list (- (car p4) wf) (cadr p4)))
(setq p7 (list (- (car p5) wf) (cadi p5)))
(setq p8 (polar p6 2 0943951 ( - 12 tl)))
(setq p9 (list (- (car p4) ( - 14 t2)) (+ (cadr p4) ( - 12 tl))))
)
)
(setq p (list 0 0 (cadr p9)))
(setq p8 (inters p6 p8 p p9 ml))
(if (equal nl LINE ) (progn
(command line pi p4)
(command "’*)
)
(progn
(if (or (> (car pp) (car pi)) (> (car pp) (car p3)))
(progn
(command "arc" "c' pci p4 pi) 
(command "")
)
(progn
(command "arc" "c" pci pi p4) 
(command "")
)
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(command "LINE” p4 p6 p8 p9)
(command "”)
(setq p (list (car p9) (- (cadr p9) t2)))
(setq p6 (list (car p9) (- (cadr p9) tg)))
(if (or (> (car pp) (car pi)) (> (car pp) (car p3))) 
(progn
(command ’arc "c" p p6 p9)
(command "")
)
(progn
(command "aic" "c" p p9 p6)
(command ’”')
)
)
(setq p4 (list (car p8) (- (cadr p8) tg))) 
(command "line” p6 p4 p7 p5)
(command '")
(if (equal n2 "ARC") (piogn 
(if (or (> (cai pp) (car pi)) (> (cai pp) (car p3))) 
(command *'aic" "C" pc2 p3 pS) 
(command "aic" "c" pc2 p5 p3)
)
(command ' )
)
(progn 
(command line p3 p5) 
(command
)
)
)
(defun c flash 0 
(flash)
)
)
)
)
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Mesh generation program
(defun mesh 0
(command "osnap" "end’)
(setq nl (getint "Type 1 to mesh a new shape 01 2 to optimize one & 3 for remesh "))
(if (= nl 1)
(progn
(setq f  (open "mesh dat" "w"))
(setq s (getstnng "Input the title of the case "))
(write-line s f)
(pnnt nl f)
(mitget ( + 1 2  4))
(setq nbloc (getint "Input the numbei of blocks '))
(print nbloc f)
(setq npoi (getint "Input the number of points which form the blocks "))
(pnnt npoi f)
(setq nnode (getint "Do you want 4-Element oi 3-Element node(4/3) r ’))
(pnnt nnode f)
(if (= nnode 3) (progn
(setq ndiag (getint Type 1 to divide the element by it’s long diagonal or 2 for short
diagonal"))
(pi mt ndiag f)
)
)
(setq n 1 1 (list "con’) 11 (list "con"))
(prompt "Start digitizing the points which form the blocks ")
(while (<= n npoi)
(print n f)
(setq pt (getpoint))
(print (car pt) f)
(print (cadr pt) f)
(setq p (list n (car pt) (cadr pt)))
(setq 1 (cons p I))
(setq n (+ n 1))
)
(setq 1 (reverse 1))
(command "osnap" "none")
(redraw)
>
The connectivities of the blocks
(setq n 1)
(while (<= n nbloc)
(command "osnap" "end")
(prompt 'Mi The block ")
(print n)
(setq m (getint VInput the number of matenal block )) 
(prompt "Nndigitize the connictivity of block No ")
(pnnt n)
(pnnt n f)
(pnnt m f)
(setq i 1)
(while (<= i 8)
(setq j 1)
(setq kl 0)
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(setq pt (getpoint "Point No "))
(pnnt 1)
(while (<= j npoi)
(setq x (car (cdr (nth j 1))))
(setq y (car (cdr (cdr (nth j ])))))
(if (and (= (car pt) x) (= (car (cdr pt)) y))
(progn
(setq k (car (nth j 1)))
(pnnt k f)
(setq kl 1)
)
)
(setq j (+ j 1))
)
(if (= kl 0)
(piogn
(piompt "\n It is the wiong point' Pick the point again ') 
(setq i ( - 1 1))
)
(setq 11 (cons pt 11))
)
(setq l (+ i 1))
)
(setq 11 (reverse II))
(command ' osnap' ’ none’)
(redraw)
(prompt "NnSelect the 8 sides of the block")
(setq ss (ssget))
(setq ne 0 i 1)
(while (<= ne 7)
(setq d (entget (ssnanie ss ne)))
(setq s2 (cdr (assoc ’0 d)))
(if (= s2 "ARC")
(piogn
(setq xl (car (nth (+ ne 1) 11)))
(setq yl (car (cdr (nth (+ ne 1) 11)))) 
(if (= ne 6) (progn 
(setq x2 (car (nth 1 11)))
(setq y2 (car (cdr (nth 1 11))))
)
(piogn
(setq x2 (car (nth (+ ne 3) 11)))
(setq y2 (car (cdr (nth (+ ne 3) 11)))) 
)
)
(pnnt i f)
(setq xc (car (cdr (assoc ’10 d)))) 
(pnnt xc f)
(setq yc (car (cddr (assoc ’10 d)))) 
(pnnt yc f)
(setq r (cdi (assoc ’40 d)))
(pnnt r f)
(pnnt xl f)
(pnnt yl 0  
(pnnt x2 f)
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(print y2 f)
)
(print 0 f)
)
(setq 1 (+ 1 1) ne (+ ne 2))
)
(redraw)
(setq n (+ n 1))
)
Input the division in X and Y for each block
(setq n 1)
(while (<- n nbloc)
(setq i 1)
(prompt 'Nnlnput the division in X for block No ")
(pnnt n)
(setq dx (getint))
(pnnt n f)
(pnnt dx f)
(prompt "\nlnput the piopoilional division in X for each part") 
(while (<= i dx)
(prompt ’ViFor division number ")
(pnnt i)
(setq a (getieal))
(pnnt a f)
(setq i (+ l 1))
)
(prompt 'Nnlnput the division in Y for block No ")
(print n)
(setq dy (getint))
(pnnt dy f)
(prompt "\nlnput the piopoitional division in Y for each part") 
(setq i 1)
(while (<= i dy)
(prompt "NnFor division number ")
(pnnt i)
(setq a (getreal))
(print a f)
(setq i (+ i 1))
)
(setq n (+ n 1))
)
(pnnt "end" f)
(close f)
(comm and "meshg")
(graphscr)
(command "layer' ’new" "mesh")
(command "")
(command "layer" "set" "mesh")
(command "")
(command "dxfin" "mesh")
)
(progn
(setq k  (findfile meUi imp"))
(if (= k ml) (prompt 'VThe file of the fust meshing does not exist") 
(progn
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(command "ren mesh dat mesh old') 
(command "cop" "mesh imp mesh dat ') 
(command meshg")
(graphscr)
(command "layer" "new ’ 'mesh") 
(command "")
(command ' layer” "set” "mesh") 
(command ' )
(command "dxfin" "mesh')
)
)
)
)
)
(defun C mesh ()
(mesh))
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Remeshing program
PROGRAM REMESH
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A H O Z) IN T EG ER S (I N) 
DIMENSION
COORD(2 100),LNODS(4 100) STRT(100) STRTl(lOO) 
DIMENSION
COORDl(2 4) W (2) S2(2) SHAPE(4) COORD2(2 100)
1 ,LNOD(4 100)£STRT(100) COORD3(2 4)
DATA S2/ 0 57735026918963D0 0 577350269I8963D0/ 
DATA W /2*l 0D0/
C Read the data o f the old mesh 
C 1 The coordinate of each node
C 2 The effective strain for each element.
C
CALL INPUT (COORD .LNODS STRT NPOIN NELEM 
COORD2 .NPOIN1 ,LNOD,NELEMl)
C
NNODE=4
DO 5 INODE=l,NPOIN 
STRT1(INODE)=0 0D0 
5 CONTINUE
DO 10 IPO IN= I NPOIN 
AREA=0 0D0 
JPOIN=IPO]N 
C WRITE(6 *)LPOIN
UP=0 0D0
DO 20 IELEM=1 NELEM
DO 30 INODE= I.NNODE
IF(IPOIN EQ LNODS(INODE IELEM)) THEN
SS=STRT(IELEM)
A=0 ODO
DO 40 1=1 4 
NE=LNODS(I IELEM)
CO OR D l(I I)=COORD(l ,NE)
COORD 1(2 R=COORD(2JME)
40 CONTINUE
DO 50 1=1 2 
S=S2(I)
DO 60 J=I 2 
T=S2(J)
C Calculate the the sum o f the element area which share
C the same node
C
AREA=AREA+A 
30 CONTINUE
20 CONTINUE 
C WRITE(6 *) IPO IN AREA
C WRITE(6 *) IPO IN UP
C
C Calculate the effective strain at the oew node
C
STRT 1 (IPO IN)=UP/AREA 
C WRITE<6 *) IPO IN STRT 1 (IPO IN)
10 CONTINUE
DO 80 IELEM= 1 »NELEM 
C WRITE(6 *) ELEMENT NO
C WRITE(6 *) IELEM
DO 100 1=1 4 
NE=LNODS(I IELEM)
C O O R D ld  I)=COORD(l,NE)
COORDl(2 I)=COORD(2>NE)
100 CONTINUE
DO 90 JELEM=1>NELEM1 
X=0 0 
Y=0 0 
E=0 0
DO 120 1=1 4 
N El=LN O D 0 JELEM)
COORD3(l I)=COORD2(l ,NE1)
COORD3(2 I)=COORD2(2jSfEl)
120 CONTINUE
T=0 ODO 
S=0 ODO
CALL SHAPE4(TS SHAPE)
DO 110 L=1 4
X=X+SHAPE(L)*COORD3( 1 ,L)
Y=Y+SHAPE(L)*COORD3(2,L)
110 CONTINUE
C
C Check the centers of new element which are located in a 
particular
C old element
C
CALL I1ND (COORD 1.X YJELEM.PSIJETA)
Calculate tlie Jacobiaii matrix for the old element
CALL JACOB (COORD 1 WDXJ S T>
CALL SHAPE4 (T S SHAPE)
DO 70 n=l 4
Calculate the area of a shared element to a particular node
A=A+W ( 1 )* W(2)* WDXJ* SHAPE(II) 
70 CONTINUE 
60 CONTINUE 
50 CONTINUE
130
IT (PSI CE 1 0D0 AND PSI LE 1 0D0AND 
ETA G E 1 ODO AND ETA LE 1 ODO) THEN 
WRITC(6 *)PSI ETA
CALL SHAPE4 (ETA.PSI SHAPE)
DO 130 1=1 4 
NE=LNODS(I IELEM) 
E=E+STRT1(NE)*SHAPE(I)
CON1TNUE
ESTRT(JELEM)=E
ELSE 
END IF
UP=UP+SS*A
WRTTE(6 *)SS A 
ELSE 
S S = 0ODO 
G O T O  30 
END IF
90 CONTINUE 
80 CONTINUE
OPEN (2 fIL E =  RES DAT STATUS= UNKNOWN ) 
DO 140 1=1 NELEM1 
WRITE(2 *)IJESTRT(I)
140 CONTINUE 
CLOSE(2)
OPEN (3 JTLE= RES DXF STA TU S- UNKNOWN )
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CALL CONT (ESTRT COORD2XNOD NELEM1JMPOIN1) 
CLOSE (3)
END
SUBROUTINE FIND (COORD.X Y IPOIN PSI.ETA)
C
C TO CHECK THE NEW NODES WHICH ARE C 
CONTAINED IN EACH ELEMENT OF THE OLD MESH
C
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A H O Z )  IN T EG ER S (I N) 
DIMENSION COORD(2 4)
ET(PSI)= ((A1+B1)+(A3+B3)*PSI (X+Y))/ 
((A2+B2>f(A4+B4)*PSI)
A l=(CO O RD (l 1)+COORD(1 2>fCOORD{l 3) 
+COORD(l 4))*0 25D0 
A2=( COORD(l l)-COORD(l 2>+C00RD (l 3) 
+COORD(l 4))*0 25D0 
A3=( COORD(l l)+COORD(l 2>+COORD(l 3) 
COORD(l 4))*0 25D0 
A4=(COORD(l l)-COORD(l 2>+COORD(l 3) 
COORD(l 4))*0 2^D0 
Bl=(COORD(2 l)+COORD(2 2)+COORD(2 3) 
+COORD(2 4))*0 25D0 
B2=( COORD(2 1) COORD(2 2)+COORD(2 3) 
+COORD(2 4))*0 25D0 
B3=( COORD(2 l>+COORD{2 2>+COORD(2 3) 
COORD(2 4))*0 25D0 
B4=(COORD(2 l)-COORD(2 2}fCOORD(2 3} 
COORD(2 4))*0 25D0
A=A3*B4 A4*B3
B=B2*A3+B4*(A 1 X) A2*B3 A4*(B1 Y) 
C=B2*(A1 X) A2*(B1 Y)
PSII=5 0D0 
PS 12=5 ODO 
ETA=5 ODO 
JPOIN=0
IF(A EQ 0 ODO) THEN
IF(C NE 0 ODO) GO TO 90 
PSI1=0 ODO 
PSI2=PSI1 
G O T O  30 
90 IF(B EQ 0 ODO) GO TO 50 
PSI1= C/B 
PSI2=PSI1 
GO TO 30
ELSE
IF(B NE 0 ODO) GO TO 10
IF(C EQ 0 0D0) THEN
PS 11=0 ODO
PSI2=PSII
GO TO 30
ELSE
P l=  C/A
IF(P1 LT 0 ODO) G O TO SO  
PSI1=DSQRT(PI)
PS 12= PSI1 
G O T O  30 
END IF
10 IF(C NE.0 ODO) GO TO 100
PSI1=0 ODO 
PS 12= B/A
GO TO 30 
100 CONTINUE
DELTA =B**2 4*A*C 
IF(DELTA LT 0 ODO) GO TO 50 
IF(DELTA EQ 0 ODO) GO TO 20
PSI1=( B+DSQRT(DELTA))/(2*A)
PSI2=( B DSQRT(DELTA))/(2*A)
GO TO 30 
20 PSI1= B/(2*A)
PSI2=PSI1 
GO TO 30 
END IF
30 IF (PSI1 GE 1 ODO AND PSI1 LE 1 ODO) THEN 
PSI=PSI1 
ETA=ET(PSI)
IF (ETA GE 1 ODO AND ETA LE 1 ODO) GO TO 40 
ETA=ET(PSI)
IF (ETA GE 1 ODO AND ETA LE 1 ODO) GO TO 40 
ELSE 
GO TO 60 
END IF
60 CONTINUE
IF (I SI2 GE 1 ODO AND PSI2 LE.1 ODO) THEN
PSI=PSI2
ETA=ET(PSI)
IT (E rA  GE 1 ODO AND ETA LE 1 ODO) GO TO 40 
ETA=ET(PSI)
IF (ETA GE 1 ODO AND ETA LE 1 ODO) GO TO 40 
ELSE 
GO TO 50 
END IF 
GO TO 50 
40 JPOIN=IPOIN 
W RIIX (6 *)JP0IN 
50 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END
SUBROUTINE INPUT (COORD LNODS STRT,NPOIN>iELEM 
COORD2JMPOIN1 ^ N O D  JMELEM1)
C
C THIS SUBROUTINE IS TO READ THE INPUT DATA
C
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A H O Z )  1NTEGER*4 (I N) 
DIMENSION COORD(2 100) LNODS(4 100) STRT(100) 
COORD2(2 100)
DIMENSION LNOD(4 100)
NNODE=4
0 I ’EN(1JTL&= REM  DAT STATUS= OLD )
C
C Read the coordinate nodes of the old mesb
C
READ(1 *)NP0IN
DO 10 IN0DE= 1 .NPOIN
READ(1 *) J (C 00R D (N  INODE)>J=l 2)
10 CONTINUE 
C
C Read the conectivities of the old mesb 
C
READ(1 *)NELEM
DO 20 EELEM=1 NELEM
READ(1,*) J,(LNODS(N,IELEM),N=l NNODE)
20 CONTINUE 
C
C Read tlie effective strain of the old mesh 
C
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DO 30 TF.I .F.M=1 NELEM 
READ(1 *) J STRT(IELEM)
30 CONTINUE
Read the coorduiate nodes of the new mesh
REA D d *) NPOIN1 
DO 15 INODE=l,NPOINl 
READ(1 *) J (COORD2(N INODE),N=l 2) 
CONTINUE
Read tile conectivities of the new mesh
R EA D d *)NELEM1 
DO 40 IELEM=1 NELEM 1 
READ(1 *) J (LNOD(N IELEM )JM =l^NODE) 
WRITE(6 *) J (LNOD(N IELEM),N=1 NNODE) 
CONTINUE
C LO SE d)
RETURN 
END
SUBROUTINE JACOB (COORD WDXJ S T)
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A H O Z)
EVALUATE THE AREA OF QUADRILATERAL ELEMENT
COORD(2 4) NODE COORDINATES 
(S T) NATURAL COORDINATE
DIMENSION COORD(2 4)
R 12=COORD(l l)-COORD(l 2)
R13=COORD(l 1) COORD(l 3)
R14=COORD(l 1) COORD(l 4)
R23=COORD(l 2>COORD(l 3)
R24=COORD(l 2) COORD(l 4)
R34-COORD(l 3)-COORD(l 4)
Z12=COORD(2 1) COORD(2 2)
Z13=COORD(2 l)-COORD(2 3)
Z14=COORD(2 1) COORD(2 4)
Z23=COORD(2 2) COORD(2 3)
Z24=COORD(2 2) COORD(2 4)
Z34=COORD(2 3) COORD(2 4)
DXJ8=((R 13*Z24 R24*Z13)+(R34*Z12 R12*Z34)*S+ 
1 (R23*Z14 R14*Z23)*T)
WDXJ=DXJ8/8
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE SHAPE4 (ETA PSI SHAPE)
C
C
C CALCULATE THE SHAPE FUNCTION FOR 
C THE SHARED NODE 
C 
C
IMPLICIT INTEGER *4 (I N) REAL*8 (A H 0  Z) 
DIMENSION SHAPE(4)
S=PSI
T=ETA
ST=S*T
SH A PC (l)=d T S+ST)*0 25 
SHAPE(2)=(1 T+S ST)*0 25 
SHAPE(3)=(1 +T+S+ST)*0 25 
SHAPE(4)=(1 +T S ST)*0 25
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE CONT (F.RZ.NOD JiUM EUNUM NP)
C
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A H O-Z)
DIMENSION F(100) RZ(2 100),NOD(4 100)
1 XE(4) YE(4)J7E(4) FCONT(10)£X(99) EY(99)
2 LARY1(6),F1(100),ND(3 100) ITXT(10)
DATA IARY1/1 2 2  3 3 1/
WRITE(3 (3H 0) )
WRITE(3 (7HSECTION) )
WRITL(3 (3H 2 ) )
WRITE(3 (8HENTITIES) )
WRITE(3 (3H 0) )
DO 85 1=1 10 
85 ITXT(I)=0 
XORG^O 0 
YORG=0 0
CALL ELTOND (RZ.NOD F,F1 .NUMEL.NUMNP)
C A L L  G S C A L E  
(NU MNP.RZ.XMIN Y MIN XMAX Y MAX,SC ALE)
C
C CALCULATE THE HIGHT OF THE TEXT
C
DY-YM AX Y MIN 
DX=XMAX XMIN 
III=(DY+DX)/60
J=ü
DO 21 1=1 NUMEL 
J=J+1
N D (U )=N O D (l I)
ND(2 J)=NOD(2 I)
ND(3 J)=NOD(3 I)
J=J+1
ND(1 J)=N O D (l I)
ND(2rF)=NOD(3 I)
ND(3,J)=NOD(4 I)
21 CONTINUE
C
C Determine the interval of the contour line
C
NNODE=3 
FMDM=1 E20 
FMAX= 1 E20 
DO 10 1=1 NUMNP 
F I= ri(I)
IF (FI GT FMAX) FMAX=FI 
10 IF (FI LT FMIN) FMIN=FI 
EPP=0 00001 *(FM AX FMIN)
C
C Calculate the values of the contour lines 
C
NCONT=7
Df=(TM AX FMIN)/6 
FF=rM IN 
FCONT(l)=FF 
DO 15 1=2 NCONT
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FF=FF+DF 
15 FCONT(I)=FF
C
C Write the contour line in DXF format 
C
DO 20 IELEM=1 NUMEL*2
DO 30 I=l,NNODE 
ENOD=ND(I IELEM)
XE(D=RZ(1 INOD)
YE(I)=RZ(2 INOD)
30 FE(I)=FI(INOD)
DO 50 N=1 NCONT 
FSI=FCONT(N)
LIN=1
DO 60 J=1 NNODE 
J1=2*(J 1H1 
J2=J1+1
J1A=IARY1(J1)
J2A=IARY1(J2)
XE1=XE(J1A)
YE1=YE(J1A)
XE2=XE(J2A)
YE2=YE(J2A)
FE1=FE(J1A)
FE2=FE{J2A)
IF (FE2 FE1 GT EPP) GO TO 300 
IF (FE1 FE2 GT EPP) GO TO 400 
GO TO 500
300 IF (FSI GT FE2 OR FSI LT FE1) GO TO 60 
GO TO 600
400 IF (FSI GT FE1 OR FSI LT FE2) GO TO 60 
600 TA=(FSI FE2)/(FE1 FE2)
EX(LIN)=(XE2+TA*(XE1 XE2) XMIN>+XORG 
EY(LIN)=(YE2+TA*(YE1 YE2) YMIN)+YORG 
LIN=LIN+1 
GO TO 60
500 IF (ABS(FSI FE1) GT EPP) GO TO 60 
EX(1)=(XE1 XMINKXORG 
EY(1)=(YE1 YMINHYORG 
EX(2)=(XE2 XMIN)+XORG 
EY(2)=(YE2 YMINH-YORG 
LIN=3 
60 CONTINUE
LIN1=LIN 1 
IF (LIN GE.3) THEN
CALL DXFC (LINl^EX EYJM^CONT ITXT HD 
ELSE 
END IF 
50 CONTINUE 
20 CONTINUE
WRITE(3 (6H EN D SEC))
WRITE(3 (3H 0) )
WRITE(3 (3H E O F))
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE DXFC (KJEX EY,N FCONT ITXTJHil)
C
C
C THIS SUBROUTINE IS TO CREATE THE
C DXF FILE FOR THE CONTOUR
C
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A H O Z) INTEGER *4 (I N) 
DIMENSION EX (99) £ Y (99) FCONT(10) ITXT(10)
C
C
C CREATING TIIE DXF FILE 
C
DO 20 JNODE=l K 1 
WRITE(3 (4HLINE) )
WRITE(3 (3H 8) )
WRITE(3 ( I H 2 ) )
WRITE(3 (3H 62) )
WRITE(3 *)N 
WRITE(3 (3H 10 ))
WRITE(3 (F10 6) )EX(JNODE) 
WRITE(3 (3H 2 0 ))
WRITE(3 (F10 6) )EY(JNODE) 
WRITE(3 (3H 30) )
WRITE(3 (3H0 0) )
C IF (JNODE EQ K) THEN
C NODE=l
ELSE
NODE=JNODE+l
END IF
WRrrE(3 (3H 11 ))
WRI TE(3 (F10 6) )EX(JNODE+l)
WRITE(3 (3H 21) )
WRITE(3 (T10 6) )EY(JNODE+l)
WRITE(3 (311 31) )
WR1TEX3 (3H0 0) )
WR1TE(3 (3H 0) )
IF (ITXT(N) EQ 0) THEN
WRITE(3 (4HTEXT) )
WRITE(3 (3H 8) )
WRITE(3 (1H2) )
WRITE(3 (3H 62) )
WRITE(3 *)N
WRITE(3 (3H 10) )
WRITE(3 (F10 6) )EX(JNODE)
WRITE(3 (3H 20) )
W R n t (3 (T10 6) )EY(JNODE)
WRITE(3 (3H 30) )
WRITE(3 (3110 0) )
WRITE(3 OH 40) )
WRITE(3 (F10 6) )HI
W RIIX(3 OH 1) )
WR11TX3 (F10 6) )FCONT(N)
WRITE(3 (3H 0 ) )
H X'l (N)= 1
ELSE
GO TO 20 
END IF 
20 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END
SUBROUTINE GSCALE (NUMNP RZ,XMIN YMIN 
XMAX YM AXASIZE)
IMP1 ICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A H O-Z)
C
DIMENSION RZ(2 100)
XMIN=1 E20 
YMIN=1 E20 
XMAX= 1 E20 
YMAX= 1 E20
DO 10 1=1 NUMNP 
XI=RZ(1 D
IT (XI LT XMIN) XMIN=XI 
IF (XI GT XMAX) XMAX=XI 
YI=RZ(2 I)
IT (YI LT YMIN) YMIN=YI 
10 IF (YI GT YMAX) YMAX=YI 
XSIZF=XMAX XMIN 
YSIZE=YMAX YMIN
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IF (YSIZE GE XSIZE) THEN
ASIZE=YSIZE
ELSE
ASIZE=XSIZE 
END IF
C
F(IPOIN)=UP/AREA 
10 CONTINUE
RETURN
END
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE ELTOND (RZ.NOD.F1 JF NELEM ^iPOIN) 
  *****************************............
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A IIO  Z) 
DIMENSION RZ(2 100) NOD(4 100) Fl(100) F(100) 
DIMENSION RZ1(2 4) W(2) S2(2) SHAPE(4)
DATA S2/ 0 57735026918963D0 0 57735026918963D0/ 
DATA W /2*l 0D0/
NNODE=4
DO 5 INODE=l JMPOIN 
F(INODE)=0 ODO 
5 CONTINUE
DO 10 IPOIN=l NPOIN 
AREA=0 ODO 
JPOIN=IPOIN 
UP=0 ODO
DO 20 LELEM=1 NELEM
DO 30 INODE=l,NNODE
IF(IPOIN EQ NOD(INODE IELEM)) THEN
SS=F1(IELEM)
A=0 ODO
DO 40 1=1 4 
NE=NOD(I IELEM)
RZ1(1 I)=RZ(1 NE)
RZ1(21)=RZ(2 NE)
40 CONTINUE
DO 50 1=1 2 
S=S2(I)
DO 60 J=1 2 
T=S2(J)
C
C Calculate the Jacobuui matrix for the element.
C
CAUL JACOB (RZ1 W DXJ S T)
CALL SHAPE4 (T S  SHAPE)
DO 70 11=1 4
C
C Calculate the area of a shared element to a particular node
C
A=A+W( 1)*W(2)*WDXJ*SHAPE(II)
70 CONTINUE 
60 CONTINUE 
50 CONTINUE
UP=UP+SS*A
ELSE 
SS=0 ODO 
G O T O  30 
END IF
C Calculate the the sum o f the element area which share
AREA=AREA+A 
30 CONTINUE 
20 CONTINUE 
C
C Calculate the effective strain at the new node
C
C
c
the same node
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Appendix H  
Rigid plastic fin ite element program
CALL NONLIN
PROGRAM FEM
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A H O Z) 
CHARACTER TITLE*70 
COMMON n m j  TITLE
COMMON /RIGD/ RTOLALPH,DIATIPLAS STK.EXN 
COMMON /CNEQ/ NEQ MBAND 
COMMON /RVA1/ RZ(2 250) URZ(2 250) FRZ(2 250) 
DCOORD(2 100)
COMMON /RVA2/ EPS{5 200) STS(5 200) TEPS(200) 
COMMON /DIES/ FRCFAC VDIEX V D IEY ^D (2 100) 
NSIDE URD(2 100)
COMMON /INOT/ INPT MSSG IUNITIUNI2 ISCRN 
COMMON /MSTR/ NUMNP NUMEL IPLNAX TH NDDE 
COMMON /INVR/ NOD(4 200) LNBC(2 250)
NBCD(2 250),LOC(250)
COMMON /TSTP/ NINI.NCUR NSEND.NITR DTMAX
COMMON /ITRC/ ITYPICONV
COMMON f l l  W 11 W22
COMMON /BNOD/ NTOT NB1(2 250)
COMMON /FILE/ MESHDJMODED ELEMENTD
INPT=5
MSSG=2
IUNIT=3
IUNI2=4
ISCRN=6
C Read Input
CALL INPRED
OPEN (TUNIT FILE= FEM OUT
FORM= FORMATTED STATUS= UNKNOWN ) 
OPEN (MSSG FILE= FEM MSG
FORM= FORMATTED STATUS= UNKNOWN ) 
WRITE (MSSG 1020) TITLE 
WRITE (ISCRN 1020) TITLE
IF (ICONV EQ 2 AND ICOUNT GT 50) GOTO 900 
IF (ICONV EQ 2) GOTO 50
CALL CONTACT 
CALL LTOGL 
CALL POTSOL 
CALL PRTSOL (U)
DTM AX-TT 
CALL RSTFIL 
IREM=0
CALL REMESH (NCURIREM )
IF (IREM EQ 1) STOP 
300 CONTINUE
CLOSE (IUNIT)
STOP
900 CONTINUE
WRITE (MSSG 1070)
WRITE (ISCRN 1070)
CLOSE (MSSG)
STOP
1020 FORMAT (1 H V /5 X  OUTPUT OF FEM //
1 5X MESSAGE FILE FOR /  5X A J/)
1050 FORMAT (/// ITERATION
PROCESS FOR STEP J5  //)
1070 FORMAT (/ STOP BECAUSE SOLUTION 
DOES NOT CONVERGE )
END
SUBROUTINE ADDBAN (BA,NQ,LM  QQ.PP) 
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A H O Z)
CALL PRTINP
CALL BNODE (NUMEL.NOD NTOTJMB1) 
TT=DTMAX
CALL BAND (NOD,NUMEL,NUMNP)
C Step Solutions
NINI=NINI+1 
U=0 0
DO 300 N=NINI NSEND
CALL GLTOL 
NCUR=N
WRITE (MSSG 1050) N 
WRITE (ISCRN 1050) N 
IF (N NE NINI) GOTO 80 
ICOUNT=0 
50 ITYP=2
C ASSEMBLE GLOBAL STIFFNESS MATRIX FROM 
C ELEMENTAL STIFFNESS MATRIX
DIMENSION B(1)A(NQ 1) QQ(1) PP(8 8),LM(1)
DO 100 1=1 8 
II=LM(I)
DO 50 J=1 8 
JJ=LM(J) LM(I)+1 
IT(JJ LE 0) GOTO 50 
A(IUJ)=A(I1 JJH P P (IJ)
50 CONTINUE 
B(ii)=B(ii)+QQ(D 
100 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END
SUBROUTINE BAND (NOD NUMEL NUMNP) 
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A H O Z)
CALL NONLIN 
ICOUNT=ICOUNT+l
ITYP=1
DETERMINE
MAXIMUM HALF BANDWIDTH MBAND
Gl
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C TOTAL NUMBER OF EQUATIONS NUMEQ
C
C
COMMON /CNEQ/ NEQ MBAND 
DIMENSION NOD (4 1)
MBAND=0 
DO 100 N=1 NUMEL 
NMDM=NOD(l N)
NMAX=NOD(l ,N)
DO 501= 24
IF (NMIN GT NOD(IJM)) NMIN=NOD(IJM)
IF (NMAX LT NODO N)) NMAX=NOD(I,N)
50 CONTINUE
MBKNM AX NMIN+1)*2 
IF (MBAND LT MB) MBAND=MB 
100 CONTINUE
NEQ=NUMNP*2
RETURN
END
DO 320 K= 2 MR 
L = M + K 
320 B( N ) = B( N ) A( NJC ) * B( L ) 
RETURN 
END
SUBROUTINE BNODE (NELEM.NOD NTOT.NB1) 
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A H O-Z) 
C = = = = = = = = = = = — = = = = = = = = = = =
C C
C This subroutine is to define the boundary nodes C 
C C
C NELEM Total number of element C
C NOD The element conectivity C
C NB An array to save the element side which are on C
C the boundary C
C NTOT Total number o f element/node side. C
C NAD The node boundary C
C C
0 = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =
DIMENSION NOD(4 200) NBOUND(250),NB(2t250)
N AD(200),NB 1 (2 250)
SUBROUTINE BANSOL ( B A NQ MM )
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PR E C IS IO N ^ H O Z)
[A] [X] = [B]
VARIABLES
A = COEF MATRIX SYMETRIC BANDED POSIT DEF 
B = LOAD MATRIX INPUT 
SOLUTION MATRIX OUTPUT 
NQ = NUMBER OF EQUATIONS IN COEF MATRIX 
MM = BAND WIDTH 
NQ = MAX NUMBER OF LINES AT THE COEF MATRIX
COMMON /INOT/ INPT MSSG IUNIT IUNI2 ISCRN 
DIMENSION A(NQ 1) B (l)
NRS = NQ 1 
NR = NQ
DO 120 N= 1 NRS 
M = N 1
MR = MIN0( MM NR M )
PIVOT = A( N 1 )
DO 120 L= 2 MR 
CP = A( N L ) /  PIVOT 
1 = M+L 
J = 0
DO 110 K= L MR 
J=J+1
110 A ( U )  = A ( U )  CP * A ( NJC ) 
120 A( N,L ) = CP
DO 220 N= 1 NRS 
M = N 1
MR = MIN0( MM NR M )
CP = B( N )
B( N ) = CP /  A( N 1 )
DO 220 L= 2 MR 
1 = M+L
220 B( I ) = B( I ) A ( N L ) *CP 
B( NR ) = B ( NR ) /  A( NR 1 )
DO 320 1= 1 NRS 
N = NR I 
M = N 1
MR = MIN0( MM NR M )
NTOT=0
DO 10 IELEM=1 NELEM 
DO 10 1=1 4 
Il=NOD(I IELEM)
13=1+1
IT (13 GE 5) 13=1 
I2=NOD(I3 IELEM)
N=0 
K=1 
20 N=N+1
IF (N GT NELEM) GO TO 40 
DO 30 J=I 4 
Jl=NOD(J N)
J3=J+1
IF (13 GE 5) J3=l 
J2=NOD(J3 N)
IF (Il EQ J2 AND 12 EQ J l)  K=0 
30 CONTINUE
IF (K E Q O ) GO TO 10 
GO TO 20
40 NTOT=NTOT+l
NBOUND(2*NTOT 1)=I1 
NBOUND(2*NTOT)=I2 
CONTINUE
SELECT THE ELEMENT SIDE BOUNDARY
J=1
DO 50 1=1 NTOT 
NB(1 I)=NBOUND(J)
NB(2 I)=NBOUND(J+l)
J=J+2 
50 CONIINUE
N B 1(1 1)=NB(1 I)
NB1(2 1)=NB(2 I)
L=1
DO 100 1=1 NTOT 
DO 110 i= l  NTOT 
IF (NB(2,L) EQ NB(1,J)) THEN 
NB1(11+1)=N B(U )
NB1(21+1)=NB(2J)
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GO TO 130 
END IF 
110 CONTINUE 
130 L=J 
100 CONTINUE
C
C SELECT THE NODE BOUNDARY 
C
L=2
N AD(l)=NBOUND(l)
DO 60 1=2 NTOT*2 
M=NBOUND(I)
DO 80 J=1 I 1
LF(M EQ NBOUND(J)) THEN 
GO TO 60 
END IF 
80 CONTINUE 
NAD(L)=M 
L=L+1 
60 CONTINUE
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE CONT (FJMCU2 SSS)
C
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A H O Z) 
CHARACTER SSS*7
COMMON /INOT/ INPT MSSG IUNITIUNI2 ISCRN 
COMMON /TSTP/ NINI.NCUR NSENDJMITR DTMAX 
COMMON /MSTR/ NUMNP NUMELIPLNAX TH NDIE 
COMMON /RVA1/ RZ(2 2*50) URZ(2 250) FRZ(2 250) 
,DCOORD(2 100)
COMMON/INVR/NOD(4 200),LNBC(2 250),NBCD(2 2*50) 
LOC(250)
COMMON /BNOD/ NTOT NB1(2 250)
DIMENSION F(250)
1 XE(4) YE(4),FE(4) FCONT(10),EX(99) EY(99)
2 LARY1 (6),F1(250),ND(3 500) ITXT{10)
DATA IARY1/1 2 2  3 3 1/
WRITE(NCU2 (7HSECTION) ) 
WRITE(NCU2 (3H 2) ) 
WRITE(NCU2 (8HENTmES) ) 
W RmE(NCU2 (3H 0) )
DO 85 1=1 10 
85 ITXT(I)=0 
XORG=0 0 
YORG=0 0
CALL ELTOND (RZ.NOD F.F1.NUMEUNUMNP)
CALL GSCALE (NUMNP.RZ XMIN YMIN XMAX 
YMAX SCALE)
C
C CALCULATE THE HIGHT OF THE TEXT 
C
DY=YMAX YMIN 
DX=XMAX XMIN 
HI=(DY+DX)/60
J=0
DO 21 1=1 NUMEL 
J=J+1
N D (lrI)=NOD(l 0  
ND(2 J)=NOD(2 I)
ND(3J)=NOD(3 D 
I=J+1
N D (U )=N O D (l I)
ND(2,J)=NOD(3 I)
ND (V )=NO D (4 I)
21 CONTINUE
C
C Determine the interval of the contour line 
C
NNODE=3 
FMIN=1 E20 
FMAX= 1 E20 
DO 10 1=1 NUMNP 
FI=F1(D
IF (F IG T  FMAX) FM AX=H 
10 IF (FI LT FMIN) FMIN=FI 
EPP=0 00001*(FMAX FMIN)
C
C Calculate the values of the contour lines 
C
NCONT=7
Dr=(TM AX FMIN)/6 
FF=FMIN 
FCONT(l)=FF 
DO 15 1=2 NCONT 
FT=IT+DF 
15 rC O N T(I)=rF
C
C Write Uie contour line m DXF format
C
DO 20 IELEM=1 NUMEL*2
DO 30 1=1 NNODE 
INOD=ND(I IELEM)
XE(I)=RZ(1 DMOD)
YE(I)=RZ(2 INOD)
30 rE (I)= ri(IN O D )
DO 50 N=1 NCONT 
FSI=FCONT(N)
LIN=I
DO 60 J=1 NNODE 
J1=2*(J 1)+1 
J2=J1+1
J1A=IARY1(J1)
J2A=IARY1(J2)
XE1=XE(J1A)
YE1=YE(J1A)
XE2=XE(J2A)
YE2=YE(J2A)
m = F E ( J lA )
FE2=FE(J2A)
IF (FE2 FE1 G TEPP) GO TO 300 
IT (PCI FE2 GT EPP) GO TO 400 
GO TO 500
300 IT (rS I GT FE2 OR FSI LT FE1) GO TO 60 
GO TO 600
400 IT (TSI GT FE1 OR FSI LT FE2) GO TO 60
600 TA=(FSI FE2)/(FE1 FE2)
EX(LIN)=(XE2+TA*(XE1 XE2)-XML\THXORG 
EY(LIN)=(YE2+TA*(YE1 YE2)-YMIN)+YORG 
LIN=LIN+1 
GO TO 60
500 IF (ABS(TSI F E1)G T E P P ) GO TO 60 
EX(1)=(XEI XMIN)+XORG 
EY(!)=CYEI YMIN)+YORG 
EX(2)=(XF2 XMINHXORG 
EY(2)=(YE2 YMINHYORG 
LIN=3 
60 CONTINUE
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LIN1=LIN 1 
IF (LIN GE.3) THEN
CALL DXFC (LIN1 ,EX EY,N,TCONT ITXT,HI,NCU2 SSS) 
ELSE 
END IF 
50 CONTINUE 
20 CONTINUE
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE LTOGL 
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A H O Z)
This subroutine is to change die velocity and of 
forces of the contact node to global coordinate
COMMON /RVA1/ RZ(2 250) URZ(2 250) FRZ(2 250) 
DCOORD(2 100)
COMMON /DIES/ FRCFAC VDIEX VDIEY,ND(2 100) 
NSIDE URD(2 100)
COMMON /MSTR/ NUMNP NUMELIPLNAX TH NDIE 
COMMON /INVR/ NOD(4 200) LNBC(2 250)
,NBCD(2 250),LOC(250)
COMMON /BNOD/ NTOT NB1(2 250)
DATA PI/3 1415926535898D0/
DO 10 1=1 NTOT 
J=NB1(1 I)
C Check if this node is already on contact with the die
IF (LNBC(2J) NE 3) GO TO 10
I1=ND(1 LOC(J))
I2=ND(2 LOC(J))
DA=DCOORD(l 12) DCOORD(l II)
DB=DCOORD(2 I2)-DCOORD(2 II)
IF (DA EQ 0 0) DA=1 D 10 
SM=DB/DA
ALPH A=D ATAN (S M)
IF (DB GT 0 0 AND DA G T 0 0)
1 ALPHA=ABS(ALPHA)
IF (DB GT 0 0 AND DA LT 0 0)
2 ALPHA=PI ABS(ALPHA)
IF (DB LT 0 0 AND DA LT 0 0)
3 ALPHA=ABS(ALPHA)
IF (DB LT 0 0 AND DA GT 0 0)
4 ALPHA=PI ABS(ALPIIA)
IF (DB EQ 0 0 AND DA GT 0 0)
5 ALPHA=PI
IF (ALPHA EQ PI) THEN 
CO=DCOS(ALPHA)
SI=0 0D0 
ELSE
CO=DCOS( ALPHA)
S I=DS IN (ALPHA)
END IF
VX=CO*URZ(l J) SI*URZ(2tJ)
VY=SI*URZ(1 J>fCO*URZ(2J)
IF (VX LT 1 D 10) URZ(1 J)=0 0 
U R Z(U )=V X
IF (VY LT 1 D 10) URZ(2 J)=0 0 
URZ(2 J)=VY
FX=CO*FRZ(l J)-SI*FRZ(2 J)
FY=SI*FRZ(1 JHCO *FRZ(2J)
FRZ(1,J)=FX 
FRZ(2 J)=FY 
10 CONTINUE
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE GLTOL
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A H O Z)
C
C This subroutme is to change the velocity of 
C the contact node to global coordinate
C
COMMON /RVA1/ RZ(2 250) URZ(2,250),FRZ(2,250) 
DCOORD(2 100)
COMMON /DIES/ FRCFAC VDIEX VDIEY,ND(2 100) 
NSIDE URD(2 100)
COMMON /M STR/ NUMNP NUMEL IPLNAX TH.NDIE 
COMMON /INVR/ NOD(4 200),LNBC(2,250)
NBCD(2 250)X-OC(250)
COMMON /BNOD/ NTOT N B l(2 250)
DATA PI/3 1415926535898D0/
DO 10 1=1 NTOT 
J=N B1(1 I)
C Check if this node is already on contact with the die
IF (LNBC(2rI) NE 3) GO TO 10
I1=ND(1 LOC(J))
I2=ND(2 LOC(J))
DA=DCOORD(l 12) DCOORD(l II)
DB=DCOORD(2 12) DCOORD(2,Il)
IF (DA EQ 0 0) DA=1 D 10 
SM=DB/DA
ALPHA=DATAN(SM)
IF (DB GT 0 0 AND DA GT 0 0)
1 ALPII A=A B S (ALPHA)
IF (DB G T 0 0  A N D D A L T 0  0)
2 ALPHA=PI ABS(ALPHA)
IF (DB LT 0 0 AND DA LT 00 )
3 ALPHA=ABS(ALPHA)
IT (DB LT 0 0 AND DA GT 0 0)
4 ALPHA=PI ABS(ALPHA)
IF (DB EQ 0 0 AND DA G T 0  0)
5 ALPIIA=PI
IF (ALPHA EQ PI) THEN 
CO=DCOS(ALPHA)
SI=0 0D0 
FI SE
CO=DCOS(ALPHA)
S1=DSIN(ALPHA)
END IT
VX=CO*URZ(l J>+SI*URZ(2J)
VY= SI*URZ(1 J)+CO *URZ(2J)
URZ(1 J)=VX 
URZ(2 J)=VY
10 CONTINUE
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE CONTACT
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A H O-Z)
C
C Tins subroutme is to provide contact facdities 
C when apdatlmg the field variables
C
COMMON /R V A l/ RZ(2 250) URZ(2 250)
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FRZ(2 250) DCOORD(2 100)
COMMON /DIES/ FRCFAC VDIEX VDIEY,ND(2 100) 
NSIDE URD(2 100)
COMMON /MSTR/ NUMNP NUMEL IPLNAX TH NDIE 
COMMON /DMVR/ NOD(4 200) LNBC(2 250)
NBCD(2 250),LOC(250)
COMMON /BNOD/ NTOT NB1(2 250)
COMMON /TSTP/ NINI.NCUR NSEND.NITR DTMAX 
DATA PI/3 1415926535898D0/
DTMIN=1 D20 
TM1N=1 D20 
T=1 D-20
n=o
Loop over all boundary nodes
DO 10 1=1 NTOT 
J=NB 1(1 I)
Check if this node is already on contact with the die
IF (LNBC(2J) EQ 3) GO TO 10
Calculate the relative velocity
VRX=URZ(1 J>  VDIEX 
VRY=URZ(2 J)-VDIEY 
V=DSQRT(VRX* VRX+VRY * VR Y)
Calculate the slop of the relative velocity vector
IF (VRX EQ 0 0) VRX=1 D 10 
SM1=VRY/VRX
Calculate the angle of Uie velocity vector
ALPHA=DATAN(SM1)
IF (VRY GT 0 0 AND VRX GT 0 0)
1 ALPHA=ABS(ALPHA)
IF (VRY GT 0 0 AND VRX LT 0 0)
2 ALPHA=PI ABS(ALPHA)
IF (VRY LT 0 0 AND VRX LT 0 0)
3 ALPHA=PI+ABS(ALPHA)
IF (VRY LT 0 0 AND VRX GT 0 0)
4 ALPHA=2*PI ABS(ALPHA)
Loop over all die segments to check if the 
velocity vector go through any
DO 20 N=1 NSIDE 
I1=ND(1 N)
I2=ND(2 N)
A=DCOORD(l 12)-DCOORD(l II)
B=DCOORD(2 12) DCOORD(2 II)
IF (A EQ 0 0) A=1 D 10 
SM2=B/A
Check if the velocity vector is paralell to the die side
IF (SMI EQ SM2) GO TO 20
Calculate the angle o f the line connecting the current 
with the first node of the segment
ALl=D CO O RD (l II)  R Z(1J)
AL2=DCOORD(2 II)  R Z(2J)
IF (AL1 EQ 0 0) AL1=1 D-10 
ALPHA 1=DAT AN (AL2/AL1)
IF (AL2 GT 0 0 AND AL1 GT 0 0)
1 ALPHA 1=ABS (ALPHA 1)
IT (AL2 GT 0 0 AND AL1 LT 0 0)
2 ALPHA 1=PI ABS(ALPHAl)
IF (AL2 LT 0 0 AND AL1 LT 0 0)
3 ALPHA 1 =P 1+ABS(ALP HA 1)
IT (AL2 LT 0 0 AND AL1 GT 0 0)
4 ALPHA 1=2*PI ABS(ALPHAl)
C Calculate the angle of the line connecting the a m e n t 
C with the second node of the segment
AL1 =DCOORD( I 12) R Z(1J)
AL2=DCOORD(2 I2>RZ(2J)
IT (AL1 EQ 0 0) AL1=1 D-10 
ALPHA2=DATAN (AL2/AL1)
IF (AL2 GT 0 0 AND AL1 GT 0 0)
1 ALPI IA2=ABS(ALPHA2)
IF (AL2 GT 0 0 AND ALI LT 0 0)
2 ALPHA2=PI ABS(ALPHA2)
IT (AL2 LT 0 0 AND ALI LT 0 0)
3 ALPHA2=PI+ABS(ALPHA2)
IF (AL2 LT 0 0 AND ALI GT 0 0)
4 ALPHA2=2*PI ABS(ALPHA2)
C Check if the current velocity vector goes through 
C this segment
C IT (ALPI IA LT ALPHA 1 AND ALPHA GT ALPHA2) THEN
C C ilcuh te  the coordinates of (lie intersection point
SM=SM 1 SM2 
IT (SM E Q O O ) SM=1 D-10 
X=(SM 1*RZ(1 J)-SM2*DCOORD(l 11)+
1 DCOORD(2 II) RZ(2J))/SM
Y=SM2*X (SM2*DCOORD(l Il)-D COO RD (2JI))
P 1 P=DSQRT((DCOORD(2 II)  Y)*(DCOORD(2 Il)-Y>+
% (DCOORDd 11 )-X)*(DCOORD( 111 >X))
P2P=DSQRT((DCOORD(2 12) Y)*(DCOORD(2 12)-YH  
% (DCOORD(l 12) X)*(DCOORD(U2)-X))
P 1 P2=DSQRT((DCOORD(2 12) DCOORD(2 II))*
% (DCOORD(2 12) DCOORD(2 Il)>+
% (DCOORD(l 12) DCOORD(l II))*
% (DCOORDd 12) DCOORD(l II)))
C Cheek if the velocity vector go through this side
P=P1P+P2P
I r  (ABS(P P1P2) GT 0 01) GO TO 20
C Calcuhte the distance between the node and the side
DN=ABS((((DCOORD(l H) RZ(1 J))*B)+
% ((DCOORD(2 II) RZ(2J))*( A)))
% /DSQRT(B*B+A*A))
C
C The time necessary for tins node to reach the die
C
A=DCOORD(l 11) DCOORD(l 12)
B=DCOORD(2 II) DCOO RD (212) 
TETA=DACOS(((A*VRX)+(B*VRY))/
% (DSQRT(A*A+B*B)*V))
VN=V*DSIN(TETA)
DT=DN/ABS(VN)
C Comparing this time with the maximum tune increment
U W G T  DTMAX) GOTO 20
C Keep the information of this node and die segment where
C at the end of the die segments loop the closest
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segment from tins node will be considered
IF (D T L T  DTMIN) THEN
DTMIN=DT
XI =X
Y1=YK=J
n=n
S=SM2 
A1=A 
Bl=B 
ELSE 
GOTO 20 
END IF
SUBROUTINE DIES EG (NCU2 NCUR)
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A H O -Z)
THIS SUBROUTINE PLOT THE DEE SEGMENTS
CHARACTER DIED*6,DIE*8 SM I F*1 F I *2 
COMMON /RVA1/ RZ(2 250) URZ(2,250) FRZ(2,250) 
DCOORD(2 100)
COMMON /MSTR/ NUMNP NUMELIPLNAX TH NDIE 
COMMON /FILE/ MESHD.NODED ELEMENTD
DIED= DIESEG 
S= 01234567890 
I=NCUR
20 CONTINUE
To find out the minimum contact time of the first node 
goes into contact for this step
IF(II EQ 0) GOTO 10
IF (DTMIN GT T) T=DTMIN
IF (I LT 10) THEN 
r= S ((I+ l) (I+ l))
DIE=DIED// 0 //F
ELSE
J=I/10
F1=S((J+1) (J+1))//S((I ((J I)*10)-9) (I ((J l)*10)-9))
DIE=DIED//ri
END IF
Change the boundary code of the new node in contact 
Assign the die velocity to tins node
WRITE(NCU2 (7HSECTION) ) 
\VRITE(NCU2 (3H 2) ) 
WRITE(NCU2 (8H E N T m E S) )
10
WRITE(6 *) J DJ5T 
RZ(1,K)=X1 
RZ(2JC)=Y1 
LNBC(1 K)=0 
LNBC(2 K)=3
IF(B1 EQ 0 0) NBCD(1,K)=3
IF(A1 EQ 1 0D 10) NBCD(2 K)=3
IF(B1 NE 0 0 AND A l NE 1 OD-IO) THEN
NBCD(1JC)=3
NBCD(2JC)=3
ELSE
ENDIF
ALPI IA=DA T AN ( S )
IF (B1 GT 0 0 AND A l G T 0 0) 
ALPHA=ABS(ALPHA)
IF (B1 GT 0 0 AND A l LT 0 0)
ALPHA=PI ABS(ALPHA)
IF (B1 LT 0 0 AND A l L T 0  0) 
ALPHA=ABS(ALPHA)
IF (B1 LT 0 0 AND A l GT 0 0) 
ALPHA=PI ABS(ALPHA)
IF (B1 EQ 0 0 AND A l G T 0  0) 
ALPHA=PI
IF (ALPHA EQ PI) THEN 
CO=DCOS(ALPHA)
SI=0 0D0 
ELSE
CO=DCOS(ALPHA)
S I=DS IN (ALPHA )
END IF
URZU K)=CO*VDIEX+SI*VDIEY 
URZ(2 K)= SI*VDIEX+CO*VDIEY
LOC(K)=U 
CONTINUE 
IF(n EQ 0) RETURN 
DTMAX=T
RETURN
END
10
DO 10 K= 1 NDIE 1 
WRITE(NCU2 (3H 0) )
WRITE(NCU2 (4IILINE) )
WRITC(NCU2 (3H 8) )
WRITE(NCU2 (A) )DIE 
WRITE(NCU2 (3H 62) )
WRITE(NCU2 (1H9) )
WRITE(NCU2 (311 10) )
WRITE(NCU2 (F10 6) )DCOORD(lJC) 
WRITE(NCU2 (311 20) )
WRITE(NCU2 (TIO 6) )DCOORD(2,K) 
WRITE(NCU2 (311 30) )
WRITE(NCU2 (3H0 0) )
WRITE(NCU2 (3H 11) )
WRITE(NCU2 (F10 6) )DCOORD(l jC+1) 
WRITE(NCU2 (3H 21) )
WRITC(NCU2 (F 10 6) )DCOORD(2,K+l) 
WRITE(NCU2 (3H 31) )
WRITE(NCU2 (3H0 0) )
CONTINUE 
WRITE(NCU2 (3H 
RETURN 
END
0))
50
SUBROUTINE DISBDY (U R Z^N B C  B A  NEQ 
M BANDITYP)
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A H ,0  Z)
APPLY DISPLACEMENT BOUNDARY CONDITION
DIMENSION B (1),A(NEQ 1),LNBC(1) URZ(1)
IF (ITYP EQ 2) GOTO 120 
DO 100 N=1 NEQ 
IF (LNBC(N) EQ 0) GOTO 100 
DO 70 1=2 MBAND 
II=N 1+1
IT (II LE 0) GOTO 50 
A(II I)=0 
CONTINUE 
II=N+I 1
n~(II GT NEQ) GOTO 70
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A(N I)=0 WRITE(NCU2 (3H 8) )
70 CONTINUE WRITC(NCU2 (A) )SSS
B(N)=0 WRITE(NCU2 (311 62) )
A(N 1)=1 WRITE(NCU2 *)N
100 CONTINUE WRITE(NCU2 (3H 10) )
RETURN WRITE(NCU2 (E l 1 4) )EX(JNODE) 
WRITE(NCU2 (3H 20) )
120 CONTINUE WRITE(NCU2 (E ll 4) )EY(JNODE)
DO 200 N=1 NEQ WRITE(NCU2 (3H 30) )
IF (LNBC(N) EQ 0) GOTO 200 WRITE(NCU2 (3H0 0) )
DO 170 1=2 MB AND WRITE(NCU2 (3H 40) )
n=N 1+1 WRITE(NCU2 (F 10 6) )HI
IF (n  LEO) GOTO 150 WRITE(NCU2 (3H 1) )
B(II)=B(II) A(II I)*URZ(N) WRITE(NCU2 (El 1 4) )FCONT(N)
A(H I)=0 WRITE(NCU2 (3H 0) )
150 CONTINUE ITXT(N)=1
II=N+I 1 ELSE
IF (IIG T  NEQ) GOTO 170 GO TO 20
B(U)=B(ID A(N I)*URZ(N) END IF
A(N I)=0 20 CONTINUE
170 CONTINUE RETURN
B(N)=URZ(N) END
A(N 1)=1 
200 CONTINUE 
END
SUBROUTINE ELSHLF (PP QQ RZ,URZ,EPS
TEPS IPLNAX THIDREC NEL L) 
IM PLIC rr DOUBLE PRECISION (A H O-Z)
SUBROUTINE DXFC (K.EX EY,N FCONT ITXT.HI 
NCU2 SSS)
c 
c
C THIS SUBROUTINE IS TO CREATE THE
C DXF FILE FOR THE CONTOUR
C
IMPLICIT REAL *8 (A H O Z) INTEGER *4 (I N) 
DIMENSION EX(99)JEY(99),FCONT(10) ITXT(10) 
CHARACTER SSS*7
C
c
c CREATING THE DXF FILE
C
C
DO 20 JNODE=l K 1 
WRITE(NCU2 (4HLENE) )
WRITE(NCU2 (3H 8) )
WRITE(NCU2 (A) )SSS 
WRITE(NCU2 (3H 62) )
WRITE(NCU2 *)N 
WRITE(NCU2 OH  10) )
WRTTE(NCU2 (E l 1 4) )EX(JNODE)
WRITE(NCU2 (3H 20) )
WRITE(NCU2 (E ll  4) )EY(JNODE)
WRITE(NCU2 (3H 30) )
WRITE(NCU2 (3H0 0) )
C IF (JNODE EQ K) THEN
C NODE=l
C ELSE
C NODE=JNODE+l
C END IF
WRITE(NCU2 OH 11))
WRITE(NCU2 (E ll  4) )EX(JNODE+l) 
WRITE(NCU2 (3H 21) )
WRITE(NCU2 (E ll  4) )EY(JNODE+l) 
WRITE(NCU2 (3H 31) )
WRITTENCU2, (3H0 0)’)
WRITE(NCU2 (3H 0 ) )
IF (ITXT(N) EQ 0) THEN 
W RITE(NCU2 (4H T EX T))
C EVALUATION OF ELEMENTAL STIFFNESS MATRIX
C
C IDREC = 1 NEWTON RAPHSON ITERATION
C 2 DIRECT ITERATION
COMMON /RIGD/ RTOLtALPHtDIAT*IPLAStSTKIEXN
COMMON f l l  W ll  W22
COMMON /TSTP/ NINIJMCUR NSEND.NITR DTMAX 
DIMENSION RZ(2 1) URZ(2 1) BB(4 8) EPS(I) TEPS(l) 
DIMENSION QQ(1),PP(8 8) S2(2) W2(2),L(4)
DATA S2/ 0 57735026918963D0 0 57735026918963D0/
1 W 2/2*1 0D0/
DO 10 1=1 8 
QQ(I)=0 
DO 10 1=1 8 
PP(U )=0 
10 CONTINUE
C CARRY OUT ONE POINT INTEGRATION
S=0T=0
CALL STRMTX (RZ BB WDXJ S T IPLNAX TH 
NEL L IDREC)
CALL VSPLON (QQ ^ P  BB URZ.EPS WDXJ IDREC)
C REGULAR INTEGRATION
DO 100 1=1 2 
S=S2(I)
DO <¡0 J=1 2 
T=S2(J)
CALL STRMTX (RZ BB WDXJ S T IPLNAX 
TH NEL,L IDREC)
W11=W2(D
W22=W2(J)
CALL VSPLST (QQ PP BB URZ,WDXJ IDREC TEPS)
50 CONTINUE 
100 CONTINUE 
REfU RN  
END
SUBROUTINE ELTOND (RZ.NOD FI FNELEMJMPOIN)
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IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A H O Z) 
DIMENSION RZ(2 250) NOD(4 200) F I (200) F(200) 
DIMENSION RZ1(2 4) W(2) S2(2) SHAPE(4)
DATA S2/ 0 57735026918963D0 0 57735026918963D0/ 
DATA W /2*l 0D0/
NNODE=4
DO 5 INODE=l,NPOIN 
F(ENODE)=0 0D0 
5 CONTINUE
DO 10 IPOIN=l,NPOIN 
AREA=0 0D0 
JPOEN=IPOLN 
UP=0 0D0
DO 20 LELEM=1 NELEM
DO 30 INODE= 1 NODE
IF(IPOIN EQ NOD(CMODE,IELEM)) THEN
SS=F1(IELEM)
A=0 0D0
DO 40 1=1 4 
NE=NOD(I IELEM)
R Z 1(1 D=RZ(1 NE)
RZ1(21)=RZ(2 NE)
40 CONTINUE
DO 50 1=1 2 
S=S2(1)
DO 60 J=1 2 
T=S2(J)
C
C Calculate the Jacobian matrix for tlie element.
C
CALL JACOB (RZ1 WDXJ S T)
CALL SHAPE4 (T S  SHAPE)
DO 70 D=1 4
C
C Calculate the area of a shared element to a particular node
C
A=A+W( 1 )*W(2)*WDXJ*SHAPE(II)
70 CONTINUE 
60 CONTINUE 
50 CONTINUE
UP=UP+SS*A
ELSE 
SS=0 ODO 
GO TO 30 
END IF
C
C Calculate the the sum of the element area which share
C the same node
C
AREA=AREA+A 
30 CONTINUE 
20 CONTINUE 
C
C Calculate the effective strain at the new node
C
F(IPOIN)=UP/AREA 
10 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END
SUBROUTINE FLWST1 (YSJTP STRRT) 
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A H O Z)
C USER SUPPLIED SUBROUTINE TO DESCRIBE THE 
C MATERIAL FLOW STRESS
C THIS SUBROUTINE SHOWS THE VISCO PLASTIC 
C MATERIALS
C YS=STK*(STRAIN RATE)**EXN
COMMON /RIGD/ RTOL.ALPH J)IA TJPLA S STKJLXN
C
C Ys = K * E **u dYs / dE = K * n * E **(n  1)
C
C CUT OFF E o  = ALPH 
C
C Yo = K * E o  ** n
C Ys = Yo /  E o * E dYs /dE = Yo /E.o
C
IF (LXN EQ 0 0) THEN
FIP=0 0
YS=STK
RETURN
END IT
IT (STRRT LT ALPH) GOTO 100 
YS=STK*STRRT**EXN 
FIP=STK*EXN*STRRT**(EXN 1)
RETURN
100 YO=STK*ALPH**EXN 
FIP=YO/ALPH 
YS=ITP*STRRT 
RETURN 
END
SUBROUTINE FLWST2 (Y SJTP^FSTR)
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A H ,0-Z)
C USER SUPPLIED SUBROUTINE TO DESCRIBE THE 
C MATERIAL FLOW STRESS
C THIS SUBROUTINE SHOWS THE RIGID PLASTIC 
C MATERIALS
C YS=STK*(EITTCTIVE STRAIN)* *EXN
COMMON /RIGD/ RTOLALPH.DIATJPLAS STKJEXN
C
C Ys = K E**n dYs / d E  = 0 0
C
C CUT O IT  Eo = ALPH 
C
C Yo = k  Eo ** ii
C Ys = Yo /  Eo E dYs /dE = 0 0
C
IF (LXN EQ 0 0) THEN
FEP=0 0
Y S=STK
RETURN
END IT
n p = o o
IF (ETSTR LT ALPH) GOTO 100
YS=STK*EFSTR**EXN
RETURN
100 YO=STK*ALPH**EXN 
r=YO/ALPH 
YS=r*CFSTR 
RETURN 
END
SUBROUTINE FRCBDY (RZ U RZ,LNBCE£FSTR 
1 E IT R  QQ PPIPLNAX THITY P)
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A H O Z)
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C APPLY FRICTION BOUNDARY CONDITION
COMMON /DIES/ FRCFAC VDIEX VDIEY,ND(2 100) 
NSIDE URD(2 100)
COMMON /DMOT/ INPT MSSG IU NITIUNI2ISCRN 
COMMON /RIGD/ RTOLALPHJDIATIPLAS STKJIXN 
COMMON /TSTP/ NINI.NCUR NSEND.NITR DTMAX 
DIMENSION RZ(2 1) URZ(2 1) LNBCE(2 1) QQ(1)
1 PP(8 1) ER{2 2) FR(2),XY(2 2) VXY(2 2)
DO 100 N=1 4
I1=N+1
I2=N
IF (N.EQ 4) 11=1
IF(LNBCE(2 I1JNE.3 OR LNBCE{212) NE 3) GOTO 100
IF (IPLAS EQ 1) THEN 
IF (NITR EQ 1 AND NCUR EQ NINI 
AND ITYP EQ 2) EFSTR=ALPH 
C EFSTR=EPS(5 1)
CALL FLWST1 (FLOW.DUM EFSTR)
ELSE
IF (NITR EQ 1 AND NCUR EQ NINI 
AND ITYP EQ 2) EFSTR=ALPH 
C EFTR=TEPS(1)
CALL FLWST2 (FLOWJDUM EFTR)
END IF 
XY(1 1)=RZ(1 II)
XY(2 1)=RZ(2 II)
XY(1 2)=RZ(1 12)
XY(2 2)=RZ(2 12)
VXY(1 1)=URZ(1 II)
VXY(2 1)=URZ(2 II)
VXY(1 2)=URZ(112)
VXY(2 2)=U R 2(212)
CALL FRCINT (XY VXY FLOW FR.ER IPLNAX TH)
J 1=11*2 1 
J2=12*2 1
QQ(J1)=QQ(J1)+FR(1)
QQ(J2)=QQ(J2)+FR(2)
P P (J U 1)=PP(J1 J1>+ER(1 1)
PP(J2 J2)=PP(J2 J2)+ER(2 2)
PP(JU2)=PP(J1 J2)+ER(1 2)
PP(J2rI 1 )=PP(J2 J 1 >+ER(2 1)
100 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END
SUBROUTINE FRCINT (RZ URZFLOW  FR 
ER IPLNAX TH)
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A H O Z)
C INTEGRATION METHOD SIMPSON S FORMULA
C THIS ROUTINE CALCULATES THE FRICTION
C MATRIX
C USED FOR BOTH TYPES OF ITERATION SCHEME
COMMON /INOT/ INPT MSSG IUNIT IUNI2 ISCRN 
COMMON /TTRC/ ITYP ICONV 
COMMON /DIES/ FRCFAC VDIEX VDIEY>ND(2 100) 
NSIDE URD(2 100)
DIMENSION RZ(2 1) URZ(1),ER(2 2) FR(2)
DATA PI/3 I41S926W 898D 0/
DATA UA/0 000SD0/
C INITIALIZE FR AND ER ARRAY
DO 10 1=1 2 
FR(I)=0 
DO 10 J=1 2
LR(U)=0 
10 CONTINUE
NCS1T = ‘i
TAC=DSQRT((RZ(1 2)-RZ(l l))**2+(RZ(2t2>RZ(2 1))**2) 
FK=FLOW*FRCFAC/SQRT(3 0)
DH=2 /(NINT 1)
CON =2 /PI*FK 
WD=DH/3 *FAC*0 5*CON
B2=RZ(2 2) RZ(2 1)
A2=RZ(1 2) RZ(1 1)
IT (A 2 EQ 0 0) A 2=l D 10
TETA=DATAN(B2/A2)
IF (B2 GT 0 0 AND A2 GT 0 0)
1 TETA=ABS(TETA)
IT (B2 GT 0 0 AND A2 LT 0 0)
2 TETA=PI ABS(TETA)
IT (B2 LT 0 0 AND A2 LT 0 0)
3 TETA=ABS(TETA)
IF (B2 LT 0 0 AND A2 GT 0 0)
4 TETA=PI ABS(TETA)
IF (B2 EQ 0 0 AND A2 GT 0 0)
i  TETA=PI
IF (TETA EQ PI) THEN 
CO=DCOS(TETA)
SI=0 0D0 
ELSE
CO=DCOS(TETA)
SI=DSDM(TETA)
END IT
VS=CO*VDIEX+Sl*VDIEY
VN=-SI*VDIEX+CO*VDIEY
S= 1 DH
DO 300 N=1 NINT 
S=S+DH 
H l=0 5*(1 S)
112=0 S*(l +S)
WDXJ=WD
IT (IPLNAX EQ 1) THEN 
RR=II1*RZ(1 1)+II2*RZ(1 2)
WDXJ=2 0*PI*RR*WDXJ 
ELSE
WDXJ=TH*WDXJ 
END IF
IF (N EQ 1 OR N EQ NINT) GOTO 100 
NMOD=N N/2*2
IF (NMOD EQ 0) WDXJ=WDXJ*4 
IT (NMOD EQ 1) W DXJ=WDXJ*2 
100 CONTINUE
US=1I1*(URZ(1) VS)+H2*(URZ(3>VS)
AT=DATAN(US/UA)
IT (ITYP EQ 2) GOTO 200 
US2=US*US 
USA=US2+UA*UA 
CT1 =AT*WDXJ 
CT2=UA/USA*WDXJ 
G O IO  250
C TOR D-ITERATION CASE
200 CONTINUE
IT (DABS(US) LE 1 0D 5) SLOP=UA/(UA*UA+US*US)
IF (DABS(US) GT 1 0D-5) SLOP=ATAJS
C T1-0
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CT2=SLOP*WDXJ
C CALCULATE CONTRIBUTION TO STDTNESS
250 CONTINUE
FR( 1 )=FR( 1 )-H I *CT1 
FR(2)=FR(2)-H2*CT1 
ER(1 1)=ER(1 1>+H1*H1*CT2 
ER(1 2)=ER(1 2)+Hl*H2*CT2 
ER(2,2)=ER(2 2)+H2*H2*CT2 
ER(2 1)=ER(I 2)
300 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END
SUBROUTINE TRANS (L BB)
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A H O Z)
C
c
This subroutine is to add Ute transformation matrix C 
TAT to the strain rate matrix B C
C 
C
COMMON /INVR/ NOD(4 200) LNBC(2 250)
NBCD(2 250),LOC(250)
COMMON /DIES/ FRCFAC VDIEX VDIEY,ND(2 100) 
NSIDEURD(2 100)
COMMON /RVA1/ RZ(2 250) URZ(2 250) FRZ(2 250) 
,DCOORD(2 100)
DIMENSION L(4) BB(4 8)A N G (8 8)JŒ S(4 8)
DATA PI/3 1415926535898D0/
BUILD THE ELEMENTAL TRANSFORMATION 
MATRIX
DO 10 1=1 4
IF (L(I) EQ 0) GO TO 10
K1=2*I 1
K2=2*I
J=UD
I1=ND(1 LOC(J))
I2=ND(2 LOC(J))
DA=DCOORD(l 12) DCOORD(l II) 
DB=DCOORD(2 12) DCOORD(2 II)
IF (DA EQ 0 0) DA=1 D 10 
SM=DB/DA
ALPHA=DATAN(SM)
IF (DB GT 0 0 AND DA GT 0 0)
1 ALPHA=ABS(ALPHA)
IF (DB GT 0 0 AND DA LT 0 0)
2 ALPHA=PI ABS(ALPHA)
IF (DB LT 0 0 AND DA LT 0 0)
3 ALPHA=ABS(ALPHA)
IF (DB LT 0 0 AND DA GT 0 0)
4 ALPHA=PI ABS(ALPHA)
IF (DB EQ 0 0 AND DA GT 0 0)
5 ALPHA=PI
IF (ALPHA EQ PI) THEN 
CO=DCOS( ALPHA)
SI=0 0D0 
ELSE
CO=DCOS(ALPHA )
SI=DSIN(ALPHA)
END IF
DO 20 J=1 4
X=B B(J ,K1 ) *CO+B B( J K2)*SI 
Y= BB(J Kl)*SI+BB(J,K2)*CO
BB(JK1)=X 
BB(J,K2)=Y 
20 CONTINUE
10 CONTINUE
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE GSCALE (NUMNP,RZ,XMIN YMIN 
XMAX YMAX A SIZE)
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A H O Z)
C
DIMENSION RZ(2 250)
XMIN=1 E20 
YMIN=1 E20 
X M A X - 1 E20 
YMAX= 1 E20
DO 10 1=1 NUMNP 
XI=RZ(1 I)
IF (XI LT XMIN) XMIN=XI 
IF (XI GT XMAX) XMAX=XI 
YI=R2(2 I)
IF (YI LT YMIN) YMIN=YI 
10 IF (YI GT YMAX) YMAX=YI 
XSIZE=XMAX XMIN 
YS1ZE=YMAX YMIN 
IF (YSIZE GE XSIZE) THEN 
ASIZE=YSIZE 
ELSE
AS1ZE=XSIZE 
END IF 
RETURN 
END
SUBROUTINE INPRED
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A H O-Z)
C
C
C READ INPUT FROM INPUT FILE
C
C
CHARACTER TirLE*70 
COMMON /T ITU  TITLE
COMMON /TSTP/ NINI.NCUR NSEND.NITR DTMAX 
COMMON /RVA1/ RZ(2 250) URZ(2 250) FRZ(2 250) 
DCOORD(2 100)
COMMON /RVA2/ EPS(5 200) STS(5,200) TEPS(200) 
COMMON /INVR/ NOD(4 200),LNBC(2 250),NBCD(2,250) 
LOC(250)
COMMON /DIES/ FRCFAC VDIEX VDIEY,ND(2 100) 
NSIDE URD(2 100)
COMMON /R1GD/ RTOLALPHJ3IATJPLAS STK.EXN 
COMMON /MSTR/ NUMNP NUMEL IPLNAX TH NDIE 
COMMON /INOT/ INPT MSSG IU N ITIU N O ISC RN
C READ MASTER CONTROL DATA 
C
OPEN (INPT FILE= FEM DAT
TORM= FORMATTED STATUS= OLD )
READ (INPT 1000) TITLE 
READ (INPT *) NINI NSENDJJTMAX 
R fA D  (INPr *) ALPH D 1AT 
READ (INPT *) IP LAS STK.EXN 
READ (INPT *) VDIEX VDIEY 
READ (INPT %) IPLNAX
(IPLNAX EQ 2) READ(INPT *) TH
C READ DIE DATA 
C
RFAD (INPT *) FRCFAC
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C READ FEM NODE INFORMATION 
C
READ (INPT *) NUMNP 
IF (NUMNP GT 250) GOTO 500 
DO 20 1=1 NUMNP 
READ (INPT *) N (RZ(J N )J= I 2)
20 CONTINUE
DO 310 1=1 NUMNP 
DO 310 J=1 2 
FRZ(JI)=0 0 
310 CONTINUE
C READ ELEMENT INFORMATION 
C
READ (INPT *) NUMEL 
C DO 320 1=1 100
C DO 320 J=1 4
C320 NOD(J I)=0
IF (NUMEL GT 200) GOTO 500 
DO 40 1=1 NUMEL 
READ (INPT *) N (NOD(J,N),J=l 4) 
40 CONTINUE
C READ BOUNDARY CONDITION DATA 
C
DO 60 N=1 NUMNP 
LOC(N)=0 
DO 60 1=1 2 
NBCD(I,N)=0 
LNBC(I N)=0 
60 CONTINUE 
C
C READ NUMBER OF BOUNDARY NODE AND NODE 
C IN CONTACT WITH DIE
C NBNODE NUMBER OF BOUNDARY NODE IN 
C CONTACT
C NBCD(l,NBNODE) BOUNDARY CONDITION IN X OR R
C 0 NODAL FORCE IS SPECIFIED
C 1 NODAL VELOCITY IS SPECIFIED
C 3 NODE IS IN CONTACT WITH THE DIE
C NBCD(2,NBNODE) BOUNDARY CONDITION CODE IN 
C Y OR Z
C 0 NODAL FORCE IS SPECIFIED
C 1 NODAL VELOCITY IS SPECIFIED
C 3 NODE IS IN CONTACT WITH THE DIE
C
READ (INPT *) NBNODE
DO 80 N=1 NBNODE
READ (INPT *) M,NBCD(1 M),NBCD(2 M )^O C(M ) 
IF (NBCD(1 M) EQ 3 OR NBCD(2 M) EQ 3) THEN
IF (NBCD(1 M) EQ 3) THEN
LNBC(1 M)=0
ELSE
LNBCU M)=NBCD(1 M)
END IF
LNBC(2 M)=3 
ELSE
LNBC(1 M)=NBCD(1 M)
LNBC(2 M)=NBCD(2 M)
END IF 
80 CONTINUE
C READ NODE VELOCITY DATA 
C
DO 120 N=1 NUMNP 
DO 120 1=1 2
URZ(I N)=0 0 
120 CONTINUE
C READ THE NUBER OF NODES 
C WHICH ARE AFFECTED BY EXTERNAL VELOCITY 
READ(INPT *) NVNODE
DO 140 N=1 NVNODE
READ (INPT *) M (URZ(I M) 1=1 2)
140 CONTINUE
C READ STRAIN DATA 
C
IF (NINI EQ 0) THEN 
DO 200 N=1 NUMEL 
IF (IPLAS EQ 0) TEPS(N)=0 001D0 
IF (IPLAS EQ 1) TEPS(N)=0 0 
200 CONTINUE 
ELSE
DO 240 N=1 NUMEL 
READ (INPT *) M TEPS(M)
240 CONTINUE 
END IT
READ(DMPT *) NDIE 
DO 250 N=1 NDIE
READ(INPT *)I DCOORD(1 I),DCOORD(21)
% URD(1 I) URD(21)
250 CONTINUE
READ(INPT *)NSIDE 
DO 260 N=1 NSIDE 
R£AD(INPT *)I (ND(J i y = l  2)
260 CONTINUE
CLOSE (INPT)
RETURN
500 CONTINUE
WRITE (MSSG 1010)
STOP
1000 rO RM A T (A)
1010 FORMAT (/ SORRY THIS PROGRAM
CANNOT HANDLE MORE THAN 250 
1 NODES OR ELEMENTS )
END
SUBROUTINE JACOB (COORD WDXJ S T)
C
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A H O Z)
C EVALUATE THE AREA OF QUADRILATERAL 
C ELEMENT
C COORD(2 4) NODE COORDINATES
C (S T ) NATURAL COORDINATE
DIMENSION COORD(2 4)
R12=COORD(l l)C O O R D (U ) 
R13=COORD(l 1) COORD(l 3) 
R14=COORD(l 1) COORD(l 4) 
R23=COORD(l 2) COORD(l 3) 
R24=COORD(l 2) COORD(l 4) 
R34=COORD(l 3) COORD(l 4)
Z12=C00R D (2 I) COORD(2 2) 
Z13=COORD(2 1) COORD(2 3) 
Z14=COORD(2 1) COORD(2 4)
Hll
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Z23=COORD(2 2) COORD(2 3)
Z24=COORD(2 2) COORD(2 4)
Z34=COORD(2 3) COORD(2 4)
DXJ8=((R13*Z24 R24*Z13)+(R34*Z12 R12*Z34)*S+ 
1 (R23*Z14 R14*Z23)*T)
WDXJ=DXJ8/8
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE NFORCE (QQ,FRZ,LM)
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A H 0  Z)
C ADD NODAL POINT FORCE
DIMENSION QQ(1),FRZ(1)LM (1)
DO 100 1=1 8 
N=LM(I)
FRZ(N)=FRZ(N) QQ(I)
100 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END
SUBROUTINE NONLIN
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A H O Z)
IDREC=ITYP
CALL NORM (URZ B UC EC NEQ IDREC)
IF (ITYP EQ 1) WRITE(MSSG 1030) N 
IF (ITYP EQ 1) W RITEdSCRN 1030) N 
IT (ITYP EQ 2) WRITE(MSSG 1050) N 
IF (ITYP EQ 2) WRITE(ISCRN 1050) N 
WRI rE(MSSG 1070) UC EC.DFN 
WRITE(ISCRN 1070) U C £C J3FN  
C WRITE (MSSG 1100) (NN (U R Z (n N N )n = l 2)
C 1 (FRZ(II NN) I I - 1 2),NN= 1JVUMNP)
IF (N EQ 1) GOTO 130
IF (EC LT RTOL AND DFN LT RTOL) GOTO 300 
IF (ITYP EQ 2) GOTO 130
IT (EC LT ENORM(2)) GOTO 100
C ADJUST T IIEA C O EF
ACOET=ACOEF*0 7 
GOTO 130 
100 CONTINUE
IT (ENORM (l) GT ENORM(2) AND ENORM(2) GT EC) 
1 ACOEF=ACOEF*l 3
IF (ACOEFGT 1 0) ACOEF=l 0
THIS ROUTINE CONTROLS THE ITERATIONS
COMMON /INOT/ INPT MSSG IUNITIUNI2ISCRN 
COMMON /MSTRJ NUMNP NUMELIPLNAX TH NDIE 
COMMON /TSTP/ N1NI.NCUR NSEND.NITR DTMAX 
COMMON /ITRC/ ITYP ICONV 
COMMON /CNEQ/ NEQ MBAND 
COMMON /RVA1/ RZ(2 250) URZ(2 250) FRZ(2 250) 
DCOORD(2 100)
COMMON /RIGD/ RTOL,ALPH J3IATIPLAS STK.EXN 
DIMENSION UNORM(2) ENORM(2) FNORM(2) 
COMMON A(25000) B(500)
RTOL=0 005
IF (ITYP EQ 2) RTOL=0 005 
ACOEF=0 5 
NSTEL=NEQ*MBAND
IF (NSTEL LE25000JVND NEQ LE 500) GOTO 10 
WRITE (MSSG 1010)
STOP
10 CONTINUE 
DO 30 N=1 2 
UNORM(N)=0 0 
ENORM(N)=0 0 
FNORM(N)=0 0 
30 CONTINUE
1TRMAX=40
IF (ITYP EQ 2) ITRMAX=200
DO 200 N=I ITRMAX 
NITR=N
CALL STIFF (B,A NEQ MBAND ITYP)
IDREC-1
CALL NORM (TRZ B FDUM DFN.NEQ IDREC)
IF (ITYP EQ 2) DFN=0
CALL BANSOL (B.A.NEQ MBAND)
C VELOCITY UPDATE 
130 CONTINUE 
NB=0
DO 150 1=1 NUMNP 
DO 150 J=1 2 
NB=NB+1
IF (ITYP EQ 1) URZ(J I)=URZ(J I}MCOEF*B(NB) 
IT (H Y P EQ 2) URZ(J I)=B(NB)
150 CONTINUE
170 CONTINUE
UN ORM( 1 )=UN ORM(2)
ENORM(l)=ENORM (2)
FNORM(l)=FNORM(2)
UNORM(2)=UC 
ENORM(2)=EC 
FNORM(2)=DFN 
200 CONTINUE
C SET FLAG
ICONV=2
RETURN
300 CONTINUE
C CONVERGED CASE 
C SET FLAG
1C0NV=1 
RF fURN
1010 rO R M A T (/ YOU NEED MORE SPACE 
IN BLANK COMMON )
1030 TORMA I (J ’ N R ITERATION NO 15 f)
1050 TORMAT ( / ’ DRT ITERATION NO 15 J)
1070 rORMAT ( VELOCITY NORM = F I5 1J
1 REL. ERROR NORM = F15 7 /
2 REL FORCE ERROR NORM = ,F15 7 J)
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1100 FORMAT (3X 15 3X 4T15 7) 
END
SUBROUTINE NORM (URZ,V U C £R O R  NEQ ITYP) 
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A H O Z)
C
C CALCULATE THE ERROR NORM FOR LINEAR AND
C NONLINEAR CASE
C
DIMENSION URZ(1) V (l)
UC=0 0 
ER O R =00
DO 100 N=1 NEQ 
UC=UC+URZ(N)*URZ(N)
IF (ITYPEQ 1) EROR=EROR+V (N)*V(N)
IF (ITYP EQ 2) EROR =EROR+(URZ(N) V(N))**2 
100 CONTINUE
UC=DSQRT(UC)
EROR=DSQRT(EROR)
IF (UC NE 0 ) EROR=EROR/UC
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE POTSOL
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A H  O Z)
C THIS SUBROUTINE HANDLES THE
C POST SOLUTION PROCEDURES IE
C GEOMETRY UPDATES
C DIE GEOMETRY APDATE
C STRESS EVALUATION
C TOTAL STRAIN EVALUATION
COMMON /TSTP/ NINIJMCUR NSENDJMITR DTMAX 
COMMON /MSTR7 NUMNP NUMEL IPLNAX TH NDIE 
COMMON /RJGD/ RTOLALPH.DIAT IPLAS STK.EXN 
COMMON /RVA1/ RZ(2 250) URZ(2 250) FRZ(2 250) 
DCOORD(2 100)
COMMON /RVA2/ EPS(5 200) STS(5 200) TEPS(200) 
COMMON /DIES/ FRCFAC VDEEX VDIEY,ND(2 100) 
NSIDE URD(2 100)
COMMON /INVR/ NOD(4 200) LNBC(2 250)
NBCD(2 250) j j 0 c (250)
DATA PI/3 141592653S898D0/
C DIE GEOMETRY UPDATES
DO 400 N=1 NSIDE 
I=ND(1 N)
DCOORD(l 0=DCOORD{1 I)+DTMAX*URD(11) 
DCOORD(2 I)=DCOORD{2 I>+DTMAX*URD(2 I)
IF (N EQ NSIDE) THEN 
I=ND(2 N)
DCOORD(l I)=DCOORD(l I)+DTMAX*URD(11) 
DCOORD(2 I)=DCOORD(2 I)+DTMAX*URD(2 I)
END IF 
400 CONTINUE
C GEOMETRY UPDATES 
DO 100 N=1 NUMNP
IF (LOC(N) EQ 0) GOTO 500
C Calculate the characteristic of tlie current segment
I1=ND(1 LOC(N))
I2=ND(2 LOC(N))
X=RZ(1 N)+DTMAX*URZ(1 N)
Y=RZ(2 N)+DTMAX*URZ(2 N)
A=DCOORD(l 12) DCOORD(l II)
B=DCOORD(2 12) DCOORD(2 II)
IF (A EQ 0 0) A=1 0D 10 
SM1=B/A
DX1=ABS(A)
DYI=ABS(B)
PlP=DSQRT((DCOORD{2 Il)-Y)*(DCOORD(2 Il)-Y>+ 
% (DCOORD(l 11 }-X)*(DCOORD( 1 J 1 >X))
P2P=DSQRT((DCOORD(2 I2>Y)*(DCOORD(2 I2)-Y)+ 
% (DCOORD(l 12) X) *(DCOORD( 1 12)-X))
P 1 P2=DSQRT(D Y 1 *DY1+DX 1 *DX 1)
C
C To check if this node changed llie contact to another
C die segment
C
IT (PlI* GT P2P AND PIP GT P1P2) THEN
C Calculate tlie characteristic of the new segment
LOC(N)=LOC(N)+1 
I1=ND(1 LOC(N))
12=ND(2 LOC(N))
A2=DCOORD(l 12) DCOORD(1 II)
B2=DCOORD{2 12) DCOORD(2 II)
D (A 2 E Q 0  0) A 2=l D 10 
SM2=B2/A2
DX=ABS(A2)
DY=ABS(B2)
DXX=DX*P1P/P1P2
DYY=DY*P1P/P1P2
C Check if the old and new segments have tlie same slope
IF (SMI EQ SM2) GOTO 500
ALPHA=DATAN(SM2)
AL=ALPI1A
IF (B2 GT 0 0 AND A2 GT 0 0)
1 ALPHA=ABS(ALPHA)
IT (B2 GT 0 0 AND A2 LT 0 0)
2 ALPIIA=PI ABS(ALPHA)
IF (B2 L 1 0 0 AND A2 LT 0 0)
3 ALPHA=PI+ABS(ALPHA)
IF (B2 LT 0 0 AND A2 GT 0 0)
4 AI PHA=2*PI ABS(ALPHA)
T  (B2 EQ 0 0 AND A2 GT 0 0)
5 ALPHA=PI
IF (ALPHA EQ PI) THEN 
CO=DCOS(ALPHA)
SI=0 0D0 
ELSE
CO=DCOS(ALPIlA)
SI=DSIN(ALPHA)
END IT
C Calculate tlie new coordinate o f the node 
RZ(1>I)=X
RZ(2,N)=SM2*(X DCOORD(l Il)>fDCOORD(2 II)
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C Boundary condition ui global coord mate
URZ(1 N)=0 
URZ(2 N )=VDEY
C Change the boundary code
LNBC(1 N)=0 
LNBC(2,N)=3
IF (ALPHA EQ 0 0 OR ALPHA EQ PI) TTIEN
NBCD(1,N)=0
NBCD(2,N)=3
ELSE
IF (ALPHA EQ (PI/2) OR ALPHA EQ (3*PI/2)) THEN
NBCD(1.N)=3
NBCD(2,N)=0
ELSE
NBCD(1,N)=3 
NBCD(2,N)=3 
ENDIF 
END IF 
GOTO 100 
ELSE
IF (P2P GT P IP  AND P2P GT PIP2) THEN
LOC(N)=LOC(N)-l
I1=ND(1 LOC(N))
I2=ND(2 LOC(N))
A2=DCOORD(l I2)-DCOORD(l II)
B2=DCOORD(212) DCOORD(2 II)
IF (A2 EQ 0 0) A 2=l D 10 
SM2=B2/A2
DX=ABS(A2)
DY=ABS(B2)
DXX=DX*P1P/P1P2 
DYY=D Y*P 1 P/P 1P2
C Check if the old and new segments have the same slope
IF (SMI EQ SM2) GOTO 500
SM2=B2/A2
ALPHA=DATAN(SM2)
IF (B2 GT 0 0 AND A2 GT 0 0)
1 ALPHA=ABS(ALPHA)
IF (B2 GT 0 0 AND A2 LT 0 0)
2 ALPHA=PI ABS (ALPHA)
IF (B 2 L T 0 0  AND A2 L T 0 0)
3 ALPHA=PI+ABS(ALPHA)
IF (B2 LT 0 0 AND A2 GT 0 0)
4 ALPHA=2*PI ABS(ALPHA)
IF (B2 EQ 0 0 AND A2 GT 0 0)
5 ALPHA=PI
IF (ALPHA EQ PI) THEN 
CO=DCOS( ALPHA)
SI=0 0D0 
ELSE
CO=DCOS(ALPHA)
SI=DSIN(ALPHA)
E N D IF
RZ(1JST)=X
RZ(2,N)=SM2*(X DCOORD(l Il))+DCOORD(2 II)
C Boundary condition in global coordinate
URZ(1 N)=0 
URZ(2 N)=VDEEY
C Change the boundary code
LNBC(1 N)=0 
LNBC(2 N)=3
IF (ALPHA EQ 0 0 OR ALPHA EQ P I)  THEN
NBCD(I,N)=0
NBCD(2,N)=3
ELSE
IT (ALPHA .EQ (PI/2) OR ALPHA EQ (3*PI/2)) THEN
NBCD(1 N)=3
NBCD(2,N)=0
ELSE
NBCD(1^I)=3 
NBCD(2,N)=3 
ENDIF 
ENDIF 
GOTO 100
ELSE
ENDIF 
END IT
500 RZ(1 N )= R Z dW D T M A X *U R Z (l N)
RZ(2 N)=RZ(2 N)+DTMAX*URZ(2 N)
100 CONTINUE
C STRESS EVALUATION
DO 200 N=1 NUMEL
AL=EPS(5,N)
IF (IPLAS EQ 1) THEN
CALL FLWST1 (EFSTS STRTAL)
ELSE
AL1=TLPS(N)
CALL FLWST2 (EFSTS STRTAL1)
END I r
EM=(EPS(1,N)+EPS(2,N}+EPS(3 N))/3 
DO 150 1=1 3
STS(I,N)=2 n  *EFSTS*(EPS(I,N)-EM)/AL+DIAT*EM*3 
150 CONTINUE
STS(4 N)=ErSTS*EPS(4 N)/AL/3 
STS(5 N)=ErSTS 
200 CONTINUE
C UPDATE T OT AL ETFECTIVE STRAIN
DO 300 N=t NUMEL 
TFPS(N)= rEPS(N)+EPS(5 N)*DTMAX 
300 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END
SUBROUTINE PRTINP
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A H O-Z)
C THIS SUBROUTINE PRINTS THE INPUT DATA 
C
CHARACTER TITLE*70
c o m m o n  rvmj t i t l e
COMMON yTSTP/ NINI.NCUR N S E N D IT R JJT M A X  
COM MON /R V A 1/ RZ(2 250) URZ(2 250) FRZ(2 250) 
DCOORD(2 100)
COMMON /RVA2/ EPS(5 200) STS(5 200) TEPS(200) 
COMMON /INVRy NOD(4 200)JJMBC(2 250),NBCD(2 250) 
LOC(25Q)
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COMMON /DIES/ FRCFAC VDIEX VDIEY ,ND(2 100) 
NSIDEURD(2 100)
COMMON /RIGD/ RTOLALPHJDIAT IPLAS STKJEXN 
COMMON /MSTR/ NUMNP NUMEL IPLNAX TH NDIE 
COMMON /INOT/  INPT MSSG IUNITIUNI2ISCRN
C INPUT SUMMARY 
C
W RITE (IUNIT 1010) TITLE 
W RITE (IUNIT 1020)
W RITE (IUNIT 1030) NINIJM SEND DTMAX 
WRITE (IUNIT 1050) ALPH DIAT 
WRITE (IUNIT 1052) IPLAS STK.EXN 
WRITE (IUNIT 1053)
W RITE (IUNIT 1054) VDIEX VDIEY
W RITE (IUNIT 1070) IPLNAX 
IF(IPLNAX EQ 2) WRITE (IUNIT 1071) TH 
W RITE (IUNIT 1110) FRCFAC 
W RITE (IUNIT 1130) NUMNP 
W RITE (IU N IT 1150)
W RITE (IUNIT 1180) (N (RZ(I N) 1=1 2),N=1 .NUMNP)
C PRINT NODE VELOCITY
C
W RITE (IUNIT 1220)
W RITE (rUNIT U  80) (N (URZ(I N) 1= 1 2),N= 1 .NUMNP)
C ELEMENT INFORMATION 
C
WRITE (IUNIT 1270) NUMEL 
WRITC (IUNIT 1330)
WRITE (IUNIT 1350) (N (NOD(l N) 1=1 4) N=1,NUMEL)
C BOUNDARY CONDITION
C
W RITE (IUNIT 1400)
W RITE (IUNIT 1430)
1 (N NBCD(1 ,NXNBCD(2,N) LOC(N) N=1 NUMNP)
C W RITE STRAIN DISTRIBUTION AT INPUT STAGE 
C
W RITE (IUNIT 1500)
W RITE (IUNIT 1550) (N TEPS(N) N=1 NUMEL)
WRITE(IUNIT 1560)
WRITE(IUNIT 1570) NDIE 
WRITE(IUNIT 1580)
DO 250 N=1 NDIE
WRITE(IUNIT 1590)N (DCOORD(JfN)rJ=l 2)
250 CONTINUE
RETURN
C FORMATS
C
1010 FORMAT (1H1 /// 5X OUTPUT DO F E M J f 5X A ///) 
1020 FORMAT (5X INITIAL INPUT SUMMARY J/f)
1030 FORMAT ( INITIAL STEP No = 15 J
1 FINAL STEP No = 15 /
2 STEP SIZE IN TIME UNIT = F10 5)
1052 FORMAT ( PROCESSES CODE <PLASTIC 0
VISCO 1> = 15 J
1 Y = K * E(OR E )**N WHERE J
2 K = .F10 5 /
3 N »FI 0 5)
1050 FORMAT ( LIMITING STRAIN RATE = .F 151J
1 PENALTY CONSTANT = .F15 7)
1070 FORMAT ( DEFORMATION CODE * 157
1 1 AX1SYMMETRIC J
2 2 PLAIN STRAIN )
1071 FORMAT ( THICKNESS = F 4 1)
1110 FORMAT ( FRICTION FACTOR = .F15 7,/)
IP O  FORMAT ( NUMBER OF NODAL POINTS = ,15 J) 
1150 TORMAT ( NODE COORDINATES //
1 No X Coord Y Coord /)
1053 FORMAT ( DIE VELOCITY Jl
1 X Component Y Cocomponent J)
1054 FORMAT (12X2F15 7)
1180 TORMAT (5X 15 5X 2F15 7)
1220 FORMAT (/// NODE VELOCITY Jf
1 No X VELOCITY Y VELOCITY f)
1270 FORMAT (// NUMBER OF
ELEMENTS = 15/)
1330 FORMAT (// ELEMENT CONNECTIVITY
1 ff E L EM N o I J K L J)
1350 FORMAT (517)
1400 TORMAT (// BOUNDARY CONDITION CODE Jl 
1 No XI CODE X2 CODE X3 CONTACT J)
1430 FORMAT (417)
1500 FORMAT (/// STRAIN DISTRIBUTION AT INPUT 
1 STAGE J! No STRAIN J)
1550 TORMAT (15 5X F I 5 7)
1560 rORM AT(/// THE NUMBER OF NODES DM
1 CONTACT WITH DIE J  AT THE INITIAL STAGE f) 
1570 rORMAT( NDIE= 13)
1580 FORMAT ( CONTACT NODE COORDINATES 
1 // No X Coord Y Coord J)
1590 FORMAT (5X 15 5X 2F15 7)
END
SUBROUTINE PRTSOL (U)
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A H O-Z)
C TI IIS SUBROU1INE PRINT THE SOLUTION RESULTS
CHARACTER ST*4,F*1 T*10 S * ll  F1*2TT*10 
CHARACTER T1TLE*70 SS*5 SSS*7 
CHARACTER MSHD*4JMDED*4 EEMENTD*7 
W E C * 7  FOR *7 
CHARACTER MESIID*6,NODED*6 ELEMENTD*9 
W E C T *9  FORC*9 
CHARACTER SSI *5 SS2*5 S1S*7 S2S*7 
COMMON /FILE/  MESHD^IODED ELEMENTD
c o m m o n  n r r u  t it l e
COMMON /RIGD/ RTOLALPHJ51ATJPLAS STK £XN  
COMMON /INOT/ INPT MSSG JU N ITIU N I2 ISCRN 
COMMON /TSTP/ NINIJMCUR N SE N D ^ITR  DTMAX 
COMMON A1STR/ NUMNP NUMEL IPLNAX TH NDIE 
COMMON /RVA1/ RZ(2 250) URZ(2 250) FRZ(2 250) 
DCOORD(2 100)
COMMON /RVA2/ EPS(5 200) STS(5 200) TEPS(200) 
COMMON /INVR/ NOD(4 200) LNBC(2^50)
NBCD(2 250)LOC(250)
COMMON /DIES/ FRCrAC VDIEX VDIEY,ND(2 100) 
NSIDEURD(2 100)
COMMON /BNOD/ NTOT NB1(2 250)
DIM! NSION HH 1(750) F2(200)
C
C Calculate the scale of the drawuig 
C
C A L L  G S C A L E  
(NUMNP RZ XMIN YMIN XMAX YMAX SCALE)
C
C CREATE r u n s  TOR EACH STEP SOLUTION 
C
SS= ESTRN 
ST= S IE P  
S S 1= CSTRR 
SS2= ESTRS 
S= 01234567890 
MSI1D= MESH
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NDED= NODE 
EEMENTD= ELEMENT 
W E C =  W E C T O R  
FOR= VFORCES 
I=NCUR
IF (IL T  10) THEN 
F=S((I+1) (1+1))
T=ST//F// SOL 
TT=ST//F// D X F  
MESHD=MSHD// 0 //F 
NODED=NDED// 0 //F 
ELEMENTD=EEMENTD// 0 //F 
W E C T = W E C /y  0 //F 
FORC=FOR// 0 //F 
SSS=SS// 0 //F 
S1S=SS1// 0 //F 
S2S=SS2// 0 //F
ELSE
J=V10
F1=S((J+1) (J+ m /SC (l ((J 1)*J0) 9) (I ((J 1)* 10) 9))
T=ST//F1// SOL
TT=ST//FI// D X F
MESHD=MSHD//F1
NODED=NDED//Fl
ELEMENTD=EEMENTD//Fl
VVECT=VVEC//F1
FORC=FOR//Fl
SSS=SS//F1
S1S=SS1//F1
S2S=SS2//F1
END IF
NCUl=NCUR+6
CALCULATE THE EXTERNAL FORCES 
TF=0 0
DO 30 1=1 NTOT 
J=NB1(1 I)
IF (LNBC(2J) NE 3) GO TO 30 
TF=TF+FRZ(2 J)
CONTINUE
CALCULATE THE DEFORMATION ENERGY 
DO 40 1=1 NUMEL
U =U+STK*TEPS(5)* *(EXN+1 )/(EXN+1 ) 
CONTINUE
CALCULATE THE REDUCTION IN HEIGHT 
H=VDJEY*DTMAX
OPEN(NCU 1 JTLE=T STATUS= UNKNOWN )
C PRINT NODE COORDINATES
W RITE (NCU1 1010) TITLE NCUR DTMAX 
W RITE (NCU1 *) NUMNP NUMEL 
W RITE (NCUl 1020)
WRITE (N CU l 1040) (N (RZQ  N) 1=1 2) N=1 NUMNP)
C PRINT NODE VELOCITY NODAL FORCE
WRITE (N CU l 1080)
WRITE (NCUl 1100) (N (URZ(I N) 1=1 2)
1 (FRZ(I N) 1=1 2) N=1 NUMNP)
W RITE (NCUl 1110) T F U H  
C STRAIN RATE STRESS TOTAL EFFECTIVE STRAIN 
WRITE (NCUl 1130)
WRITE (NCUl 1180) (N (EPSON) 1=1 5)>N = lrNUMEL) 
W RITE (NCUl 1230)
W RITE (NCUl 1180) (N (STS(I,N) 1=1 5),N=1,NUMEL) 
WRITE (NCUl 1330)
WRITE (NCUl 1360) (N TEPS(N).N=1 .NUMEL)
WRITE (NCUl 1370)
WRITE (NCUl 1380) (N (DCOORD(I,N),I=l,2) N=1 NDIE) 
W RITE (NCUl 1390)
W RITE (NCUl 1400) (N.NBCD(1,N),NBCD(2 N)
1 LNBC(1 N) LNBC(2.N) N=I NUMNP)
CLOSE (N CU l)
NCU2=NSEND+1
C
C CREATE THE DXF FILE FOR EACH STEP SOLUTION
C
OPEN(NCU2JTLE=TT STATUS= UNKNOWN )
CALL DXF (NUMNP.NUMEL RZ^IOD HH1 NCU2)
C
C Plot the the velocity vector 
C
CALL VEL (NCU2 W E C T  U R Z.RZ .W EC  SCALE)
C
C Plot the forces vector 
C
CALL VEL (NCU2 FORC FRZ,RZ,FOR SCALE) 
WRITE(NCU2 (3H 0) )
C
C PLot Isolmes of the effective strain rate
C
DO 10 1=1 NUMEL 
10 n (I)= E P S (51)
CAL L CONT (F2 NCU2 SIS)
C
C PLot Isolmes of the effective stress 
C
DO 20 1=1 NUMEL 
20 F2(D=STS(‘Î I)
CALL CONT (T2.NCU2 S2S)
C
C Plot the iso 1 me contour of the effective strain 
C
CALL CONT (TEPS NCU2 SSS)
CALL DIESEG (NCU2.NCUR)
WRITE(NCU2 (6HENDSEC) )
WRITE(NCU2 (3H 0) )
WRITC(NCU2 (3HEOF) )
CLOSE(NCU2)
RETURN
1010 FORMAT ( 1HIJ /1 5X OUTPUT OF F  E M // 5 X A Jl
1 10X SOLUTION AT STEP NUMBER = 15//
2 SX TIME INCREMENT = .F15 7 Hi)
1020 FORMAT (J NODE COORDINATES Jt
1 No X Coord Y Coord ,/)
1040 TORMAT OX IS SX 2F15 7)
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108011
1100Ilio11
1130
1
1
1180
1230
1
1
13301
1360
13701
1380
13901
1400
FORMAT (/// NODAL VELOCITY AND FORCE // 
NODE NO X VELOCITY Y VELOCITY 
X FORCE Y FORCE Jf) 
FORMAT (3X 15 3X 4F 1S 7)
FORMAT (JT MACHINE FORCE = 3 1 4  1J
ENERGY PER UNIT VOLUME = £ 1 4  7 /  
THE REDUCTION IN HEIGHT = E14 7) 
FORMAT (/// STRAIN RATE COMPONENTS Jf 
ELE. NO E l l  E22 E33
E I2  EBAR Jf)
FORMAT (IS SF15 7)
FORMAT (// STRESS COMPONENTS //
ELEM NO S l l  S22 S33
S12 SBAR If)
FORMAT (/// TOTAL EFFECTIVE STRAIN J!
ELE NO EFFECTIVE STRAIN If)
FORMAT (SX 15 5X.F15 7)
FORMAT (/ DIE NODE COORDINATES // 
No X Coord Y Coord /) 
FORMAT (5X 15 5X 2F15 7)
FORMAT (/ BOUNDARY CONDITION
/ No X Code Y Code xi Code eta Code ) 
FORMAT (SI5)
END
SUBROUTINE REMESH (NCUR IREM)
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A H O Z)
THE FUNCTION OF THIS SUBROUTINE IS TO CHECK 
THE ELEMENTS FOR REMESHING
COMMON /MSTR/ NUMNP NUMEL IPLNAX TH NDIE 
COMMON /RVA1/ RZ(2 2S0) URZ(2 2S0) FRZ(2 250) 
DCOORD(2 100)
COMMON /RVA2/ EPS(S 200) STS(S 200) TEI,S(200) 
COMMON /INVR/ NOD(4 200) LNBC(2 2S0)
NBCD(2 2S0)^OC(250)
COMMON /DIES/ FRCFAC VDŒX VDŒY,ND(2 100) 
NSIDE URD(2 100)
COMMON fYYTU  TITLE
COMMON /TSTIV NINIJMCUR N SEND^JITRJJTMAX 
COMMON /RVA1/ RZ(2 250) URZ(2 250) FRZ(2,250) 
DCOORD(2 100)
COMMON /RVA2/ EPS(5 200) STS(5 200) TEPS(200) 
COMMON /INVR/ NOD(4 200) LNBC(2 250)
NBCD(2 2S0).LOC(250)
COMMON /DIES/ FRCFAC VDŒX VDIEY,ND(2 100) 
.NSIDE URD(2 100)
COMMON /RIGD/ RTOLALPHJ3IATIPLAS STK.EXN 
COMMON /MSTR/ NUMNP.NUMEL,IPLNAX TH.NDIE 
COMMON /INOT/ INPT MSSG IUNIT,IUNI2JSCRN
NN=NCUR+1
OPEN (IUNI2XTLE= FEM RST
rO RM = FORMATTED STATUS= UNKNOWN ) 
WRITE (IUNI2 1010) TITLE 
WRITE (IUNI2 1040) NCUR NN DTMAX 
WRITE (IUNI2 1060) ALPH DIAT 
WRITE (IUN12 1070) IPLAS STK.EXN 
WRITE (IUNI2 1060) VDŒX VDIEY 
WRITE (IUN12 1080) IPLNAX 
WRITE (IUNI2 1060) TH 
WRITE (IUNI2 1060) FRCFAC 
WRITE (1UNI2 1080) NUMNP 
WRITE (IUNI2 1120) (N (RZ(I N) 1=1 2),N=1 .NUMNP) 
WRITE (IUNI2 1080) NUMEL
WRITE (IUNI2 10S0) (N (NOD(I N) 1=1 4) N=1 NUMEL)
WRITE (IUNI2 1080) NUMNP
WRITE (IUNI2 1160) (N (NBCD(I N) 1=1 2)
LOC(N),N=l .NUMNP)
WRITE (IUNI2 1080) NUMNP
WRI rC (IUNI2 1120) (N (URZ(I N) 1=1 2) N=1 NUMNP) 
WRITE (IUNI2 1200) (N TEPS(N).N=1 .NUMEL)
WRITE (IUNI2 1080) NDIE
WRITE (IUN12 1300) (N J)COORD(I ,N),DCOORD(2 N) 
URD(1 N) URD(2 N) N=I NDIE)
WRITE (IUNI2 1080) NStDE
W RITE (IUNI2 1085) (N (ND(I N) 1=1 2) N=1,NSIDE)
DO 10 1=1 NUMEL 
N l=N O D (l I)
N2=NOD(2 I)
N3=NOD(3 I)
N4=NOD(4 I)
D1=DSQRT((RZ(2 N l)  RZ(2,N3))**2+
1 (RZ(1,N1) RZ(1 N3))**2)
D2=DSQRT((RZ(2 N2) RZ(2jNi4))**2+
1 (RZ(1,N2) RZ(1 N4))**2)
IF (D l GT D2) ERR=D1/D2 
IF (D2 GT D l) ERR=D2/D1
IF (ERR GT 20 0) THEN 
W RITE (6 20) I .NCUR 
20 FORMAT ( ELEMENT NO 13 IS TOO DISTORTED 
1 /JŒ M ESHING IS NEEDED AT STEP NO 13)
IREM=1 
RETURN 
ELSE 
GO TO 10 
END DF 
10 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END
SUBROUTINE RSTTTL
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A H.O Z)
C GENERATE RESTART H LE
CHARACTER TITLE* 70
CLOSE (IUNI2) 
RETURN
1010 FORMAT (IX  A)
1040 FORMAT (2110 P20 7) 
1060 FORMAT (3F20 10) 
1070 rORMAT (17 2F20 10) 
1080 FORMAT (517)
1085 FORMAT (317)
1120 rO RM A T (IS 2F20 10) 
1160 rORMAT (417)
1200 FORMAT (17 HO 10) 
1300 FORMAT (IS 4FT0 S) 
END
SUBROUTINE STEFF(BA.NEQ MBAND ITYP) 
IMPLICI r  DOUBLE PRECISION (A H O Z)
C STHTNESS MATRIX GENERATION 
C ITYP=1 NEWTON RAPHSON ITERATION
C ITYP=2 DIRECT ITERATION
COMMON /INOT/ INPT MSSG IUNITIUNI2JSCRN 
COMMON /RV A 1/  RZ(2 2S0) URZ(2 250)JTiZ(2^50) 
DCOORD(2 100)
COMMON /RVA2/ EPS(S 200) STS(5 200) TEPS(200) 
COMMON /INVR/ NOD(4 200) LNBC(2 250)
NBCD(2 2S0) LOC(250)
COMMON /DIES/ FRCFAC VDIEX VDIEYJ4D(2 100) 
NSIDE URD(2 100)
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COMMON /MSTR/ NUMNP NUMEL IPLNAX TH NDIE 
COMMON /RIGD/ RTO LA LPH JU A TIPLA S STK £XN  
COMMON /TSTP/ NINLNCUR N SE N D ^ITR  DTMAX 
DIMENSION A(NEQ 1) B (l)
DIMENSION RZE(2 4) URZE(2 4) NBCDE(2 4)
PP(8 8) QQ(8) LM (8)3N B C E(24) L(4)
C INITIALIZE LOAD VECTOR STIFFNESS MATRIX AND
C NODAL POINT FORCE ARRAY
DO 20 N=1 NEQ 
B{N)=0
DO 20 1=1 MBAND 
A(N I)=0 
20 CONTINUE
DO 50 N=1 NUMNP 
DO 50 1=1 2 
50 FRZ(I N)=0
DO 200 N=1 NUMEL
C CHANGE RZ URZ AND NBCD FROM GLOBAL
C ARRANGEMENT TO ELEMENTAL ARRANGEMENT
DO 100 1=1 4 
L(I)=0 
12= 1*2 
11=12 1
NE=NOD(I N)
RZE(1 I)=RZ(1,NE)
RZE(2I)=RZ(2,NE)
URZE(1 D=URZ(1,NE)
URZE(2I)=URZ(2,NE)
NBCDE(1 I)=NBCD(1,NE)
NBCDE(2 I)=NBCD(2,NE)
LNBCE(1I)=LNBC(1,NE)
LNBCE(2I)=LNBC(2,NE)
IF (LNBCE(21) EQ 3) L(I)=NE 
LM(I2)=NOD(I N)*2 
LM(I1)=LM(I2) 1 
100 CONTINUE
CALL ELSHLF (PP QQ,RZE URZE EPS(1,N)
1 TEPS(N) IPLNAX TH ITYP N L)
IF (ITYP EQ 1) CALL NFORCE (QQ.FRZ LM) 
EFSTR=EPS(5,N)
EFTR=TEPS(N)
IF (FRCFAC N E 0 )
1 CALL FRCBDY (RZE URZE LNBCEXFSTR
2 EFTR QQ PP IPLNAX TH ITYP)
CALL ADDBAN (B A  NEQ LM QQ PP) 
200 CONTINUE
C APPLY DISPLACEMENT BOUNDARY CONDITION
CALL DISBDY (URZ LNBC B A NEQ MBAND ITYP)
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE STRMTX (RZ BB WDXJ S T IPLNAX TH 
NEL LIDREC)
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A H O Z)
C EVALUATE STRAIN RATE MATRIX OF 
C QUADRILATERAL ELEMENT
C BB(4 8) STRAIN RATE MATRIX
C RZ(2 4) NODE COORDINATES
C (S T) NATURAL COORDINATE
COMMON /INOT/ INPT M SSG IU N ITIU N I2ISCRN  
DIMENSION RZ(2 1) BB(4 1) L(4)
R12=RZ(1 1) RZ(1 2)
R13=RZ(1 1) RZ(1 3)
R14=RZ(1 1) RZ(1 4)
R23=RZ(1 2) RZ(1 3)
R24=RZ(1 2) RZ(1 4)
R34=RZ(1 3) RZ(1 4)
Z12=RZ(2 1) RZ(2 2)
Z13=RZ(2 1) RZ(2 3)
Z14=RZ(2 1) RZ(2 4)
Z23=RZ(22) RZ(2 3)
Z24=RZ(2 2) RZ(2 4)
Z34=RZ(2 3) RZ(2 4)
DXJ8=((R13*Z24 R24*Z13)+(R34*Z12 R12*Z34)*S+ 
1 (R23*Z14 R14*Z23)*T)
DXJ=DXJ8/8 
IF (DXJ GT 0 ) GOTO 10 
WRITE (MSSG 1010) NEL 
WRI i r  (MSSG 1030) DXJ S T 
STOP
10 CONTINUE
X l=( Z24 Z34*S Z23*T)/DXJ8 
X2=( ZI 3+Z34 * S+Zl 4 *T)/DXJ8 
X3=( Z24+Z12*S Z14*T)/DXJ8 
X4=( z n  Z l2* S+Z23 *T)/DXJ8
Y l= ( R24+R34* S+R23 *T)/DXJ8 
Y2=( R13 R34*S R14*T)/DXJ8 
Y3=( R24 R12*S+R14*T)/DXJ8 
Y4=( R13+R12*S R23*T)/DXJ8
DO 20 1=1 4 
DO 20 J=1 8 
BB(I J)=0 
20 CONTINUE
BB(1 1)=X1 
BB(1 3)=X2 
BIi(l 5)=X3 
B li(l 7)=X4 
BB(2 2)=Y1 
BB(2 4)=Y2 
BB(2 6)=Y3 
BB(2 8)=Y4
WDXJ=DXJ
IF (IPLNAX NE 1) GOTO 40 
Q l= (l S)*(l T)*0 25 
Q2=(l +S)*(1 T)*0 25 
Q3=(l +S)*(1 +T)*0 25 
Q4=(l S)*(l +T)*0 25
R=Q1*RZ(1 1)+Q2*RZ(1 2>+Q3*RZ(l 3>+Q4*RZ(l 4)
BBO 1)=Q1/R
BB(3 3)=Q2/R
BB(3 5)=Q3/R
BB(3 7)=Q4/R
WDXJ=WDXJ*R
40 CONTINUE 
BB(4 I)=Y1 
BB(4 3)=Y2 
BB(4 5)=Y3 
BB(4 7)=Y4 
BB(4 2)=X1
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BB(4 4)=X2 
BB(4 6)=X3 
BB(4 8)=X4 
C IF (IDREC EQ 2) RETURN
CALL TRANS (L BB) 
RETURN
1010 FORMAT (/ SORRY NEGATIVE JACOB1AN 
DETECTED AT ELEMENT NO 
1 15)
1030 FORMAT ( D X JS T  = 3F15 7)
END
SUBROUTINE VSPLON (QQ PP BB URZ,EPS 
WDXJ IDREC)
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A H 0  Z)
C REDUCED INTEGRATION OF VOLUME STRAIN RATE
C PP = ELEMENTAL STIFFNESS MATRIX 
C QQ = ELEMENTAL LOAD VECTOR
C BB = STRAIN RATE MATRIX
COMMON /RIGD/ RTOLALPHJDIATIPLAS STK.EXN 
COMMON /T /W ll  W22
COMMON /MSTR/ NUMNP NUMEL IPLNAX TH NDIE 
COMMON /TSTP/ NINI.NCUR N SE N D E R  R DTMAX 
DIMENSION PP(8 8) QQ(8) BB(4 8) U RZ(1)£PS(I) 
DIMENSION D(6) XX(8) W(2) D A T A  
D/3*0 6666666666666667D0 3*0 333333333333333D0/ 
TWOPI=2*3 141592653S898D0 
W (l)=2 0D0 
W(2)=2 0D0
C GENERATE DILATATIONAL STRAIN RATE MATRIX 
DO 20 1=1 8
XX(I)=BB(1 I>fBB{2 I)+BB(3 I)
20 CONTINUE
C CALCULATE STRAIN RATE COMPONENTS
DO 40 1=1 5 
EPS(I)=0 
40 CONTINUE
XVOL=0 
DO 60 J=1 8
XV OL=XV OL+XX(J)*URZ(J)
DO 60 1=1 4
EPS(I)=EPS(IHBB(I J)*URZ(J)
60 CONTINUE
EB2=(EPS(l)**2+EPS(2)**2+rPS(3)**2)*D(l>f 
1 EPS(4)**2*D(4)
EPS(5)=DSQRT(EB2)
DV OLU=WDXJ*W (1 )* W(2)
IF(IPLNAX EQ 2) DVOLU=DVOLU*TH 
IF(IPLNAX EQ 1) DVOLU=DVOLU*TWOPI
C EVALUATE VOLUMETRIC CONTRIBUTION OF 
C STIFFNESS MATRIX
DO 80 1=1 8
IF (IDREC EQ 1) QQ(I)=QQ(I) DIAT*XVOL* 
XX(I)*DVOLU
TEM=DlAT*XX(I)*DVOLU 
DO 80 J=I 8
PP(U )=I I (IJ)+TEM *XX(J) 
PP(J I)=PP(I J)
80 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END
SUBROUTINE VSPLST (QQ.PP BB URZ WDXJ 
IDREC TEPS)
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A H O Z)
C FOUR POINTS INTEGRATION OF VOLUME STRAIN
C RATE
C PP = ELEMENTAL STIFFNESS MATRIX
C QQ = ELEMENTAL LOAD VECTOR
C BB = STRAIN RATE MATRIX
COMMON /TSTP/ NINIJMCUR NSENDJMITR,DTMAX 
COMMON /RIGD/ RTOLALPH.DIAT IPLAS STK.EXN 
COMMON /MSTR/ NUMNP NUMEL IPLNAX TH NDIE 
COMMON fY f W ll W22 
DIMENSION PP(8 8) QQ(8) BB(4 8) U RZ(l)
DIMENSION D(6) FDV(8) E(4) XX(8) TEPS(l)
DATA D/3*0 666666666666G667D0 
3*0 333333333333333DO/ 
rWOPI^2*3 M l^ 't tW S D O
C ELIMINATE DIALATATIONAL COMPONENT FROM 
C STRAIN RATE MATRIX
DO 20 1=1 8
XX(0=(BB(1 I)+BB(2 I)+BB(3 I))/3
20 CONTINUE
DO 40 1=1 8 
DO 40 J=1 3 
BB(J I)=BB(J I) XX(I)
40 CONTINUE
C CALCULATE STRAIN RATE
DO 60 J=1 4 
E(J)=0 
DO 60 1=1 8
E(J)=E(J}+BB(J I)*URZ(I)
60 CONTINUE
EFSR2=D( 1 )*E( 1 )* E( 1 )+D(2)*E(2)*E(2)+D(3)*E(3)*E(3)+ 
1 D(4)*E(4)*E(4)
IF (NITR EQ 1 AND NCUR EQ NINLAND IDREC EQ 2)
1 EFSR2=(ALPH*100)**2
ALPH2=ALPH**2
IF (hi SR2 LT ALPH2) EFSR2=ALPH2 
EFSR=DSQRT(EFSR2)
11' (IPLAS EQ 1) THEN
CALL FLWST1 (EFSTS STRAT EFSR)
ELSE
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 
IT (NITR LQ 1 AND NCUR EQ NINLAND IDREC EQ 2)
1 TEPS(I)=0 3D-9
EFR=TEPS(1)
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 
CALL FLWST2 (ETSTS STRAT EFR)
END IF
C CALCULATE FIRST DERIVATE OF EFSR**2
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DO 80 1=1 8 
FDV(R=0 
DO 80 J=1 4
FDV(I)=FDV(I>fD(J)*E(J)*BB(J I)
80 CONTINUE
C ADD POINT CONTRIBUTION TO STIFFNESS MATRIX 
DVOLU=WDXJ*W 11 * W22 
IF(IPLNAX EQ 2) DVOLU=DVOLU*TH 
IF(IPLNAX EQ 1) DVOLU=DVOLU*TWOPI
DO 20 IBI EM=1 NELEM 
XGASO(IELEM)=0 
YG ASO(IELEM)=0 
DO 20 INODE=l,NNODE 
NODE=NOD(INODE IELEM)
X=COORD(l,NODE)
Y =COORD(2 JMODE)
XGASO(IELEM)=XGASO(IELEM>+SHAPE(INODE)*X 
YGASO(IELEM)=YGASO(IELEM>fSHAPE(INODE)*Y 
20 CONTINUE
F1=EFSTS/EFSR*DV OLU 
IF (IDREC EQ 2) GOTO 200 
F2=STRAT/EFSR2*DVOLU F1/EFSR2 
DO 120 1=1 8
QQ(D=QQ(R FD V(D*fi 
DO 110 J=I 8 
TEM=0 
DO 100 K=1 4
TEM=TEM+D(K)*BB(K I)*BB(KJ)
100 CONTINUE
PP(U )=PP(I J>fTEM*Fl 
IF (EFSR2 LT ALPH2) GOTO 10S 
PP(U )=PP(I JKFDV(I)*FDV(J)*F2 
105 PP(J I)=PP(I J)
110 CONTINUE 
120 CONTINUE 
RETURN
200 CONTINUE 
DO 300 1=1 8 
DO 280 J=I 8 
TEM=0 
DO 250 K=1 4
TEM=TEM+D(K)*BB(K I)*BB(KJ)
250 CONTINUE
PP(IJ)=PP(I J>+TEM*F1 
PP(J I)=PP(I J)
280 CONTINUE 
300 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END
SUBROUTINE DXF (NPOIN NELEM COORD NOD 
H I NCU2)
C
C
C THIS SUBROUTINE IS TO CREATE THE
C DXF FILE FOR THE MESH
C
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A H O Z) INTEGER *4 (I N) 
CHARACTER MESHD*6,NODED*6 ELEMENTD*9 
COMMON /FILE/  MESHD NODED ELEMENTD
C
DIMENSION COORD(2 2S0) NOD(4 200) H(2) 
XX(2) YY(2),H1(7S0) SHAPE(4) 
XGASO(750) YGASG(750)
C
C CREATING THE DXF FILE 
C
DO SO 1=1 NPOIN 
H1(I)=0 0 
50 CONTINUE 
C
NNODE=4
WRITE(NCU2 (3H 0 ) )
WRITE(NCU2 (7HSECTION))
WRITE(NCU2 (3H 2 ) )
WRTTE(NCU2 (8H EN TITIES))
WRITE(NCU2 (3H 0 ) )
C
CALL SHAPE4 (0 0D0 0 0D0 SHAPE)
DO 30 JELEM =1 ,NELEM 
Il=N O D (l JELEM)
I2=NOD(2 JELEM)
I3=NOD(3 JELEM)
I4=NOD(4 JELEM)
XA=COORD(l II)
YA=COORD(2 II)
XB=COORD(l 12)
YB=COORD(2 12)
XC=COORD(l 13)
YC=COORD(2 13)
XD=COORD(l 14)
YD=COORD(2 14)
DO 40 JNODL=l NNODE 
INODE=JNODE 
IELEMsJELEM 
W RHE(NCU2 (4IILINE) )
WRITE(NCU2 (3H 8) )
WRITE(NCU2 (A) )MESHD 
WRI715(NCU2 (3H 6 2 ))
WRITECNCU2 (3H 13) ) 
ffO IN -N O D tlN O DE DELEM)
X l=COORD(l H‘OIN)
Yl=COORD(2 IPO IN)
WRITC(NCU2 (3H 10) )
WRITC(NCU2 ( r i0  6) ) X l  
WRIFE(NCU2 (3H 20) )
WRITE(NCU2 (T10 6) )Y 1 
WRITE(NCU2 (3H 30) )
WRITC(NCU2 (3H0 0) )
IT(INODE EQ NNODE) THEN
INODE=l
ELSE
IN ODE=INO DE+ 1 
END IF
H’OIN=NOD(INODE IELEM)
X=COORD(l IPO IN)
Y=COORD(2 IPO IN)
WRITE(NCU2 (3H 11) )
WRITECNCU2 (F10 6) )X 
WRITE(NCU2 (3H 21) )
W RIIT(N CU 2 (F10 6) )Y 
WRITE(NCU2 (3H 31) ) 
w R rrn (N c u 2  (3H0 o) )
W RITE(NCU2 (3H 0) )
IT(INODE EQ 2 AND (INODE-1) EQ 1) THEN 
U 1=ABS(YD-YA)
U2=ABS(XA XD) 
ir (U lG T U 2 ) THEN 
II(l)= U l/8 0 
El SE
H (l)=U2/8 0 
END IF 
XX(1)=XA 
YY(1)=YA 
U3=ABS(YA YC)
U4=ABS(XB XC)
IF(U3 GT U4) THEN 
H(2)=U3/8 0 
ELSL
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30
H(2)~U4/8 0 
END IF 
XX(2)=XB 
YY(2)=YB 
ELSE 
GOTO 40 
END IF 
DO 70 11=1 2
W RirE(NCU 2 (3H 1 ))  
IRIPOIN LT 10) THEN 
WRITECNCU2 (11) )IP0IN 
ELSE IT(IJ OIN LT 100) THEN 
WRITE(NCU2 (12) )IPOIN 
ELSE IF(IPOIN LT 1000) THEN 
WRITE(NCU2 (13) )IPOIN 
END IF
WRJTE(NCU2 (4HTEXT) ) WRITE(NCU2 (3H 0 ) )
WRITE(NCU2 (3H 8) ) 80 CONTINUE
WRITE(NCU2 (A) )NODED WRITE(NCU2 (6H EN D SEC))
WRITE(NCU2 (3H 62) ) WRITE(NCU2 (3H 0) )
WRITE(NCU2 (3H 5) ) RETURN
WRITE(NCU2 (3H 10 )) 
WRITE(NCU2 (F10 6) )XX(II)
END
WRITE(NCU2 (3H 2 0 )) SUBROUTINE SHAPE4 (E TA ^SI SHAPE)
WRITE(NCU2 (F10 6) )YY(II) C
WRITE(NCU2 (3H 30) ) C
WRITE(NCU2 (3H0 0 ) ) C CALCULATE THE SHAPE FUNCTION FOR THE
WRITE(NCU2 (3H 4 0 )) SHARED NODE
WRITE(NCU2 (F10 6) )H(IR C
WRJTE(NCU2 (3H 1 )) C
IF(NOD(II IELEM) LT 10) THEN IMPLICIT IN T EG ER S (I N) REAL*8 (A H O-Z)
WRITE<NCU2 (11) )NOD(II IELEM) 
ELSE IF(NOD(II IELEM) LT 100) THEN
DIMENSION SIIAPE(4)
WRITE(NCU2 (12) )NOD(II IELEM) S=PSI
ELSE IF(NOD(II IELEM) LT 1000) THEN T=ETA
WRITE(NCU2 (13) )NOD(II JELEM) 
END IF
ST=S*T
H l(NOD(II IELEM))=H(II) SHAPE(1)=(1 T S+ST)*0 25
W RITE(NCU2 (3H 0) ) SHAPE(2)=(1 T+S ST)*0 25
F=H(II) SIIAPE(3)=(1 +T+S+ST)*0 25
CONTINUE
CONTINUE
SIIAPE(4)=(1 +T S ST)*0 25
WRITE(NCU2 (4H T EX T)) RETURN
WRITE(NCU2 (3H 8) )  
WRITE(NCU2 (A) )ELEMENTD
END
WRITE(NCU2 (3H 62) ) SUBROU TINE VEL (NCU2 VVECT,ZZ,RZJTOR SCALE)
WRITE(NCU2 (3H 2) ) C
WRITE(NCU2 (3H 10) ) IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A H O Z)
WRITE(NCU2 (F10 6))XGASO(TELEM) CHARACTER VVECT*9,FOR*7
WRITE(NCU2 (3H 20) ) COMMON /MSTR/ NUMNP NUMEL IPLNAX TH NDIE
WRITE(NCU2 (FI 0 6) )YGASO(ICLEM) DIMENSION TETA(2S0) ZZ(2 250),RZ(2 250) UR(250)
WRITE(NCU2 (3H 30) ) 
WRITE(NCU2 (3H0 0) )
DATA PI/3 141S926535898D0/
WRJTE(NCU2 (3H 4 0 )) URMIN=1 E20
F l= H l(N O D (l IELEM)) 
WRITE(NCU2 (F10 6) )F1 
WRITE(NCU2 (3H 1 ) )
URMAX= 1 E20
DF(IELEM LT 10) THEN 
WRITE(NCU2 (11))IELEM
IT (rO R  EQ VTORCES ) C.O TO 20
ELSE IF(IELEM LT 100) THEN WRITE(NCU2 (7HSECTION))
WRJTE(NCU2 (12) )IELEM WRITE(NCU2 (3H 2) )
ELSE IF(IELEM LT 1000) THEN WRITE(NCU2 (6H BLO C KS))
WRITE(NCU2 Q3) )IELEM WRITE(NCU2 (3H 0) )
END IF WRITE(NCU2 (SHBLOCK) )
W RITE(NCU2 (3H 0 ) ) WRITE(NCU2 (3H 8) )
CONTINUE W RIIX(NCU2 (1 H 0 ))
DO 80 IPOIN=l NPODM WR1TE(NCU2 (3H 2) )
IF(Hl(IPOIN) NE 0 0) GOTO 80 WR1TF(NCU2 (3HARR) )
WRITE(NCU2 (4H T EX T)) WRITE(NCU2 (3H 7 0 ))
WRITE(NCU2 (3H 8) ) WRITL(NCU2 OH 64) )
WRITE(NCU2 (A) )NODED WRITECNCU2 (3H 10) )
WRITE(NCU2 (3H 6 2 )) WRITE(NCU2 (3H0 0 ) )
WRITE(NCU2 (3H 5) ) WRITE(NCU2 (3H 20) )
WRITE(NCU2 OH 10) ) WRITE(NCU2 (3H0 0 ) )
WRITE(NCU2 (T10 6) )COORD(l IPOIN) W RITE(NCU2 (3H 3 0 ))
WRITE(NCU2 (3H 2 0 )) WR1TE(NCU2 (3H0 0 ) )
WRITE(NCU2 (F10 6) )COORD(2 IPOIN) 
WRITE(NCU2 ’(3H 30)’)
WRITE(NCU2 (3H0 0) )
W RlTh(NCU2 (3H 0) )
WRITE(NCU2 (3H 4 0 )) WRITE(NCU2 (4HLINE) )
WRITE(NCU2 (FI 0 6) )F WRITL(NCU2 (3H 8) )
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WRITE(NCU2 (1H0) ) 
WRITE(NCU2 (3H 10) ) 
WRJTE(NCU2 (5H0 594) ) 
WRITE(NCU2 (3H 20) ) 
WRITE(NCU2 (3H0 0) ) 
WRITE(NCU2 (3H 30) ) 
WRITE(NCU2 (3H0 0) ) 
WRITE(NCU2 (3H 11) ) 
WRITE(NCU2 (3H0 0) ) 
WRJTE(NCU2 (3H 21) ) 
WRITE(NCU2 (3H0 0) ) 
WRITE(NCU2 (3H 31) ) 
WRITE(NCU2 (3H0 0) )
WRITE(NCU2 (3H 0) ) 
WRITE(NCU2 (4HLINE) ) 
WRITE(NCU2 (3H 8) ) 
WRITE(NCU2 (1H0) ) 
WRITE(NCU2 (3H 10) ) 
WRITE(NCU2 (5H2 259)’) 
WRITE(NCU2 (3H 20) ) 
WRITE(NCU2 (8H0 007066) ) 
WRITE(NCU2 (3H 30) ) 
WRITE(NCU2 (3H0 0) ) 
WRITECNCU2 (3H 11) ) 
WRITE(NCU2 (8H1 283358) ) 
WRITE(NCU2 (3H 21) ) 
WRITE(NCU2 (9H 0 147232) ) 
WRITE(NCU2 (3H 31) ) 
WRITE(NCU2 (3H0 0) )
WRITE(NCU2 (3H 0 ) )  
WRJTE(NCU2 (4HLINE) ) 
WRITE(NCU2 (3H 8) ) 
WRITE(NCU2 (1H0) ) 
WRITECNCU2 {3H 10) ) 
WRITE(NCU2 (8H1 283358) ) 
WRITE(NCU2 (3H 20) ) 
WRITE(NCU2 (9H 0 147232) ) 
WRITE(NCU2 (3H 30) ) 
WRITE(NCU2 (3H0 0) ) 
WRITB(NCU2 (3H 11) ) 
WRITE(NCU2 (8H1 283358) ) 
WR1TE(NCU2 (3H 21) ) 
WRITE(NCU2 (9H 0 002238) ) 
WRITE(NCU2 (3H 31) ) 
WRITE(NCU2 (3H0 0) )
WRITE(NCU2 (3H 0) ) 
WRITE(NCTJ2 (5HSOLID) ) 
WRITE(NCU2 (3H 8) ) 
WRITE(NCU2 (1H0) ) 
WRITE(NCU2 (3H 10) ) 
WRITE{NCU2 (8H1 281977)) 
WRITE(NCU2 (3H 20) ) 
WRITE(NCU2 (9H 0 002238) ) 
WRITE(NCU2 (3H 30) ) 
WRITE(NCU2 (3H0 0) ) 
WRITE(NCU2 (3H 11) ) 
W RUE(NCU2 (8H2 213537) ) 
WRITE(NCU2 (3H 21) ) 
WRITE(NCU2 (9H 0 000114)) 
WRITE(NCU2 (3H 31) ) 
WRITE(NCU2 (3H0 0) ) 
WRITE(NCU2 (3H 12) ) 
WRITE(NCU2 (8H1 283358) ) 
WRTTE(NCU2 (3H 22) ) 
WRITE(NCU2 (9H 0 147232) ) 
WRITE(NCU2 (3H 32) ) 
WRITE(NCU2 (3110 0) ) 
WRITE(NCU2 (3H 13) ) 
WRITE(NCU2 (8111 283358) )
WRITE(NCU2 (3H 23) ) 
WRITL(NCU2 (9H 0 147232) ) 
WRITC(NCU2 (3H 33) )
WRI 1X(NCU2 (3H0 0) )
WRUX(NCU2 (3H 0 ) )  
WRITE(NCU2 (5HSOLID) ) 
WRITL(NCU2 (3H 8) ) 
WR1TE(NCU2 (1H0) ) 
WRITE(NCU2 (3H 10) ) 
WRITL(NCU2 (5H1 282) ) 
WRITEXNCU2 (3H 20) ) 
WRITL(NCU2 (6H 0 007) ) 
WRITE(NCU2 (3H 30) ) 
WRITH(NCU2 (3H0 0) ) 
WRITE(NCU2 (3H 11) ) 
WRITC(NCU2 (SH2 213537)) 
WRITEXNCU2 (3H 21) ) 
WRHX(NCU2 (9H 0 000253) ) 
WRITX(NCU2 (3H 31) ) 
W RIIX(NCU2 (3H0 0) ) 
WRITE(NCU2 (3H 12) ) 
WRITE(NCU2 (5H1 282) ) 
W RirE(NC U 2 (3H 22) ) 
WRITL(NCU2 (5H0 138) ) 
WRITE(NCU2 (311 32) ) 
W RriX(NCU2 (3H0 0) ) 
WRITE(NCU2 (3H 13) ) 
WR1TE(NCU2 (5H1 282) ) 
WRITL(NCU2 (3H 23) ) 
WR11X(NCU2 (5H0 138) ) 
WRITL(NCU2 (311 33) ) 
WRITT(NCU2 (3H0 0) ) 
WRITC(NCU2 (3H 0) ) 
WR1TONCU2 (4HLINE) ) 
W RnX(NCU2 (3H 8) )  
WRITE(NCU2 (IHO) ) 
WRITE(NCU2 (3H 10) )
WRI IX(NCU2 (5H1 282) ) 
WRHX(NCU2 (3H 20) ) 
WRITE(NCU2 (5110 138) ) 
WRITE(NCU2 (3H 30) ) 
WRriX(NCU2 (3H0 0) ) 
WRITE(NCU2 (3H 11) ) 
WRITE(NCU2 (5H1 282) ) 
WRHX(NCU2 (3H 21) ) 
WRrTX(NCU2 (611 0 007) ) 
WRnX(NCU2 (311 31) )
WRI 1X(NCU2 (3H0 0) )
WRITC(NCLI2 (3H 0) )
WRI 1X(NCU2 (4IILINE) ) 
WRITEÌNCU2 (311 8) ) 
W RriX(NCU2 (1H0) ) 
W RIIX(NCU2 (3H 10) ) 
WRITE(NCU2 (5H2 259) ) 
W RirE(NCU2 (3H 20) ) 
WRITE(NCU2 (6H 0 007) ) 
W RnX(NCU2 (3H 30) ) 
WRITL(NCU2 (3H0 0) )
WRI 1X(NCU2 (3H 11) ) 
WR1IX(NCU2 (5111 282) ) 
WR1TUNCU2 (3H 21) ) 
WRrTT(NCU2 (5H0 138) ) 
W R rrh(N C U 2 (3H 31) ) 
WRITE(NCU2 (3H0 0) )
WRIT E(NCU2 (3H 0 ) )  
WRIJX(NCU2 (4HLINE) ) 
WRITE(NCU2 (3H 8) ) 
WR11X(NCU2 (1H0) ) 
WRHX(NCU2 (3H 10) )
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WRITE(NCU2 OHO ‘594) )
WRITE(NCU2 (3H 20) )
WRITE(NCU2 (3H0 0) )
WRJTE(NCU2 (3H 30) )
WRJTE(NCU2 (3H0 0) )
WRITH(NCU2 (3H 11) )
WRJTE(NCU2 (5H2 2 5 9 ))
WRITE(NCU2 (3H 21) )
WRITE(NCU2 (6H 0 007) )
WRITE(NCU2 (3H 31) )
WRITE(NCU2 (3H0 0) )
WRITE(NCU2 (3H 0) )
WRITE(NCU2 (6HENDBLK) )
WRITE(NCU2 (3H 8) )
WRITE(NCU2 (1H0) )
WRITE(NCU2 (3H 0) )
WRITE(NCU2 (6HENDSEC) )
20 DO 10 1=1 NUMNP
LF(ZZ(11) EQ 0 0 AND ZZ(2 I) EQ 0 0) GO TO 10 
IF(ZZ(11) EQ 0 0) ZZ(J I)=l D 10 
IF (ZZ(11) GE 0 0 AND ZZ(2 I) GE 0 0)
% TETA(I)=DATAN(ZZ(2 I)/ZZ(11))
IF (ZZ(1 I) L T 0  0 AND ZZ(21) LE 0 0)
% TETA(I)=PI+DATAN(ZZ(21)/ZZ(1 I))
IF (ZZ(11) LE 0 0 AND ZZ(21) GT 0 0)
% TETA(I)=PI+DATAN(ZZ(21)/ZZ(1 I))
IF (Z Z (11) GT 0 0 AND ZZ(2 I )L T 0  0)
% TETA ( I)=2 *PI+DATAN (ZZ(21)/ZZ(1 I))
TETA(I)=TETA(I)*180 0/PI 
UR(I)=DSQRT(ZZ( 1 1)*ZZ(1 I)+ZZ (21)*ZZ(2 I)) 
X=UR(I)
IF (X LT URMIN) URMIN=X 
IF (X GT URMAX) URMAX=X
10 CONTINUE
DO 30 1=1 NUMNP 
UR(I)=SCALE*UR(I)/( 10 *URMAX)
IF (UR(I) LT 1 D-3) UR(I)=1 D 3 
WRITE(NCU2 (3H 0 ) )
WRITE(NCU2 (7HSECTION) )
WRITE(NCU2 (3H 2) )
WRITE(NCU2 (8HENT1TIES) )
WRJTE(NCU2 (3H 0) )
WRITE(NCU2 (6HINSERT) )
WRITE(NCU2 (3H 8) )
WRITE(NCU2 (A) )W E C T  
WRITE(NCU2 (3H 2) )
WRJTE(NCU2 OHARR) )
WRITE(NCU2 {3H 10) )
WRITE(NCU2 (F10 5) )RZ(1 I)
WRITE(NCU2 (3H 20) )
WRITE(NCU2 (FIO *5) )RZ(2 I)
WRITE(NCU2 (3H 30) )
WRITE(NCU2 (3H0 0) )
WRITE(NCU2 (3H 41) )
WRITE(NCU2 (E14 6) )UR(7)
WRTTE(NCU2 {3H 42) )
WRITE(NCU2 (E14 6) )UR(R 
WRITE(NCU2 (3H 43) )
WRITE(NCU2 (3H1 0) )
WRJTE(NCU2 (3H 50) )
WRJTE(NCU2 (FIO S) )TETA(I)
WRITE(NCU2 (3H 0) )
WRITE(NCU2 (6HENDSEC) )
30 CONTINUE
RETURN
END
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